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Table 1
PlIMDOX SITING 1TUD1ES

P R~FI\CE

This Site Ch.:u," act e rization Repo rt,. P r epa r a ti o n Paper s , is published
as a p roduc t of t he Nat iona l Wast e Te rmina l Storilgc (NWTS) Program.

Jteqio.... l studi"

The

object.ive of this p r ogram is t o deve lop t.ermina l Waste storage fa c ilities
in deep , stabl e qcologie fo rma tions, for high-leve l nucl ea r va8te , includi n q s pent f u e l c lcmcnLs f rom l."Oancrc i a l power r eac tors and transul' an i c
n uclea r was t e fo r whi ch the fede r a l government is responsible.
[ dentifying possibl e sites for geo logic r eposi tor ies a nd evalua ting
t he l.c po tenti a l involves the co ll ec tion and a nalysis of d e t ai led geo log ic

•

OVerview of the Regional GeolOCJY of the Paradox . .ain
Study Region, 0IIIIl-92 (1980)

•

Regional Enviro_nta l CMracterizaUon Jteport for the
Paradox Bedded Salt Region and sUCI'Ounding Territory,

•

and envi ronmenta l data and compa rison of the dat .:! agai nst prE.-<iete nnined

0l1li1-68 (1980)

SUllllllary Regional CharactedaaUon and Re~Uon of
s tudy Areas in the Para40K Baain Study Reg1on,

ONWl-JU 119811

sit.e pc r fol"Dlan c e c riteria (i. c .,. geo l ogic cha rac t e ri s ti c s, environmental

Area Studiea

p rote c tion , .:m d socioc(."()nocnic impacts).
Th(! si t e sel ection p r ocess consis t s of a series of inc rc a si nq J y
dct, <.Ji l cd s tudie~ to o bt.ain env iro nme n t a l u nd gcologit.: in f orma ti o n .
steps arc:

The

nationa l s urvey of one o r more r o ck tyvcs with potcnti u l f o r

wast e <.:ontairuncntl identi f ica tion o f region s c o n t i-lini n" po tc!1t id ll y s u i tab l e ro c k typesl rcca.nenddtion of s tudy a r eas , and tl le n l oca ti ons .
(Sec Table t fo r s tatus o f the Pa radox 6415 i n s tudies.)

At the c onc lus ion

•
•

•

Geologic Characterization Roport for the Paradox Baain
Study Region, Utah Study Areaa, 0IllU-290 119811
Envirorunontal Characterization Report for the Paradox
Bas in Study Regi on, Utah Study Areas, ONIIl-l44 (1981)
Paradox Area Characterization S-..ry and Location
Recomme ndation Report, ONWI-291 (to be published in
1982)

of each s c r een i ng step , the focus of studies ndr-rows t o small e r l and a r eas ,
whi i e the iUDOWlt o f d a t a co llected inc reases.

Screening s t eps wi l1

identify pote ntteal si t.es a t. se vera l l oca t ions . l Cdd inq t o the next p lhlse ,
s i te c haral.:tcr i zution .

ThC" p ur pose o f s it<> c h.J r a c tcrJzatio n i s t o

u site ' s suita bi lity fo r a r eposi t o ry .

il SSCS !:'

Th e p r o <.:c ss c ulm i n a t e s j l l DO E ' s

a p p i icati o n t o t he U. S. Nuc l c ~l r Rcqul<.Jto r y Commi s si on O>;kC ) f Ot" Llu th() l- i z d tion t o cons truc t a nd o pc r.lt c the f l r s t

i_l l

rt.!!-'OSl t o r ',. .

iv

1"UIlE

BEST DOCUMENT

The first federal repository for the isolation of high-level nuclear
wastes is expected to be in operation between 1998 and 2006, follOWing the
site selection process outlined, field testing and technology development
programs, and fulfillment of licensing requirements.
one site from

~ng

DOE expects to choose

several qualified sites and apply to NRC in 1988 for

a license to construct the first repository.

Several repositories are

planned.
The Site Characterization Report, Preparation Papers

(ONWI~30l),

in-

cludes a description of detailed field studies and efforts to collect data
to resolve key geologic and environmental issues in the Gibson Dome location within the Paradox Basin Region of Utah (see Figure 1).

As such the

contents of ONWI-301 are in 'essence a technical work plan for Paradoy.
activities during the location phase exploration.

Table 2 summarizes those

field activities accomplished to date and those being proposed to determine
the suitability of an exploratory shaft and repositorl at the Gibson Dome
location.

Implementation of all the geologic activities described in ONWI-

301 may not occur because new initial data may resolve a particular issue
before completing the entire sequence of planned field work.
ne~ly

However, the

acquired data will be thoroughly evaluated to ensure that the par-

ti cular issue has been resolved.

The issues identified herein are based on

NWTS 33(2), (DOE, 1981) and 10 CFR 60, Subpart E (NRC, 1981) and those issues
raised by Utahns who participated in public meetings (November 9-13, 1981)
spons ored by t he Utah Nuclear Waste Repository Task Force.
Applic able information from this

Sit~

CharacteriZation Report, Prep-

arat ion Paper s (ONWI-301) for location phase activities, will be i ncorpor a t ed i nto t he
c

ite Characterization Report (SCR) fo r de tail ed site char-

ri zat i on ac t ivities r equire d b, the Nuc l e ar Re gu l ator y Commi ss ion (NRC),

if t he Paradox Bas in i s s elec ted f or an exploratory sha f t.

As called f or

by

r equirement s , the Site Characte rization Report will be submitted t o the
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BEST _ A l a . !

BEST DCCUIEIT AVAILABLE
NRC in advan ce o f the beginn i ng o f detailed site c hara c terization phase
a c tiv ities , whi c h arc antici p ated t o include an exploratory s haft.

CONTENTS

An

a . p r o pr iate l-'criod of time will be al l owed for r eview o f that document
by th e NRC , t he affect ed state(s ), and the ge ne ral public.

The scope of

the SCR f o r detai l ed c haracte rizati o n (as o utlined in the Table of
Co n t en t s , Paqes ix-xx) wil l in c lude a s ummary o f the then c urrent s tate
of kno ..... ledge and future p l ans on such t op i c s and activities as repository
d c!:.: i g n and perfo rman ce assessment in addi tion t o geo l og i c al and enviro nme n t a l act i v ities .

The sco pe of ONWl- 301, however , is only a wo rk plan

fo r the l oc ati on p ha se activities .

ONWI-301 was written in the format

o f Chap t e r 13* of t he SCR for detailed site characterization activities to
pr ov i de c ontinu i t y o f p l anning with t h e future Chapt e r 1 3 which will be
a 'Ao rk p lan for the detai l ed site cha r ac t e riz a ti on ph a s e .
~ eso luti o n

Pr ogr ess on

of i ssues from the l o c a t ion phase t o t he detailed site ehar-

a c tcr- i zat i on phase \dll t he r efore be more eas il y demons tr ated t h rough t his
con sis ten c y o f fo rmat .
s i te - s~ c ifi c

The " p l ans " sec ti o:-. of the SCR will addres s the

c hara c terizati on phase of the prog ram, a s opposed to t he

l o ca t i on sc r e ening phase that i s c ove red i n ONW I-3 0 l.
O:\it<J' ! - 30 1 i s a f i n a l do cume nt.
! ,;:l ~

.r:

;:lOci ',.;i l l

Consequ ent l y ,

An app r o p r iate NEPA docume nt will be prc-

a ccomp any th e SCR fo r the detai l e d s j t o c ha rac t eriz a tion

i ha ..;; ,_ .
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13.0 SITE ISSUES AND PLANS
Table 13-1

This chapter suzm'larizes key geologic and environmental issues that

COMPARISON OF SITING CRITERIA FOR
NATIONAL WASTE TERMINAL STORAGE PROGRAM

have already been resolved and those that need to be resolved prior to
drilling the characterization borehole (CBH), and/or siting the exploratory
shaft and repository.
•

These issues were developed based on:

Data obtained for writing regional and area geologic and

environmental characterization reports for the Paradox
Basin Region

•

Governmental and institutional concerns from the Utah

•

Criteria included in: 1) NWrS Program Criteria for
Mined Geologic Disposal of Nuclear Waste: Site Perfo rmance Criteria (NWTS 33(2) (DOE, 1981), and
2) Nuclear Regulatory Conunission Regulations on Disposal
of High-Level RadioactiVe Wastes in Geologic Repositories (10 CFR 60, Subpart E) (NRC, 1981). These criteria are s\.UlUnarized in Table 13-1.

Depa rtme nt of Energy
NWTS-33(2)
NWTS Criteria for the
Geologic Disposal of
Radioactive Wastes:
Site Performance Criteria:
1.

Nuclear Waste Repository Task Force

Each section of thi s chapter includes a surmnary of resolved issues

•
•

For those issue :- that remain to be resolved, the regulatory basis for

•

the i ssues l background information about the issue, and the principle

•
•
•

60.l22(c) (2) - Minimum Depth
60.l22(a) (9) - Thickness
60.l22(a) (9) - Lateral Ext.ent

Hydrological Regime /
Path Length/ Travel Time

•

60.122(a) (1) ,(a) (2) ,(a) (3),

Water Bodies/Climatic
Cycles
Aquifer Flow/
Cons truction
Dissolution of Rock

•

Minimum Depth
Thickness
Lateral Extent

Geohydrology
•

followed by a detailed analYSis of issues that remain to be resolved .

10 CFR 60, Subpart E
(July, 1981)

Site Geometry
•
•
•

II.

Nuclear Regulatory COIIIIIission

•
•

feature to be addressed in the Site Characterization Report are disc ussed.
For each issue described, a corresponding technical program for resolving
the issue is then outlined.

III.

Instrlmlentation and monitoring efforts will

only be required as noted in this section.

Also, except as discussed,

the data collection activities will not affect the "integrity" of the
po t e ntial repository site.

I V.

(a) (4), (a) (9), (b) (3),

(c) (1) and (c) (2) - Hydrological Regime/Path Length
Travel Time
60.l22(c) (2) - Water Bodies/
Climatic Cycles
60.132(c) (2) - Aquifer Flow/
Construction
60.122 (a) (9) ,(c) (1) - Dissolution of Rock

Geochemistry
•

Chemical Interactions

•

•

Radionuclide Retardation

•

60.122(c) (1), (a) (4), (a) (9)
(b) (4) Chemical Interactions
60.11l(c) (4), and 60.l22(c) (1)
Radionuclide Retardation

Geologic Characteristics
•

Stratigraphy

•

Ho s t Rock Cha racteristics

•

Virgin Rock Strength

•

( ;00 ) o g i c

•

60. 122 (a) (1-4), (b) (2) , ( c) (2)
Stra tigraphy IHost Rock
Characteristics

•

f 0 .l 22 (a ) ( 9) - Virgin Ro c k

•

60 . I II (<.: ) ( 4)

~ tr ength

S t abi l ity

S t c..lb i.lity

- Geol n gi <.:

13.1
Table 13-1 (Continued)

v.

Tectonic Environment
•

VI.

Tectonic Elements

•

•

Quaternary Faul ts

•
•

Quaternary Igneous
•
Activi ty
Uplift or Subsidence Rates.

•

Seismicity

•

•

Tectonic Environment
60.122(b)(2) - Tectonic Elements
60.122(b)(2). (a)(2). b(3).
Quaternary Faults
60 . 122(b) (2) - Quaternary Igneous
Activity
60.122(b) (2) - Uplift or
Subsidence Rates
60.122(b) (2) - SeismiCity

VII .

phases o f the site selection process.

The major resolved issue frOill the

studie s t o date is the assessment that the Gibson Dome location appears to
be feasible for continued Site Characterization studies.

The data gathered

during site selection studies will form the basis for future studies to
resolve licensing issues.

Data acquired during the regional and area phases

is consistent with siting criteria established in NWTS 33(2).

(ONWl, 1980:

Reconunendation Report," ONWI-291, c urrently being prepared by Bechtel Group,

Resources

•

60.122(b)(1).(a)(2-4).(a)(8) _

•

Exploration Histor y

•

•

Ownership and Control

•

Resources
60.122(b) (1). (a) (8) - Exploration History
60.121 - Ownership/ Control

Inc. )
13 . 1.2

UNRESOL\ED ISSUES AND PLANS FOR RESOLUTION

The fo llowing sections present plans for beginning the resolution of

•

Hydrological System

•

60.122(b) (3) .(b) (1) - Hydrologi-

major geologic issues that need to be addressed p :o: ior to the start of

•
•

Wate r Bodies
Topographi c Features

•
•

60.122(b) (1) - Water Bodies
60.l22(b)(1). (b)(3) - Topo-

ac tivities up to the time shaft construction c Olt'll\ences.

•
•

Meteorological Phenomena
Industrial/ Transportati on
Military Installations

•

cal System

graphic Features

60.l32(b) (3.5-7) - Industrial

Transportation/ Utili t y Hazards

VIII. Demography

•
•

Urban Areas
Tran s portation

e xpl o ratory shaft construction.

These plans are intended only to cover
Plans for the -

final reso lution of geologie issues during the preparation of the license
application (Site Characterization phase of work) will be described at a
l a ter date.

An index map showing the relative locations of the detailed

maps discussed below (with the exception of Figures 13-9, 13-10, and 13-12)
•

60 .122(c) (2) - Urban Area s

is shown on Figure 13-1.

Figures 13-9, 13-10, o.nd 13-12 extend over the

e ntire area i llustrated in Figure 13-1 .

Environrnen tal Protection
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Y. .

OF RESOLVED ISSUEs

ONWI, 1981a and b: "Paradox Area Characterization Suanary and Location

Surface Characteristics

I X.

S ~Y

The geolog i c program in the Paradox basin is now beginning the final

60.l22(c)(1) .(a)(3) • (a)(4) _

Human Intrusion
•

13.1.1

ISSUES RELATED TO GEOLOGY

Wildernes s
Rive r s
Wildlife
National Park s
Arc haeology
National Heritage
Ambient Condition s

Socioeconomi c Impacts
•
•

Management of Impac t s
Tran sportation Impacts

13.1 .2. 1

Salt Depth and Thickness

Basis for Issue.

De pth and thickness of the repository layer is

r ecog nize d a s a Siting i s sue by Section 3 . 1U) and 3.1(2) in NWTS 33(2),
whi c h s t ates that "th e thickn ess and l a t e r a l extent of the geologic system sur r o unding t he waste emplacement area shall be sufficie nt to accommoda t e the repository and a buffer zone and t o e nsure that impacts induced
by cons truc tio n of the r eposi t o ry and b y waste emplacement will not

unaccep tabl y affec t system performance."

NRC documents 10 CFR 60.122 and
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10 CFR 60.123 si milarly r e quire that favorable conditions must exist to

pe rmit the emp l acement of .....aste at a minimum depth of 300 meters from the
gronnd surface.

A potentiall y adverse condition could occur at greater

reposi tory depth where geomechanical p rope rties "do not permit design of
s table underground openings during construction .....aste e mplacement or retrie val
ope rations ...
Di s c ussion of Issue .

The dep t h and thic .k ness of pc tential repository

l uy e r s have b e en major site selection facto r s thro ugh ou t t he evalua tion of
t.he Pa. r a dox Basin. Specific dat a on depth and th ic.kness are r equired a t
the si t. e o f a potent i a l test shaft for feasibili ty evaluations and facil ity
design .
Objec tives .

The objective of thi s investigation i s t o gath er sha ft

s ite - sp!'c if i c da t a on th e depth and thickness of the r epos itory laye r.
Technical App roa ch .

Th e d epth and thickness to the repository l ayer

a t t.he poten ti al sha ft site wi l l be determined by coring a characterization
bo r e h o l e (CBH) to the targ et salt

l ay~r

shown on Figure 1 3 - 2.

Core and

qeophys i cal logs f rom the borehole will be anal yzed to provide depth an d
thic kness in fo rmation .

A seismic r ef l ection li ne# run in Davis Canyon

(r igure 13 - 2) # will p r ovide additiona l data on the d e pth and l ateral extent
of th e reposito r y salt l ayer.
In s tnunen t ation and Monitoring .

The CBH will be cored to the base

of t.h e repository salt laye r and detailed lithologi c desc r iptions of the
co r e will b e mad e .

A suite of geop hysical l ogs wil l a lso be run ( see

Table 13 - 2 ).
Th e se i s mi c r e fl ec t.i on s urvey consists of a line of geopho ne s st rWlg
o ut. i110ng th e s urvey route and conn ec ted to a r eco rding truc k .

Th e enerqy

source fo r the s urvey is p rovided by truc k-mount ed vibrating equipmen t.
Effec t on Si t e Suitability.

The CBH shown o n F'i g ur e 13-2 will be

d r illed en tir e l y wit hin t he diame t er of a po t ent i a l test shaft t o
e l iminate th e need fo r borehole p l ugging and sca li ng.

Seismi c r ef l ec ti on

surveys are

~onducted

on the ground surface and no disturbance is caused

ill the ruck strata below the surface.
13.1. 2 .2

Faults and Fractures in the Disturbed Zone

Basis for Issue.

10 CFR Part 60 , Section 60.123(b) (7) requires that

the pre senc e or absenc e of "the following adverse condition be determined
in t he disturbed zon e :

the potential for creating new pathways for

radiol luclide migration due to presence of a fault or fracture zone irrespe c tive of the last age of movement."

For the purposes of determining

the presence or absence of adverse conditions in the disturbed zone "investiga tions should e xtend to the greater of either its calculated extent or a
horizontal distance of 2 kilometers from the limits of the underground
facility , and from the surface to a depth of 500 meters below the limits
of th e rCl ,ository e xcavation."
Discussion of Issue.

Faults were detected on seism ic reflection data

of the Gibson Dome area in the vi cinity of Hatch Mesa.

These faults are

not e x pre ss ed on th e sur face and do not cut post-Pennsylvanian strata .
Th ey do , howeve r, fal l within the v ert ical dimension of the disturbed
zone (that is , 500 meters (1640 feet) below repository excavation .

There is

a po ssibi lity tha t similar structures e xist near the Gibson Dome location,
whi c h is app r o ximately 11 kilometers (7 miles) southwest of the Hatch Hesa
fu lt s .
Objec tive .

The objective of th e proposed tasks is to loca t e any sub-

s ur fdce fracturing or faults in the Gib son Dome location that a r e not
observable

t th e surfa ce .

Technical Approach.

Subsurface fract uring and fa ulti ng will p rimarily be

detect ed or assessed by acquiring seismic refl ec tion data .

The data used in

the analysis will include t he seismic ref l ection dat a covering the Gibson Dome
loc a tio n acq uired d uri ng area studies

nd a new ly acquired seismi c r ef l ection
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BEST DOCUn ENT AVAILABLE
Table 13-2
BOREHOLE GEOPHYSICAL LOGS
It is anticipated that the geophysical logs listed below will be obtained from
be added to this list as the downhole program progresses .

th~

boreholes .

Additional geophysical logs may

Density Log. This log will be compensated for borehole effects and will be r ecorded in both gr ms per cubic centime er and in
density porosity ver s us depth.
Neutron Log.

Thi s log will be compensated for borehole effects and will record neutron porosity ver s us depth.

Caliper Log (a) . This log will provide a record of the variations in borehole diameter versus depth, utilizing a two-point
source . I t will be run simultaneously with other logs (i . e ., density, neutro. , sonic).
Caliper Log (b). This log will provide a detailed reco . d of the variations in the diameter o f the borehole ve r s us depth by
util izing at least four point sources. In addition, a reco rd of borehole vol ume will be r eco rded.
Gamma Ray Log .
Temper ature Log.

Thi s log will record the natural formation radioactivity in API units v r sus depth.
This log will r ecord the temperatur e of the borehole flu ' d in degrees Fahrenheit ve r s us

epth.

Dual Latero l og . Thi s log will mea s ure the conduc tivity of the wall rocks and will be record ed on a loga rithmi c sca l e
depth to r e present reSistivity in ohm-meters for RLLD and R
LLS

v er~ us

Sonic Log. This log will be borehole compensated and will be recorded in both interva l trans i t time a nd pe rcent porosity ver s us
depth. Tra nsmit time integration and seismic wave train displays will also be presented .
Dipmeter/Directional /Fracture Log. This combinat ion log will r ecord the deviation , relat ive bearing and azunuth of the borehole
in degrees ; provide a detailed record of the borehol e diameter; and record a set of resistivity curves from which the dip angl e
of the bedding planes ca n be determined. A computer p r in t o ut of the above da t a and graphi c representations of the dip and
direc tional data (cluster plot and c ross section , respec tively) will be provided. In additi on , a fra c ture log will be ene r ated
utillz ing data from the dipmeter log.
Cement Bond/Variable Density Log. This l og wi ll be used to determine th · ffec tiveness o f t he cemen t bond in he casing-fo rma
an nulu s and to l ocate the cem nt top ve rsu s depth . 1 will a l so provide information about th quality o f the form lon sea .
Fl owmete r Tool. Thi s too l will be used for reco rd ing production or injection pr o f i l es by utili z ing a sp inner- ype veloci mct r.
Fluid conductivity and r m. erature will a l so be r ecorded .
Thi s t oo l will be used [or r e ,
flUld pe rmits identifi ca

lC
I

ling in jec tion rof iles and de
n of fluid moti o n.

cting trav e l pol hs o f In )ected flUid.

Thi s l og wi ll u i1l ze data from the density, sonic , and dipmeter l ogs t o
seismic l ines .

a seismogram at a sCd l

he densl y , c a llr r, !lnu s i srrll C \I\'avc rain 1 s
shear and compression wav v l OCJ t l ~s , Poisso n ' s Ra 10 , You q ' s .

combine data f r om

proper Les:

r ovld

1/

line in Davis Canyo n .
Canyon.

A seismic r eflection line is also proposed in Lavender

Figure 13-2 s h ows th e l ocations of these surveys.

Additional studies

may be r equired in late!.- p rogra m phases t o complete ly r esolve this is s ue .

is app licable for the Gibson Dome location involvt!s two parts:
tifying possible Quaternary structures; and (2)

calcul~ting

of the fa ult rupture surface as defined in 10 CFR 60.

(1)

iden-

the dimensions

Shay graben is a

suspec t ed Qua t ernary structure , th e Needles fault zone is a system of
Oth ':;! r information contr ibuti ng t o th e assessment of subsurface f rac-

s t r uctures with Quate rnary moveme nt, and the Paradox Basin portion of

turing in c ludes bor ehole dat a (core and geophYSical l og s ) from boreholes

the Colorado lineament has c o ncentrations of microearthquake activity

p l a n ned in the Gibson Dome loca t i on .

along it.

I n strume nta tio n and Monitoring.

The reflection seismic survey to be

Base d on mic roearthquake monitoring data, the maximum depth of earth-

c onduc t e d in Davis and Laven der canyons will r e quire equipment as described

quakes in the Paradox B;lsin is approximately 20 kilometers (12.5 miles) .

in Section 13.1. 2.1.

Using this d ep th as a preliminary estimate of the smal lest dimension of
the fa ult rupture surface, Shay graben would have to be evaluated because

E ffec t on Site Suitability.

Seismic reflection s urveys a re conducted

or t he g r o und s u r face and no disturba nce is caused in the rock strata below

it is 8 kilomet ers (5 miles) from the edge of the Gibson Dome location.
The closes t approach of the Ne edles fault zone is 15 kilometers
(9 . 5 mi l es).

the s ur face .

The c loses t appr oac h o f the Colorado lineament is 16 kilo-

meters (10 mil es), and this structure may be a wide zone of f aulti ng in
1 3 .1. 2 .3

Quat e rn a ry Faults in the Geologic Se tting

the basemen t and should be conside red.
quakes (down to 4 0 kilome t e rs)

Basis for Issue.

10 CFR 60.l23(a) (5 ) states that the fo llowing poten-

t ial l y <ldve rse conditio n must be investigate d:
A f a u l t i n t h e qeo l o gic setting th at has bee n a c t ive s ince
the sta rt of th e Qua ternar y Per i od and whi ch i s within a
d i !Jtance of th e disturbe d zo ne tha t is less than the smalles t dimens i on of th e fa ult rup tur e sur face .
Add i ti o na lly , Sect ion 3.5( 2 ) i n NWTS 3 3(2) state:::' :

Paradox Basin.

Whether these events are associated with faul ts that extend

from the shallow depths of the crust is unknown a t this time .
ture p lan e mus t be use d c autious ly until f urther refinement.
Ob j ec t ive s.

The object ives o f Quaternary fault studies cons i s t of

i d entif y ing and a ssessing Quaternary struc tures, defining the structural
c harac t e rist ics

('I "

t he Color a d o l i neamen t, and ca l c ula ting the dimensions

The si t e s h a ll be l ocated s o tha t Quat e rnary f aults can be
identified a nd s hown t o ha ve no unacce ptabl e impa c t on s y s tem perfo r mance .

o f po ss i b l e fault r up tur e surfaces.

Disc'

r e s o l ve th e issue fo r the following struc tures.

t

ut the

--:sio~~~~~ .

Struct ur es suc.:h a s Sha y g ra be n , the Needles

Thus the

val u e o f 15 k i lomete rs (9.3 mil es ) for the smallest dimension of the rup-

Tec hn i cal App r o a c h.

faul

It must be noted that d eep earth-

(24.8 miles) have been observed within the

The fol l ow i ng tech n ical t a s k s are r e quir e d t o

zo n e and the Co l o r adC' l ine ame n t n ed to be e va l ua ted p r i o r t o s iting
G 1 0::; (.111

Dome locul i on .

I dent i fy i ng whet h e r th e Qua t e rn a ry fa ult issu e

Shay Gr aben .

This g raben must be tre n ched to as sess wh e the r the r e

ha s bec n Qua t er na ry activity o n thi s fa ul t

~ln d

t o id e nti fy a CJ e o f l ds t

move men t.

As a precursor to trenching, detailed Quaternary and structural

mapp ing will be completed in the vicin i ty of the proposed trench site.
p r oposed tre n c h site and mapping area are shown on Figure 13-3.
c ul a t e the dimen sions o f the

f au~t

The

To cal-

rupture surface and to define the sub-

surfa ce config ura t i on of the grabe n, seismic reflection lines will be run
a t the Droposed location shown on Figure 13-3.

Microearthquake monitoring

of the fault will c ontinue to detect possible seismic activity.
Needles Fa ult Zone .
f Oe

Li t erat ur e a nd limite d field mapping have veri-

recent mov e men t on Needl es f a ult s .

To calculate more precisely th e

a g e of l ast move ment o n Needl e s fa ults. particularly on the end of the
zon e closest t o the Gibson Dome loca tion, structural and Quaternary field
p i ng wi ll b e c onduct e d in the a r ea of the fault zone .

m

Aerial photo-

graph a nalysis, aeria l ove rflights , a nd groun d surveys will be used to
asses s whe the r Quate rna ry deposits e xist in the grabens , and if so , the
na ture of th e deposits.

Ages

f debris f lows described by other workers

will a lso be addre ss e d.

Exposure s of the f ine - grained fill within the

grabens , o r of co lluvial fill e x posed along the Colorado River , will b e
e x mi ned fo r age -d a tin g ma t e ri a l.

The p r e - graben erosiona l surface wil l

be r econ structe d as pa rt o f d e v e loping an und e rstanding of th e history of
g r aben fo rmation .
An additiona l seismic line s ho uld be run at the proposed locat ion shown
on Figure 13 - 4 to ( 1) define the s ub s urface configuratio n of Need l es fa ult s ;
and (2) det ec t c hang e in dip at the east end of the zone that might indicate
a r egional structural boundary between the Need l es fau lt s a nd the Gibson
Dome l ocation .
Th

Colorado Lineament .

As i

passes through the P radox Basin, the

Color do lineament e xh ibi t s co ncentr tio ns
Th

first s t

c e ri s . i cs
rna

ing .

i
0

e v lu ting
h e Co l ora

0

0

hi s fe t ure is
lin eamen

mi roe rt hqu ke activity .
0

defin

he s truc ur I char -

by geo hy sic I s u rveys and groun

Pr o osed seismic lin e loc tions

r

s hovn1 nn Figures 1 3- 5
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Seismic reflection d ata may help t o (1) iden tify a nd c h a rac terize t he
struclur e;

(2 )

c l a rify displac ement hi s tory; and (3) cal culate the dimen-

sions of the fault rupture s ur face.

Surface mapp ing of the Paleozoic

units e xposed in the river canyon may also be comp l e ted in o rde r to verify
the dbsence of surface rup ture.

Con tin ued mic r oea rthquake monitoring will

a l low f ur ther o bse rvations of seismic ac tivity along the l ineame nt with
the objective of better d ef initio n of the spat ial a nd tempo ral characteris tics o f this faul t zone.
Th e trenching across Shay gr ab en

wil l consist of a backhoe trench approximately 95 me t e r s (300 feet) l o n g
..rnd up to 8 me t e rs (25 fe e t) deep.

The tren c h will be open app roximate l y

one month .

Section 3 . 5(5) a l so s t a t es that "the

the - art d efinition of

(1)

regional histor i ca l seismi city (both instrlUllenta l

and p reinstrumcntal) ,

(2 )

maximum- credib l e earthquake , .

Discussion of Issue.

Base d o n a limited histo ri cal seismi c ity rec ord

mic i ty wi thi n th e Paradox Basin appear s to be at a l o w l eve l, possibl y
wi t h lon g r ec urr ence interval s between moderate - size d events .

The ac t ivity

is a lso spatiall y diffuse wi t h the e xcep tion of two concentrations of
c;lcti vity spa tia ll y assoc i ate d with the Col ora do River/Colora do li n e ament.
Th e natu r e of the se ismic it y in th e basi n req u ire s an e nl a rgement of t h e

The seismic r ef l ect ion li ne survey will cons i st of i nst ruments as
d C!;ic rihed in Sect i on 1 3. 1 .2.1.

I t i s a nticipa t e d that the surveys will

uC ("oml, l e ted in approx imate l y thre e weeks .

The mi c r oea rthqua k e monitor-

inc; .l.S descr ibe d in Section 1 3 .1. 2 . 4.
Effec t on S ite S uitab ility .

The tr ench is shallow eno ugh and l oca t e d

far enoug h f r o m a po tential si t e that s ite s ui tabi lity is not comp r omi sed .
The seismi c ref l ec tion survey s are conducted on th e s ur face a nd do not d i s the r ock s tra t a b e l ow the surface .

l 3 . 1. 2 . 4

impacts ('In t h e reg i o nal hy drology ."

evaluation of seismi c e f fects of t h e disposa l system requires s t a t e - of-

and on obs e l-vations of th e microearthquake monitor ing to date, th e seis-

I ns trumen t a tion and Monitoring.

tur

of the l i k e lihoo d and co nseque nce of ea r thquak e g e nerat ion a nd p l a us ible

Maximum Cr edibl e Earthq ua k e

Basi s for Issue .

Poten tia ll y adverse conditions dis c ussed i n 10 CFR

60 . 1 23 in c lud e " ear thqua kes whic h have occ urred historical l y tha t if th ey
we r e t o be rep ea ted could a ff ec t th e geolog i e r epos itory signif ica nt ly ."
Additiona ll y Section 3 . 5 ( 2 ) in NWTS 33 ( 2 ) states tha t "the eval ua tion of Qua t e rn ary fau l ts will emphasize th e d e t e rmina tion of th e pote ntidl for rupture in o r a d jacent t o th e si t e u ut will inc..: l ud e e val u a tio n

present data base t o acc urate l y cha racterize the co nte mpor a r y seismi city
a nd t o identi fy th e sour ce of the maximum c r e dibl e ea rthquak e .

Add i-

tiona l ly , th e possibl e co ntemporary se i s mogeni c c h arar....te risti cs of th e
suspec t ed Quate r nary fa ults (Sect i on 1 3. 1 .2 . 3) must be d efined.
Ob j ectives .

As pa rt of th e stud y to eva luate the milX imum c r edibl e

earthq ua k e it is necessa r y t o

(1)

defin e spatidl , t e mporal, a nd source

c ha r acte ri stics of t h e t:ontcmporary se i s mi c ity in the vi c inity of th e
l ocation ; (2)

fUrt h e r define spa ti a l . tempo r a l a nd source c h a r ac t eris-

t i cs of microseismic i ty associa ted wiLh th e fau lt( s ) of th e Co l orado
li neament ; and

(3)

assess t he capability of the S hay g r abe n fa ult s .

Tec hni ca l Approac h .

Opcrl-' ion of t he l o ng - t e rm mlcroearthqua k c net -

•...o r k wi ll be continued in it s p r ese nt co nfigura tion unti l changes in the
patte r n o f

~e.l.smi c

to add turt her

lty or f urth er def i nitioll of a site m.:.tke it dcsi,:ab l e

st~tio n s

e<.1 rthq ua k \,! mon i torinq

or r elocate present o ne s .

cffort ~

m..iY a l so b

Srnc.d 1 c1dclit.l.On d L mL(.; ['O-

pe rformed t o IH-ovici c more

detail d information on possi.b I L' sourc e s of the maximum t;; r ·d.l.ol ..." c .J.rth quak e .

This will in t: l ude tcmpu r d ry ,

ortub t c ml L;roca r hqu.lk l'" s t<.ltio ll s

p laced aro u nd the Texasgulf Inc . mine at Potash.
will be l oca ted on mine p roperty .

All of these stations

The r esulting data from the micro-

ear thquake networks will be evaluated to allow definition of the presentday seismi c envirorunent.

Objectives.

This investigation will characterize strong subsurface

ground motions at the proposed repository depth and in the proposed geol ogical formation .

This evaluation will i nc lude data from the

regiona l n e twork operated by the University of Utah .

The hydraulic frac-

turing described in Section 13.2.2.1 will also be used to aid in defining
s tress fields und assessing th e capability of faults such as Shay graben.

'r echn ical Approach.

A system of broad- band orthogonal component

sensors will be installed near the proposed repository depth and at the
surface at the existing Gibson Dome No . 1 borehole location (Figure 13-2) .
Recording of local and regional earthquakes and blasts will provide ground

I ns trume ntation and Honitoring.

The microearthquake network con-

of a n a rr ay of 16 s t ations that t eleme t e r data to a recording center

~ists

i n :·10ab .

motion recordings that may be scaled up (using standard practices) to
d es i gn earthquake levels.

All o f thc stations are currently instal l ed and operating.
I ns trumenta tion and Monitoring.

1.:1 [ee t o n Si t c Suitabili tY..'

The microea rthquake stations consist of

The instnunentatio n package will

be lowered d own the existing Gibson Dome No. 1 borehole Wltil it is

sl1l.t..l ll s ur face i ns tallatio ns and senso rs buried 0.)0 to 0.60 meters (l to

opposite salt cycle 6 , t h e po t e ntial repository layer .

::! fec t)

contain a l ocking device to c lamp the package in place.

be l a ...; th e gro und surface.

The stat i ons and the operation of th e

flc t '....o rk will n'1 t affcct site suitab ility .

The package will
A cable will

tran s mit data to the s urface for comparison with data recorded by an
instrument on the surface.

l3 . 1. 2 . 5

St r ong Subsu r face Ground Motions in a Sa lt Formation
Effec t on Site Suitability.

B.iS1_S_f..9~ '

Section 3.5(5) i n

N~-rrS

33(2) specifics t he n eed fo r

This investigation will u se an existing

bore h ole loc a ted several miles from the Gibson Dome l Qcation.

" ;ita t C- o: - the - drt d ef inition of . . . seismi c design parameters such as
the: l e ve l of vi n rato r y gl o und motion tf:at ca n be accommodated at th e si t e

uy : r

l3.1.2 . £.

Resources

l.:t i Cc:l l dcsiqn mea s...lrcs ."
Ba s is of Issue.
(; l S":

ss i on of Issue .

Few instrum e ntal data e xist that would c har-

The n ee\.! t o investigate th e resourc e poten tial of

the l oca tion is dis c ussed in 1 0 CFR 60 .1 23 , whi c h states that "resources

l..:LLr1Zt..: strorIC; g r o und mo t10n a t d ep th , espec i a ll y a t the propos e d r e posi -

that have ei ther greater gross value, net value , or conunercia l po t en ti al

to r y

tha n th e a v e r age for o ther represen tative areas of simil ar si ze that a re

hs .

ci~

~Io

c u rre nt st udies ha.ve r eco rded ear thqu a ke s i n sa lt a t

r f.'osi o r"! depth in the bo r eho l es .

Nume r ous questions arise on the effects

r ep r e s e ntative of and l oca t e d in the geolog i c setting " r ep r e se n t po ten -

of n a r - field h ig h freq ue ncy se ismic wave s an d s urface wavC'S" on an e xca va-

tial l y a dverse condi tions fo r siting.

t1 0n .

It

that "the l e v e l of eva luat i on necessary t o as sess th e like lihood ('If h lUll.:l!1

a

p r ol"o.;cd r cpo ..;i. t o r y depths .

h~

I !:.

the r e f o r e impo rtan

that 1n s itu se ismic r eco rding be pe rf o rmed

Section 3.G in M-rI'S 33(2)

require s

in ru s ion will i ncrease Wl. th the value of and th e p r o ximity of the s ite t o
cx plo i tabl e fea tur es o r re sources s uch os wa ter , th e rma l enerqy , pe t r o l e um,
or mtn e ra l s ."

Diacu. . ion of I . .ue.
quantities of oU.

""S,

Puts of the Pu.... "SUI prodllCe

potuh and

~an1. ./vanadi. ..

~~c1al

All PNject activi-

Ues .... t be evaluat"" at each stage of the UlvesUqat1c>n to deteM1ne
_ther there ue potential .1neral

reso~ces

that could affect site

suitability.
Objectives.

This Ulvestiqation wUl

f~ther chuacte~be

the

~eso~ce

potential of the location.
Technical Approach.

All

bo~in9s

drUl""

study will be 1IOIIitored for the presence of

d~inq

reso~ce.

thb pha. . of the
by _ _ 1n1nq all

core produced, analyzUlg "" ..... prodllCe4 duinq drUU•.."
results o f drill-st_ tests, contUl111119 review of

the

1nt.~~.till9

Ute~ature,

and

lIOIIitO~

inq on-going exploration activities.

I nst .......ntation and

lIonito~in9.

Any

co~e ~ecover""

by visual loqqUlg and laboratory analysia.

t i nuously 1IOIIitored with gas chNaatograph equipaent to
gases produced during drilling .
t ests wi ll be analy zed UI the

will be analyzed

The boreholes will be concha~acteriae

all

The fluids recovered du1ng drill st_

labo~atory

for any traces of

hyd~ocubon •

•

The geo physica l logs of the bor1ngs will also be analyzed for any indica t ions o f pote ntia l resources.

!,ffec t on Si t e Sui tabil i t y .

Th is s tudy will utilize boring_ drilled

t o address other issues in the i nvestigation a nd will have no affect on
s ite s ui t ability .
13 .. 1 . 2 .7

Ot her Inve stiga t ions

The invcsti gdt i on s l isted be low are pl a nned for the location study
phase but arc not iss ues req uired fo r mak ing 5 i t e se lection d ecisi ons at

t his time .

Thes e invest igat ions will s uppl y da t a tha t acc r equired in

t he l i c enS ing p ha s e o f t he s tudy .

Thos e s tudies a r e b ei ng s c heduled now

either beca""e the required data nst be q4thare4 OWl' a long period of
tu.e to produce aatbtactory rasulU. or becauae the inwsUgations c....
pl.-nt other investigations beinq conducted sJllultaneo""ly and are beat
scheduled now.
Past and Future Natural Changes in the Hydrogeologic and Geoch_ical
N.aero"" sections ot 10 CFII 60 aMra. . required characteristics
ot the geologic setting. or potentially favorable or adverse conditions
lIegu.e.

related to past and futura natural chang. . (or lack thereof) in the
hydrogeologic and geoch.... ical regu.e.

These sections are ._rized

below:
•

Section 60.112 (b) • The geologic settinq shall have
exhibited hydrogeologic land) geoch_ical • • • stability since the start ot the Quaternary Period Irequired
characteristic) •

•

Section 60.122Ic). Id). The nature and ratee of hydrogeological and 'leoch .... ical processes that have occurred
since the start ot the Quaternary Period are such that
when projected they would not affect or would favorably
affect the ability of the 'leologic repository to isolate the waste .

•

Section 60.123la) (7). Potential for natural phel\Ollle na
such as landslides. subsidence or volcanic activity ot
such a lIaqnitudc th.::t lar'le-scale surtace vater ilIIpound.ents could be created that could affect the performance
ot the repository throuqh changes in the re'lional
ground-water flow.

•

Section 60.123Ia) (8). E><poc ted climatic changes that
would have an adverse ef fect on the ge .... logic, qeochcmical
or hydrologic characteristics.

•

Section 60.1231 1;) (12).

Potentia l for changes in hydro-

logic c onditions t.hat would significantly affect the

migration of radionuclides to the accessible environment

inc luding but not limited to changes in hydraulic g r adi e nt, ave rage interstitial ve locity, storage coeffic ient,
hydraul ic conduct ivity, natural r echa rge , potentiornctr ic

l evels, and discha rge points.

The technic al approach to an_ring these questions 18 siaUar in all
cases, and the data collection and/or analysis stages will also overlap in
most cases.

Therefore these items are addressed here aa one topic.

paat

and future changes in the hydrologic and geoch_ical ragille.
The relevance of past and future changes in the hydrologic and geochemical regime to repository siting is self-evident as set forth in
10 eFR 60.

To confidently store radioactive waste, there II\ISt be a.sur-

ance tha t the area is hydrogeologically and geoch_ically stable, and
that it will remain so in the f"ture, especially in the presence of heatproduc i ng oxidizing radioactive material.

In all geologic enviroNlenta,

rates a nd pa tterns of precipitation, recharge, qround-water flow and
g r o und-wa t e r chemistry ch a nge with time, the issue here is one of llagnitude o f c ha ng e and l e ngth of time for a significant change to occur.

Re so lution o f this conce rn requires definition of ground-water flow
r eg imes .:1nd geoc hemical processes that have occurred in the Quaternary
a nd those tha t will occ ur 1,uOO and 10,000 years in the future.

Par-

t i c u l a rl y import un t parame ters inc lude those affected by changes in clibeca use c l imatic change s in the Quate rnary are knOW'n to have profoundly

milt \;

(.l fLccted hyd rogeo l og ic r .:&:-ame t c r s elsewhe r e .
c urren t f l ow sys t e m a nd

The extc nt to which the

-hemi s try we r e in f lue nced by induce d variation s

in prc:c i p ita t iu n , r e cha r ge a r eas and r a t es duri ng g l ac i a l pe riods and the

cOlh.:omi t a nt c ha ng es in po t ent l <"'1 IlK ... C 1 C l e ve l s , f l ow ve l ocitie s, dissolution ,
.r e ~

i lJ i t a t ion

u r ea l

~ x tc n t

r ~lt e s ,

a nd r edox p oten t i a l mu s t be a ddre ssed.

of g l ac i e r i c.:c (sue!.

,;Hi

Changes in the

t h e La Sal :'lou nt a ins and possibly the

Ahaj o i-lo u n t a i ns ) a r c i mpo r t an t va r i clb l cs in t h e amo u n t o f r ech a rge t o the
uppe r flow un its wi t h r csp,-,<: t t o time , as u r e the are a s i n flue nc (.>(j by g l a c l u 1 o utwils h (Spdll i sh V.:t ll t.!y c.md poss i wl y Ind i an Cr eek) and t h C! a ssoc iate d
oppor t u n i t y for i nc r c ..lscd in fi ltra ti.on .
Two I.. h .... ~i·

o t -../ o r k

in the h ydroq<:o I Oq i

c.ll"l.·

n t:C.::i::>c.t ry to add:-, S5 !Ju s t a nd

il nc! qco c.: h·:mi c c.tl r eg i mc :

f ut \tn~

c;hllnges

fie ld da t .) c o ll ec t i o n LlIld

n....rical lIIOCIeUng.

Evidence of pan proce..e. wUl be coil_eel by both

hydrogeology and Quaternary hiatory .tlldy te_.

The. . data will

p~ida

input to a gc?und-water flow .adel, and change. in flow and geocheaical
regiaea w11l be a •••• ae4.
Quaternary .edil!enta in the vicinity of the Gibeon
be ex ....ined for pollen spore..

~

location will

If thi. pr.lia1nary ....._ t

~

that

pollen i. an indicator of clillatic c:hange in the location, pollen ....1..
will be collected and .tudied.

Another potential aource of clillatic

inforaation ia v_tative debria in paclt-rat ai4den..

CIIangee in the

hydrologic regJ.ae reflected in the grain .iM difference.

~

gravel terracea and Holoc.ne fine-graine4 fill terrace., tha archaeological record; and environaenta11y sensitive ao11uacan a • ..ablag.. in Quaternary sediments also provide infol1l4tion on paat cliaatea.

Hydrogeologic field activitie. will include a ..arch for fo •• il
spring sites.

Soae of these areas, if pr.sent, . .y occur in Canyonlands

National Park, collection of rock ..-p1es frca such localities will
require permits.

Mas.ive travertine deposits indicativ. of pa1eo-.prings

have been observed in the lIedwall Liaeatone (Leadville equivalent)
exposed in Marble Canyon.
Wells drilled to resolve other i88118S will be exillllined in carbonate

sequences for evidence of solution porosity or ce.ent for.ation zones
that may indicate paleo-water tables.

Cliaatical1y induced pulses of

precipitation or recharge may also be evident in the deuteri_/oxygen
isotope data collected froon these wells.
All of these data, plus reasonable estimates of parc1lnetcr chcll\qes

where no data are available , will provide input to the n\Derical ground-

water flow model.

A parameter approach will be utilized, examining, for

example , the magnitude of change to be expected in the flow system as a

result o f using the maximum probable recharge rate.

Seiaic Attenuation in tile Colorado Plateau.

To det.mine tile leve18

of ground ..,Uon of tile .... u... cr...o.l. and/or -design .arthquUe ,,_ -. :hin
the Colorado Plateau. the . .iaa1c attenuation b e t _ the aource of the

earthquake and the propoH4 facility IlUat be defin....

I t lias been sug-

geated. for ......,1•• that attenuation in tile Colorado Plateau 14 1. . .
tban in California but greater than tile ...tern Unit... Stetes.

DifferenUal Incision/uplift flate. of the Colorado Plateau.

Aa

stated in Sections 3.11(1) and 3.5(4) in IIIITS 33(2). ".rosion and denudation rates • • • IlUat be evaluated" and "evaluation of tile rat•• of
uplift or subsidence 14 required so that effects of such _ t can
be shown to cause no unacceptable reduction in repository

perfo~ce."

..cau. .

the sei_lc attenuation in tile Colorado Plat.au lias not been accurately
defined. a thorough investigation of th14 topic 14 nee.sHr)'.

The data presently available for the .rodonal h14tory of tile
colorado River system provide long-tem rates of incision. fro. which
the rate of uplift of the Colorado Plateau has been oxtrapolated.

An aMplitude analYSis will be perfo~ for local and regional .arth-

Because of the scarcity of Quaternary deposits. it has not yet been

quakes occurring within tile Colorado Plat.au using recordings fro. the

possible to thoroughly assess whether uplift (and hence erodon)

10ng-tem ..lcroearthquake network.

occurs in pulses. or whether differential tectonic uplift 14 occur-

These r.sults will be cCllllpar'" vith

any eXisting intensity data fra. large historical earthquakes in the
Colorado Plateau.

ring along specific geologic structures.
During recent field stllllies. Quaternary deposita that MY provide

Mining-Induced Sei_icity.

The 1I0oI< Cliffs. just north of the

additional data on short-term incision rates and/or differential uplift

Paradox Badn, bava been the ..,st . .iaa1cally active area within the

have been recognized near the Waterpocket fold.

Colorado Platedu.

tain no anal faul ts representing the eaaterrunoat extent of baain-and-range

coal lIining.

Huc" of th1a sei_ieUy 14 induced by und.rground

Becau,;e of the proxlllity of the 1I0oI< Clift. to the Basin.

the potential for induced sei_icity aSSOCiated with repoeitory excavation lIust be asses8ed.

Thia area "",y also con-

faulting. and Quaternary terrace depo.it. may be useful in evaluating

activity on these faults.
Another area of interest is Cataract Canyon, where the Colorado

This study will detemine what geological and stress conditions

River has an anomalously steep gradient of 6 ..eter. per kUOIIIeter (30 feet

exist in the Book CUffs tbat influence occurrence of "ining induced

per mile).

sei_icity and evaluate whetller such conditions exist at the potential
location.

or bedrock structures is not clearly understood.

The relationship between steep river gradient and bedrock type

The objectives of these studies are to (1) evaluate whether evidence

Hydraulic fracturing will be perfomed in the ChaMplin borehole

of Quaternary basin-and-range faulting is present along the Colorado River

(Fiqure lJ-2) and in other boreholes drilled later in the progr .... at

in the White Canyon area; (2) assess uplift-erosion rates for shorter time

various depths above, within and below the Paradox Formation to deter-

frames than the SOO,OOO-year time frame presently used; and (3) determine

lIine the magnitude and orientation of the stress field.

whethe r any additional evaluation of possible uplift on faults and struc-

Modeling of

the phYSical conditions at the Book Cliffs wiU also be perforllled to

tures c rossing the Colorado River can be made using Quaternary depoSits

determine in situ stress conditions.

a nd river gradient data .

The technical approach to investigating thi. topic i. ba.ically a

age.

The .tre.... are only locally conUned to a bedrock chaMel, and are

ayste.atic .tudy of the Quaternary record along the Color~ River near

up to several hundred . .ten (feet) during flood..

the Gibson 0-- location.

cent canyons are incised in bedrock or have gulUes up to 18 _ten
(60 feet) deep in the Holocene Ull.

Aerial photograph. of the area will be

e~ned,

and ov.rflight.

observed in Davis Canyon.

Stre_ in . . . ..sja-

However, gullying has not been

Baaed on carbon-14 dates derived frclll Cotton-

. .de to delineate Quaternary depo.ita that . .y be of u . . in tha study.

wood Creek to the e ••t, ra.cval and depo.ition of Holocene fill occur.

Ground surveys of . .lected depo.it. will be -.4e to further .tudy the

rapidly by geologic standard. - on the order of hundred. of yeara.

depo.it., to search for datable . .terial, or to look for evidence of
Quaternary faulting.

The objective. of this inve.tigation are to create a .sp of tha Quaternary deposUa of Davis and Lavender canyon., ....... tha thidtne. . of their

Bedrock geology and .tructure. will be plotted on detaUed available
river survey..

This cClllpO.ite will be evaluated for correlation between

gradients and bedrock control.

fill, evaluate the buried becIroc:k to detena1ne whether inciae4 bedrock
channels exist, and evaluwte the effect of potential future geo.orphic
proces.es on any surface facilittes therein.

In sec-

The technical approach to the Quaternary . .pping of Davis and Lavender

tions 3.1(1) and 3.7(1) in Nwrs 33(2) the need to evaluate the range of

canyo ns will include USing detailed photographs for prelia1nary identifica-

geomorphic processes that could affect the repo.itory during it. life-

tion of Quaternary units and proces.es.

time is recognized.

fied and substantiated by ground .tudies of deposit. and surfaces, soil

Quaternary Deposits and Soils in the Gibson IloIne Location.

These sections .tate that "ero.ion and denudation

rates • • • JllUBt be evaluated , " and "the .ite shall be located so that

The. . interpretationa will be veri-

data, and hand-auger dua.

the s .... ficial hydrological ay.t_, both during anticipated cliNtic cycles
and during extreme natural pheno.ena will not cause unacceptable ~act.

on repository operations or systeM

FollOWing a ground survey of natural exposures in Davi. and Lavender
ca nyons, a shallow refraction aurvey will be run aero •• the canyons in a

perfo~nce."

gri d patte rn covering the area of interest.

An assesame nt of gea.orphic processes affecting the future repository

Four backhoe pits (Fig .... e 13-2)

a re proposed to evaluate bedrock topography and seek pre-Holocene depo.its

site during construction and operation will be based on the geologic record

in the vall ey.

of processes ope rating on the site during Quaternary time.

metric techniques, paleoollagnetic analysis, soil profile develOJOent, rela-

These processes

are identified by the type of geologic deposits (or lack of deposits) they
c reate .

Therefore, mapping of Quaternary deposits, SOils, and ..... faces in

the l ocation is necessary to understand the geomorphic processes operating
in and adjacent to the location.
Sur f i c i a l deposits in Da vis Ca nyon and Lavende r Canyon appear to be
primar i ly fi ne-grained flUVial or eolian depoSits o f probable Ho locene

The ages of exposed deposits will be assessed using radio-

tive weathering of clasts, and/or amino acid analysis.

13.2

deformation chancteriBtics of host "ock. • • and kind. of walme.... or
structural discontinuitie.. • ." under both ..,i.nt and thel'Nl loadinq con-

III8UI8 MIAS 'l'O GIOIIIGIIllUIIIG

Geotechnical enqineering invostigations during the eite eelection
phase have focused on a.eessing the general fea.ibility of conetructing
a repository in the Paradox Basin. Borellole and labo"atory elata to elate

indicate that construction of a repoeitol'Y in the Gibson eo.e location appea"s
to be feasible f~ a geotechnical engin.."inq standpoint ("In-Situ and
Labo"atol'Y Geotechnical Test ..sulte f~ GD-I in Boutheastern Utah," CIUrently beinq prepa"ed by WOodwarcl-Clycle COnsultants).
13.2.2 IlNIIESOLVEIl ISSUES AND I'LI\IIS FOR QIOLUTION
Unresolved is.ues f"QD a geotechnical enqin.."ing standpoint center
around the need fo" detailed enqinee"inq elata fo" design and con.truction
of an exploratol'Y .haft and te.t facility, and design and const~tion of
the repoeitol'Y it.elf. The plans pn..nted below ue designecl to .upply
necessal'Y elata for the de.ign and conatl'UCtion of the explo"atol'Y shaft
and test facility. Plans for acquisition of geotechlll"d engin.."ing elata
necessal'Y for clesign and conetruction of the "epositol'Y will be detailed
before Site Characte"ization studie. begin. An indax ..p showinq the
relative location. of the upe discussed below ie shown on Fi9lUe 13-1.
13 . 2.2.1

mal, the "adiological s tresses caused by waste/rock inte"action•• "
Discussion o f Issue.

During the site ~haracterization prior to

construction of any full-scale test shafts 0" underg"ound openings,
geomechanical infol'Ution i. needed fo" the following "easons,
•

To establish, on a p"elt.inal'Y basis, thet stable uncle,,ground openings can be d.signed without extensive ue.
of structural re1nforc_nt

•

To p r ovide data for c omparing potential salt site s in
various a r eas on the basi s o f geomechanical behavior

•

To aid in design and construction of a potential teet
s haft.

The first item directly addresses the stability issue. Assesement
of stability of subsurface openings will continue throughout "epository
design and constl'Uction. The preliminary stability evaluation at this
stage of investigation will be the first analysis of stability for a
selected Gibson Docne location based on site-specific geOllM!chanical information. For a favorable assesement, analysis should delllOnstrate that
no extraordinary underground stability problems a"e apparent, compared

Stability of SubelUface OpeningS

Basi. For I ••ue. Thie iesue ie discus.ed in seve"al places in
10 CPR 60. In section 60.123(b) (17) one unfavonbl ••it. condition is
"g~chanical p"ope"tie. that do not pe~t clesign of .table underground
openinge dlUing const~tion, waste etlplac_nt, 0" retrieval opentions."
Sections 60.132(a) (2) and 60.132(e) (1) state that "the underground facUity
shall be de.igned to p"ovide for .tructural .tability. • • th"oughout the
construction and operation periods ••• " Furthermore, design of engineered
support systeIU shall take into consideration "natur eil

ditions so that "the predicted thel'Ul and the~hanical "espon•• of the
rock will not degrade Significantly the pe"fol'Unce of the npo.it0l'Y ••• "
(Sections 60 . 132(e)(3) and 60.l32(k)(l)). NWTS 33(2) p"eeente the _
concept in Section 3.4(2), stating, "the site .hall provide a geologic syst. .
which can be shown to accan.odate anticipated g~hanical, cheaical, the,,-

c:t- •• ,..c::: c:

c onditions,

with the general range of preliminary performance criteria for a r C}Jos it ory i n salt.
Re sults of s tabi lity eva luations can be used as one factor i n the
sel ection proces s to choose among several potential salt deposit locations

within the United ltat...

It l...,.tion that b . . low creep defonation rat•••

for instanc •• will be preferable to • loc.tion with hi'" r.ta..
Gillson

~

shaft.

~Jle

If th.

loc.tion is ..lected for con.truction of • full-scal. t ••t
subsurf.ce .tability data and analy... will be needed for

'l'be .tudie. will obtain pre11a1nary

g~banical

extend.

'l'bese t.st. will ....ur• • tre.s-.tr.in and creep behavior of tha

host str.t\llll as pre ••ure in the borehole is reduced below drilling fluid

de.igning the shaft and it•••soci.ted experiaental f.ciliti •••
Objective..

In situ testing will include unloading geotechnical drill-.t. . ta.t.
(GDST) in the potential bo.t repo.itory .tr.t. . into .tIicb the PIlI will

pressure. The g8Oll8chanicai par_ters to be . . . .ured .re pl. .tic and
elastic deformations. short-ter. creep r.te. and repe.ted load response.
par.-

This type of test directly aacJela .tr.ins occurring <Juring and .fter

.aters for use in matheDatic analy.es of subsurf.ce shaft. and opening.

construction of a vertic.l ah.ft.

under .tre•• field and thenal loading..

not be fractured aa would be the case if borehole pressure. vere increased.

s...

typical par_tera to be

aock surrounding the borehole abould

evalu.ted are rock .tr.....tr.in-t~t.-perature theologic par_ter ••

Geophysical logs such •• three dt.ensional velocity/elastic properti••

the_l conductivity. heat capacity. coefficient of thenal expan.ion.

logs and density and porosity log. will .ho be perforM<! in the borehol ••

elastic .aduli and failure envelopes. creep constitutive properties.
and dehydration properties of hydrated .inerals.

Also strenqth properties

The unloading GDST will be .illil.r to those perforM<! in the Gillson

of any discontinuities such as joint. that could influence subsurface sta-

Dane No. 1 borehole with 80118 .dded refin_nts.

bility (discontinuities are not expected to .ignificantll· influence behavior

in situ me.surasnent sy.t.... a dilatOllllter will be designed. fabricated.

at this location because they were seldol! encountered
No. I borebole) will be evaluated.

~n

the Gillson

~e

'l'bese data will be u.ed to evalllAte

the feasillility of full scale repository construction in tbe Gillson

~e

location and to design an explor.tory shaft .nd test facility if such •
facility is planned in the Gillson

~e

loc.tion.

A• • a.pl_tary

and tested in the CBH for direct measur_nt of borehole di_ter decreaae
as borehole pressure is reduced.

The creep meaBUrelllent period will also

be of longer duration than the typical 24-hour period at Gibson Dane
No.1.
It may be possible to estimate thermal properties of the salt stra-

Technical Approach.

'l'be major investig.tion. to obtain f ••• ilIiUty

and design data for. possible te.t abaft and facility will be carried
out in the characterization borehole (CBH).

After considering data presented

t\lll1 by monitoring downhole tasnperature in the CBR.

To saturate the dril-

ling fluid with caC1 • the fluid is heated. By monitoring the " mount and
2
temperature of fluid pwnped down the hole and measurin9 temperature decreases

in the area characterization and loc.tion rec..... ndation reports. sites

of the p\lll1ping fluids. the heat loss can be determined and the thermal con-

for the CBR were selected in Davis and Lavender canyon. (Figure 13-2).

ductivity calculated.

A number of laboratory tests will be done on _ l e s frOll the characterization
borehole (CBII) and other borebole(s) in the area.

In situ testing will be

A nearby drillhole (Champlin-Fe deral 21-2) in Cottonwood Canyon

done in conjunction with other activities such as stratigraphic logging and

(Figure 13-2) was drilled for petrolc\UIl exploration without encountering

hydrogeologic tes ting. which provide feasibility and design data for a

any conwnercial deposits.

possible te s t ShClft.

loading/hydraulic fracture GDSTs.

This drillhole w111 ~eentered to conduct
These in situ results will be used

to estimate the state of strells and pollaU>ly stre..-atrain behavior of

13.2.2. 2

Gas in Underground Excavations

s trata above, within, and below the salt strata.
Basis for Issue.
Laboratory testing will be conducted on core sUlple8 frCllll the P8H.

Section 3.4(3) in NII'1'S 33(2) require. that "the

site shall be located so that develoPllent, operation, and cloaure of

Testing will include index property tests 8uch as bulk unit weight and

underground areas can be accomplished without undue hazaxd to reposi-

porosity as well as strenqth (uniaxial and triaxial) and creep.

tory personnel."

room temperature and elevated t8111P8rature te.tinq are nece .... ry.

80th
These

t e sts will develop failure · envelopes and quantify deforution behavior
o f salt and non-salt strata.

Discussion of Issue.

The potential for encounterinq ga. in a test

s haft a nd facility must be evaluated so that design _asures can be taken to
mitigate the effects of gas er.try into thP. workinqs.

In s itu and laboratory

re ~ults

will be analyzed and synthesized

Gases can cause a

ha zard t o per s onnel both from their toxic nature and explosive potential.

int o pr e liminary geamechanical and thermomechanical characterizations
of the s ubs urface rock for use in numer ical mo de l s .

Such mo del s c an

pr edict both near- and far-field behavior of the repository and its
s urrounding rock so behavior AIIIOnq several ... It locations can be cCllllP"red.
The s e mode ls will also indicate _asur_nts that should be ....de i f a

Objectives.
t e st sha ft and

This investigation will provide design data for the

fa~ ility

Technical Approach.

on gas conditions.
Drilling fluids in the characterization borehole (CBH)

will be continuously monitored to determine data on the types and amounts

f ull- scal e test s haft were to be constructed at the site.

of gases prod uced by t he t'oma tion as the ho l e is drill e d.

I ns trumentation and Monitoring.

Geotechnical drill-stem tests

invol ve lowering an inflatable rubber packer tool down the borehole to

the CBH wi l l be

e x am i n~d

'f h e c ore from

i n t he l abor a t o r y t o d eterm ine the amount of o r gan i c

material prescnt in the hos t rock that could generate qus at r eposi t o r y t empcrathe c o mpo!::iition and qUclntiti c s of g<.lS contained in i nc lus i ons in the

isol ate t est z one s and then measurinq changes in diUl8ter and volumetric

tu::-~~ s .

s tra in o f the borehole as test zone pressure is derreased.

host rock , and t h e t h e rmal his t o r y of ca rbonaceous materials i n the host r ock

Hydraulic

frac turing tests i n tne Champlin borehole would consist of i solating

and othe r

tes t zones and increasing pressure in the zones until failure occurs"

qu l f Po t .lsh

Ef f ect on Site Suitabi l ity .

The CBH wi ll be drilled so that the

stCdt cl .
m in~

The info r mation on gas co nditions encounte r ed in the Te x as -

,1nd in oi 1 i ndustry holes wi 11 dlso be e xamined .

Ins trumentation a nd Monitoring.

A ga s chromatograph will be c on-

borehol e will be entirely within the diameter of a potential test shaft.

ne cte d t o the drilling flu i d system and con t i nuously monito red by tra ine d

Th e effect s o f t e sting in the CBH wi ll also be confined to the d i ameter

pe r s onnel.

o f a potentia l t est shaft .

All hydraulic fracturing tests will be

conduc t ed i n the Champlin borehole , which i s locate d approx i mately

ELf..eE~ ._S itt.:'

Sui tabil.i t y.

The c st! ....·111 be drilJed in t h e imme di..llC

5 to 11 k ilome ters (3 to 7 miles) from the CBH area where the fracture s

vi c i n ity of t h e poten ti a l test shdf t , so no .J.dyersc ef f ec t s tin:.: u n ti c il';llc. 1

c r eat ed by t e sti ng will not affect site suitability.

o n Cl po en tld.l r epOS Itor y from tiLe dri 11 illq of t he CBB.

13.3

ISSUES JlELATED TO HYD'-:>LOGY

Discussion of l s _ .

13.3.1

IRWGUIY OF UIOLVID USUES

IIydroqeoloqic~. on shaft con.truction and

maintenance are prillarily concerned with exce •• ive flows of water clurinq
construction.

Hydrogeologic investiqations to date have focuae4 on a reqional a .....-

I f the inflow of water to the shaft workways is too hiqh to

penni t completion by conventional _ans, there woulel be 8CIMI doubt that the

ment of hydrogeologic conelition. as part of the site . . laction stuelies .

seals woulel be able to exclucle water from the repository elurinq the lite

The se reqional inve.tiqations indicate that the Gibaon 0... location appears

of the structure.

to be feasible for further site characterbation effort. (ONWl, 1980, ONWl,

pated flow rates must be aeldresseel in any ,!iscussion of shaft construction.

For this reason ancl to facilitate shaft clesiqn, antici-

1980.. anel b; "Paracloa Area Characterization S_ry anel Location Rec.-enda-

seal maintenance elepenels on the qeochemical stability of the seal materials

tion Report." ONWl-291, currently beinq prepareel by Bechtel Group, Inc.).

and the inteqrity of the rock itself.

The. . factors must also be assessed

and inc luded in the fielel program objectives.
13.3.2

IlNRESOLVED ISSUES AND PUNS FOR RESOLl1l'lON
Objectives.

The issues eliscuaaecl below are prillarily concernecl with acquirinq the
~etailecl,

site specific data for licen. . application and construction of

a n explora tory shaft and test facility.

The plans for resolvinq the issues

pr ese nt ed below cover the period up to the .tart of exploratory shaft cons t r uc tion .

A knowledqe of aquifer chara cteristics at the prospective

test shaft site is neecled in orcler to satisfy the above requir_nts.

flow rates, evaluations of sealinq techniques, anel precliction of the lonqranqe qeoch8lllical stability of these techniques My be obtainecl.

The p l a ns for resolving issues related to Site Characterization

and lic ense app lication will be detailed prior to the start of the Site
Char ac te r iza ti on activities.

An index map showing the relative locations

o f t he de t ai led maps discussed below is shown on Figure 13-1.

Technical Approach.

Site specific inf01'll8tion will be obtaJ.necl by

continuous core of the CBH (Figure 13-2) fr . . the surface throuqh the
repository layers at the prospective test shaft Bite.

This borehole will

penetrate only to the bott. . of the tarqet repoSitory layer.
13.3. 2. 1

Local

or site specific infol'llation lIIust be obtained so that reliable estillates of

Hydrogeologic Shaft Construction Consiclerations

The open bore-

hole will be hyclrogeologically tes tecl with an inflatable packer test tool.
The ISOst porous anel potentially IIIOst tran. .issive zoneH will be testecl, as

Basis of Issue.

Potentially adverse "rock or qroWlcl water conelitions

that would require c:ompl ex engineering . .asurea in ••• the sealing of bore-

will zones that show potential for proclucinq fluiela.

The zone. tested will

be s e lec t ed by inspection of core , qeophysical loqs, anel by elrillinq

ho les and shaf t s - (10 CFR 60 .1 2 3(b) (16) must be identi f ied, assesseel and

re corcls.

cocnpensa t ed for in the elesiqn specific ations.

i c ally analyzecl to aclclreas future proclucecl-water disposal problems and

This requirement is ""'Pli-

fied i n Se c tio n 3 . 2(3 ), in m-:rS 33(2 ), whic h sta te s t ha t :

The s ite sha ll be locatecl so that the hydroloqic reqilne
a llows construction o f repository shafts and maintenance
o f shaf t line rs and s e als. Existinq aquifer t: ysteaui,
partic ul ar l y in strata between the repository level and
the lanel surface, IlUSt be isolatecl fr ... the r epository
wo rki ngs. Evaluations must inclucle anticipat..a aquifer
flow rates , r e liability ancl effectiveness of sealinq,
ancl qcochemi c a l perturbations of the aquifers inducecl
b"J s haf t construction and shaft liner emplacement.

Where possible, ......ples of the fluicls proclucecl will be qeochem-

evaluate qeochemical stability of shaft construction and sealinq.
t es ts of t he fu l l boreho le will al s o be cond ucted.

Pump

These measures s ho uld

p r o v i de s u ff i c i e n t in fo rma tio n t o a s s ess the suitability of t h e s ite
f or a te s t s haf t.

Instrlaentation and Monito~in,.

•

Te.tinq in the CBH wUl involve

lowering a teat tool to isolate a te.t 80ne durinq o~ afte~ co~inq and
pa~foPlinq p~e.sure and/o~ pwopinq tests and wate~ ....linq.

Selected

saples of c~e w111 be tested in the labo~atMy fo~ paIMllbl1ity and

Geoch_ical condition. that (a) p~te pnc1pitation
o~ 8O~tion of ~lIdionucUde. (b) inhibit tha fo_tion
of particulates, colloids, end 1no~ end ocganic
cOllplexe. that in~ease the lIObiUty of ~1Id1_U4ee,
and (c) inhibit the uanaport of ~ed1onucUdes by
particulate., c:olloids, and CCIIplex...

po~08ity.

&ffect on Site Suitllbility.

TIle C8H will be dr111ed enti~ely within

the di ...eter of the potential test abaft.

Mona of the t . .tinq w11l p~oduce

undesirable effecta outaide the bo~ebole di_te~.
13.3.2.2

Description of Hydrogeologic and Geoc~"d Condition. and
~ion of lladionuclide Travel TWa to the 110!phere

Basis for Issue.

seve~al .ections of 10 CFlI 60.122 diac:uaa the need

for extenaive knowledge of the hycIroqeoloqic settinq.

•

•

The evaluation of the geollyclroloqical ~egWa will include
characterization of ~-wate~ ~eBidence tt.e., uavel
times, recbarqe rates, potenti. . .U1c surfaces, end path
lengths and orientatione. Tllese f_~s _
be _eeed
to show that path lengtha a~e lonq IIftO\ICJII end Uaneport
times are slaw eno\I!Jh unde~ p~e.ent end prabeble future
conditions to constitute effective berrie~. to ~adionuclide
transport.

These section• •tate

that the following conditions .v.t be shown to exi.t in a potential .ite.
•

Section 3.2(1) in NII'l'S 33(2) provide. the followinq .tat_nt on the
the type of data that should be c:ollectlld.

The nature and ratea of hyd~oqeoloqical p~oce••es that
have oc~ed since the start of the QUiltema~ Period
are such that, when projected, they would not affect o~
would favorably affect the ability of the geoloqic
repository to isolate the vaste.
The nature and rates of geochellUcal p~ocessea that have
occurred since the .tart of the Quatemuy Period are
such that when projected, they would not affect o~ would
favorably affect the ability of the ,eologic repo.ito~
to isolate the waste.
A boat rock that p~ovides the followinq ground-water

c haracteristics - (a) l ow g r ou nd-water content~
(b ) inhibition of g r o und -wuter circulation in the host

r ock; (c) inhibition of ground-water flow between hydro-

g e o l oq i c units or a long sha f ts, drifts, and boreholes;
a nd (d) g round-water tra ve l times, under pre-waste

ctnplacement conditions, be twe en the underground facility
and the accessible environment that substantially exceed

Discussion of ls.ue.

To

ad~., . .

thi. i88"', a .,...,lete hydroqeological

and ,each....ical characterization of the flow ayatn. within the potential

disturbed zone is necessary.
occu~

Hydrologic and ,eocru.ical phen. . .na that

outside the disturbed zone, but that . .y influence the dhturbed zone,

should alao be aadressed.
The geologic

reposito~

ground-water travel times
ment are at least 1,000

lIust be located so that pre-waate ....placement

t~o\I!Jh

ye~s.

also be located so that the
nuclides from leaving the

the

f~

field to the a.,cassiblc environ-

NItl'S criteria specify that the site .... st

hyd~oqeochemical

reposito~

amounts greater than those specified.

reqime will prevent radio-

and traveling to the biolll,here in
All geochemical processes that

retard or facilitate radionuclide migration must be addressed, and groundwater travel times along potential flow paths to the biosphere must be
estimated.

1 ,000 yeilrs.

A1l data necessary to fully address this issue will not be gathered

during this phase of study.

Only data that allow an assessment of site

feuibility will be collected at this tiM.

After a site is selected, fuU-

scale site characterization studies will co.pletely address this i ••ue.

Geoch...ical properties of the roc:k/Water &y.t. alOll9 the potential
Precipitation or sorption MChani_

flow paths would also be needed.

which would inhibit raclionucliele migration,
Objectives.

4ncl

particulate., colloiel., or

complexes that would increa.. migration rat.s, have to be ielentified ancl

HydrolO9ic and geoch..ical para.eter. nece.eary to

evaluate the ca.patibility of a site for waste isolation include the

evaluated.

following:
•

Technical Approach.

Bulk hyclraqeolO9ical properties in the elisturbed zone.,
including hyclraulic concluctivity, hyclraulic qr4client,
porosity (include. grouncl-water content of host rock),
average linear velocity, tran_sdvtty ancl storage
coefficients for all strata that ca.prise or affect the
disturbecl zone.

•

•

(Figure 13-3) / at three other boreholes in the area (Fiqures 13-2, 13-4.
and 13-7)/ anel long-term hydrogeologic testing will be conductecl in the

Definition of qrouncl-water circulation patterns in the
disturbecl zone (i.e., recharge areas, eliraction ancl rate
of ground-water flow, ancl elischarge zones). This information can be used to calculate qrouncl-water travel
tiMes to the accessible envirOnMent frca the repository.

existing Gibson Dome No. 1 borehole (Figure 13-2). The borehole along
Shay graben will provide data on the recharge of hydro.tratigraphic units

Information necessary to calculate a water budget, or
mass balance. to verify the eletinition of the grounclwater flow systeas. Requi.ite infOrMation for the calculation of water budgets includes reliable e.tiaation

from the borings planneel in Lockhart easin.

along the graben.

ing is also plannecl for the

geochemical and isotopic par_ters.

Geochemical properties of the rock/water system in the
disturbed zone that can help define grouncl-water cir~ ulation patterns and the chemical stability of the host

radionucliele migration.

Other objectives incI ude iden tification of pathways for rildionuclide

The hydraulic conductivities, porosities, and gradie nts along
These dat a would be used to e stimate

In

addition , un ass essme nt of the potential fo r c ha nges in the f low system
~,ff cr: t

i nq

lit!;-

~low vl." l o c iti c~

would be performe d

uy

imposing h ypo the tica l

;;ondicLons o nto ...·s t abli s lv·u c o mp u t <..' c mode l s 0: the f l ow

s ys t em.

Borehole geophysical 1098 Wi 11 be

assemblages that , upon thermal loading. may change their capacity to inhibit

the g round wa ter and rock i n the disturbed zone ..

prescnt ave r age f l ow ve loci ties a l ong th e pathway to biosphere .

Additional hydrogeologic test-

borehole (Fig....,e 13-2) at the ....

usecl in conjunction with core samples retrieved to ielentify mineral

rock. These geochemical p r operties include major and
minor e lemental canposi t i on and isotopic abundance of

th ~

C~lin

Samples of strata and core fluids will be analyzecl for the pertinent

wa ter discharge rates.

these flow paths must be dete nniru..'<i .

Adelitional data will also be obtained

time that geotechnical tests are conducted.

water withdrawal rates (if any), ancl natural ground-

miqra tion.

This borehole will also provide more regional elata

on the hydrogeologic flow system.

of prt::!c il'itation, runoff., evapotranspiration, C)'round-

•

To addr... this i . _ , borehole hydroqeo109ic te.t

data anel geochemical analyses will be obtainecl at the characterisation borehole (CBH) (Figure 13-2) / at one other borehole locatecl along Shay 9raben

Other field studies will be necessary in aclclition to borehole testing.
Monitoring and water sampling of existing National Park Service wells in
the Canyonlands will be initiated.

Stre.....s that cross Shay and Verdure

grabens will be gauged to estiMate fault zone percolation rates (Figure 13-8).
Sampling of springs in Marble Canyon. Arizona (Leaclville LiMestone) and those
visited previously in Canyonlancls is anticipated.

Monitoring the precipita-

tion rates and isotopic composition in the Abajo-Canyonlands area is also
planned by installing a series of meteorolO9ical stations (Fi gure 13-9).
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seepage meters a nd shallow piezometers will be installed along the Colorado River t o estimate s hallow zone discharge rates (Figure 13-10).
Instrwne ntation and Monitoring.

In each borehole up to 12 production

a nd /or inj ec tion hydrologic tests will be performed using downhole packers
to i s olate selected zones.

Drilling will use air-rotary techniques to as

g r eat a depth as possible and will include a drilling fluid tracer program.

Water samples will be collected from each t est zone, where possible, for

detailed geochemical and isotopic analyses.
'L'Wo me t hods may be employed in the stre am gauging studies.

ing works o n a mass balance principle .

Dilut ion gaug-

A tracer (fluorescent dye) is released

at a known r a te and concentration , and its conc entration is monitored downs tream .

Usinq the c oncentration measured downs tream, a f l ow rate can then

be c.:a lculolted .

The s e cond me thod i nvo lves the use of a mini-flowme t er .

Rea~.

iog s are taken at several poi nts across the s tream with the f l owmeter and
the results are computed with a measurement of the cross - sectional a rea
o( the s tream t o c alc ulate t o t a l flow.
Hete o r ological stations will cons ist of a tipping bucket gauge ~o me as ure pr ecipita tion, pyrohcliometers to measure solar r adiation, anemometers
to measure wind speed and direction, evapor a tion pans to measure evaporation,
ma x/ min the rmometers , a nd humidity measurinq devices.
The pr oposed s eepage mete r i ns t a llatio ns will involve dril ling appro ximately three sha l l ow ho l es in the ri,,·'3:!' alluvium , probabl y wit h a soil
•

IDLMAT10II

auger a nd tempo r ar ily insta llinq s ma ll d i ame t er riser pipes to crea t e multi-

M.... ala.I ••' SCIeIofI

l evel pi ezome t e r s .

Thes e insta lla tions will p r ov ide a means of measuring

t he vertiCa l hyd r au lic g r a dient a nd he nc e will indica te the vertica l compone nt of s ha l low g r ound-wol t er f l ow.

o~,__-;-_.i..:"!:"'_ _~t,o Miles

o
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METIOIIOLOGICAL STATIOIOIS
LOGm
IIIV ~11117111

\oJhen the f l ow a t a I OCiition is found

t o be upward , t he n a nother tempo ra ry in s t ulla tion wi tl be utili ze d t o
mon itor the rdte of upwarJ. q r ound-w"te r ~cepdqe into the ri ver .

It is

an tic ipated that this device will consist of a met3.1 t ank less than 5 fee t
in diame t er f itted with a p l as ti c bag reservoi r and tha t it will be l ow-

ered from a small mot orized boat o r ra f t.

All such devices will be non-

destruc ti ve to t he ri ve r ecology and will be removed immediately af te r

the mo nito ring is completed .

effect on Si t e Su itability.

All borings except the CBH are located

fur ther than 2 kilometers from Davis a nd Lavender canyons and will not
affect site suitability .

The e BB will be d rilled within the d iameter o f

the po tentia l test shaft, so site sui t a bility will no t be affec ted.

Bas is fo r IS !""..le .

Sec ti on 60 . 123 (b ) (5) in 10 CFR 60, s tate s that

"evidence of dissoll :tio ninq of sol uble roc ks " mllst be in vestig ated as a
po tential adverse condition .
Adel':' tiona ll y , Sec ti on 3 . 2 (4 ) in Nl'ITS 33 (2) states:

The s ite s h a ll be located :;0 that subsurface rock disso lution that may be occurring, or i s like l y t o occur, Ciln be
shown to have no unaccep t abl e impac t o n system pe rfo rm.:t ce o
Ex i sti nq solution feat ure s must be analyzed t o identi f y the
rilte of disso l ution . The effects of f urthe r dissol ution or
of new dissolution f ea tures on system pe rfo rmance mu s t be
eva luated .
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Lockhart Bas in, a know n dissol ut ion- c o ll apse

.:t r ea , i s 14 ki l o meters (9 mil es) no r t h of the Gibson Dome l oca tion .

'rhe

s truc tur a l e vo lut i.o n .,f ll. c basin i s no t we ll understood . and it i s not yet
kno wn whe ther

d i ~so luti on

e QuI d c ont i n ue !.io\lth to....·ilrd th e Gibson Dome l oca-
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Objectives.

Salt dissolution investigations involv. an a .......nt of

whether salt dissolution is still occurring at Lockhart Ba.in, eatJ,Mte of
the structural and hydr09eol09ic processes leading to collapse in the baain,
and comparison of those proce.ses with the structural and hydr09eol09ic
environment of the Gibson Dome location.
Technical Approach.

To evaluate the str\lCtwal and hy4r.ogeoloqic:

evolution of the Lockhart collapse atructwe, a ca.bination of geophysical
techniques, drilling, hydrogeolOCJic testing, grounc!-water geocbelUcal test ing, and IMpping will be conctlaCteci.
A maximum of five wells (Figure 13-11) MY be needed for an initial assessment of this issue.

At least three wells are needed to provide the

number of data points to define the
tions in three dimensions.

votenti~tric

min~

surfaces and the flow direc-

The fourth test hole, located in the area where all

the salt has been removed, will probably be needed to define the direction
and flow rate between the hydrostratigraph.lc units.

If interfo.naational

flow exists, it is likely that the flaw gradient is not planar and the

fourth hole would also be required

to

define the potentia.etric aurface.

A fifth borehole will be located down-gradient fra. the basin to provide
dditi onal data on the potentiometric surface and hydrochemical data on
a ny dissolution.
The locations o f the proposed wells were selected after considering
severa l f dc t o rs.
the limit

0

One borehole will be located up-gradient and outside

sal t dissolution to obtain water samples representative of

t he re9ional wa ter quality in the UPl)er and lower hydrostratigraphic mits.
Three boreho les a re l ocated down-gradient to intercept water that may have
come i n contact with sa lt.

Two of these down-qradient boreholes are also

l oc ted wl.thin t he 1 ind.ts of salt dissolution around the basin so that the
s uIt d i sso l ti n sur face will be intersected.

This c:onfi.q\.lration will

,)co·.'i 'e i fo rm ti on on the way that dissolution has occurred a nd whether
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the process is active.

The holes will also help to locate the outward

extent o f dissolution.

The final borehole was located where all the salt

has been dissolved to investigate the potential for interformational flows.
Seismic reflection geophysical techniques will be U88d to help define
subsurface structure and basin configuration.

The data frOM a newly

acquired seiSlftic reflection line will be interpreted.

The location of this

new seismic reflection line is shown on Figure 13-13.

Interpretation of

geophysical data ....y locate structural anom alies that can contribute to the
identification of structures siqnificant to the collap8e.
Ti ltmeter surveys will be undertaken within Lockhart Basin to deteraine
whether dissolution is continuing at Lockhart Basin.

Trenching of Quarter-

nary depos its in the basin will also be used to identify the tt.e period over
which dissolution took

The trenches will be approxiMately 61 to 122

~lace.

meters (200 to 400 feet) long and will be excavated across the Lockhart fault
into the Quaternary deposits southwest of the fault (Figure 13-12).
test pits at five other locations (Figure 13-12) are proposed to

Soil

ex~ine

con-

tinuity of deposits in the Basin and the nature of deposits in Lockhart Canyon , northwe st of the fault.

Dating techniques that may be potentially suc-

cess : '.I l i n e val uating the age of deposits include carbon-14 and amino
acid dnalys is, buildup o f clay and carbonate in soil profiles developed
in stra t igr aphi c units, and rela t ive wea thering of c l asts.

Dating o f cal-

c i t e c rysta ls in the Lockhart fa It zone will also be explored.

The trench

anu tes t pi t s wil l be used t o:

•

•

As sess whether Qua t ernary deposits overlying the Lockhart
f ault have been deformed by f aulting or subsidence

•

Assess whether Qua tern a ~1 deposits have been dammed behind
the fault by s ubs idence

El ectrical s urveys wil l be co dueted t o l oc a t l.! c\llomil l ous qcologic
cud hyd r ol og i t: c ondi::iot)!'; thLlt m':ly be pr ctient on the arci.l .
sit es f or the s urveys ar c

s ho~ l

on Figure 13-1 2.

Proposed
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Specific objectives of the proposed surveys are:
•

Determine the nonnal electrical structure in the Gibson

Dome location

•

Detemine the trends in the electric structure that relate to regional changes in geologic structure and
lithology

•

Loca te anomalous zones on scales ranging from tens or
hundre ds of meters near proposed repository sites to
kilome ters over the entire study location

•

Identify the likely causes of anomalous zones, and the
sta tu s of the processes that created them (Is salt dissolution continuing at the present time?)

Instrumentation and Monitoring.
the Leadvi lle Limestone.

The boreholes will be drilled into

selected intervals will be c ored in these holes.

Tes ting will involve lowering a test tool into the hole to gather
hydroge o l o<j i c da t a and water samples.

Tests will be conduc ted over a per-

i o d of 30 t o 60 days af t er the borehole is c ompleted.

The tiltmeter sur vey

will c o nsist of emp lac i ng a se rie s o f in s truments around the bas in and
IJe riodi c a l.ly mak.ing measurement s t o determine i f de f ormation asso c i a t ed
with subsidenc e i s t a king p l ace.

Trenc hes and test p its wi ll be exca .... a ted

with a ba ckiloe, l o g ged and sa.mp led.
for appr o ximate l y one month.

Thes e exca va tio ns wi l l rema in o i:Jen

There will be no i ns trumen t ut ion le f t at

s ites of e lectrical s urveys .:lfter the sUIVeys a re comp l e t e d.

~f f ec t

on Site Suitability .

Only the proposed bor e hol es i n Lockhart

ba sin pe ne tr a t e de ep enoug h to be c ons ide r ed i n a ssess ing s ite suitability.
However , these bo r e holes a r e l oca t e d more th a n 14 kilome t er s (9 mil e s) from
t he Gi b s l.'!1 Dome l oca tio n .:m d are no t close e no uq h t o af f ec t s ite s uit.J b il ity .
S i nce s ite diR tur b.:mcc i s 1 i mi t cd t n vc h i c: Jl.' a n d ! r..>o t
s u rve y s ilav(·

TIC_

<.lCCC S S ,

0 1ct.: t r l t.:<.l 1

e ff e ct o n s itl.' s u i t uui l lty .

p.! o und - ~_t c r J3E~~<:='£'!?. .

Ground -wa t e r r eso ur c es .:t r e

~ C ..l r cc

i n t he

Ca l1i'onla nds ure a becau s e of the ,1r i d ity a nd pr e s e nc e at saline mi ne r d l s .

•

Althouqh it se....... mlil<ely that a ground-vater resource of unusually great

Section 60.123(a)3. Potential for h_n activity to
affect significantly the geologic repository throuqh
changes in the hydrogeology. This activity inc1uc1es.
but is not limited to planned ground-.... ter withdrawal.
extensive irrigation. subsurface injection of fluids.
underground pumped storage facilitie. or underground
military activity

value exists in the Gib.on 0.- location. this iss.... is of ilIportance
because 10 CFII 60.123 identifies as a potentially adverse condition the
·potential for human activity to significantly affect the geologic reposi-

tory throuqh changes in the hydrogeology.

This activity inc1uc1es. but is

not limited to. planned ground-vater withdrawal. extensive irrigation. subsurface injection of fluids. underground pwoped storage facilities. or
underground Ililitary activity.·

Detection of significant quantities of

As discussed above. various construction projects or hu.an activities
could adversely affect the current hydrogeologic regt.e in the disturbed

usable ground wate r would also present an alternative to using surface

zone.

wa t e r fo r cons tructio n and ope r ation of the reposi tory.

changes in ground-water flow caused by ground-water or hydrocarbon ~ing

The data needed

to addre ss this topic include (1) standard water chemistry analyses; and
(2)

the wate r storage capacity and transmitting properties (storativity

Surface flooding resulting frOlll d .... failure is a st.ple ex"""le,

is a more complex case.

Human activities that potentially affect site

hydrogeology in the Paradox Basin inclucle oil and gas exploration and

(e.g:,

and tra. nsmissivity) of a ll water-produc ing zones within a nd immediately

production, potash exploration and/or mining

surro und inq t he 2 -kilometer (L24-mile) "disturbed z o ne."

mining), and potential dams on the Colorado River.

Da t a f r om hydrogeologic drilling and testing of the boreholes planned

dewatering or solution

To assess impacts of human activities on the hydrologic and geochemical

t o add r ess o the r issues together with a water well inventory of the atea,

regime. existing and planned operations and projects JllUst be doc_ented.

will p r ovide adequate subsurface data on water quality and water yielding

Potential

capaci ty i n the a rea of interest.

numerically evaluated with respect to changes in the hydrogeoloqy of the

Additional water chemistry data will be

o bta ined b y sampli ng park s ervice wells and stock wells in the area.

r-Ian-Induced Changes in the Hydrologic and Geochemical Regime.

s~enarios

involving these activities can then be analytically or

disturbed zone.

The

Documentation of eXisting and planned construction projects and other

fo llOW'ing sec tions of 10 CFR 60 address potentially adverse conditions

subsurface activities will include canvassing various goverNlental agencies

c r eated by man-induced changes in the hydrologic and geochemical reqtme !

as well a s utilizing information already generated in the screening process.

•

•

Sec tion 60 . 1 23(a ) 1. Potential for failure of existing
o r planned manmade surface water impoundments that could
c a use flooding of the geologic repository operations area
Secti on 60 . 123(<< ) 2. Pote ntial, based on eXisting qeol oqic a nd h yd r o logic conditions, that p lanned con struc tio n of l a r ge -sc a l e s urface wate r impoundments may siqni f i c an tl y affec t the geologic repository thro ugh c hanges
i n the r eg i o n ... l ground-wa t e r flQ'wr{ sys tem

Pro jec t s that a re not presently planned, but that co uld be initiated i n
the fu ture, such as p wnped storage facilities, may be evaluated by various feasibility scenarios, using existing knowledge of the subsurface •

All in f ormation gathered will provide input to a technical evaluation
of impacts to the flow system.

Such evaluations may, for e xample, range

from analytical computations of maximum probable flood resulting from dam
f ailure to a deta iled numerical simulation of the change in potential
rel ease r a te of radionuc lidcs to the accessibl e e nvironment by i nc r eased
gro Wld-wa t c r pumpage in Canyonlands Na tional Park.

waste is sufficient to liberate significant quantities of ch_ically bound
13.4

water.

ISSUES RELATED TO GEOCHEMISTRY

The stdbility of the respository bed with respect to the aigration

of radioac tive isotopes over geoloqic time can also be addressed by
J3.4.1

anal yzing the ratios between naturally occurring radioillOtopes and their

SlIIMARY OF RESOLVED ISSUES

daughter products.

Resolved issues rel a ted to geochemistry are included in resolved hydroqeologic issues discussed in Section 13.3.1.

The regional hydrogeologic

investigations indicated that the Gibson Dome location appears to be feasible

Objectives.

The objective of this investigation is to a.sess the

geochemical and mineralogic suitability of the repository layer.

fo r further site characterization efforts (ClNWI, 1980, ONWI, 1981a and bJ

"Par adox Area Characterization

SUlllDary

and Location Reconnendation Report,"

Technical Approach.

The presence or absence of hydrated ainerals in

ONWI-291, c urrently being prepared by Bechtel Group, Inc.).

the r epository salt bed and interbeds and their properties under anticipated.

1 3 .4. 2

Gibson Dome No. 1 and the principal boreholes.

repository conditions will be addressed by laboratory analysis of core from
UNRESOLVED ISSUES AND PLIIIIS FOR RESOLUTION

Lithologic l0CJ9ing of the core

and geophYSical lO9ging of the boreholes will aid in selecting zones of

Unr csol ved issues related to aqueous geochemistry are included with
the unreso lved hydrologic issues discussed in Section 13.3.2.

inte rest.

Plans for

the r esolution of issues related to the geochemistry of the proposed
repos itory laye r are discussed below.

Rildiogeni c i s otolJt:: geochemical studies will be used to assess the potentia l f or migra tion of radioact ive isotopes.

These laboratory studies will

a lso b e ca rri ed o ut o n c ore from Gibson Dome No. I and the principal bore holes.
13 . 4 . 2 .1

r·tinc r a l ogy of the Repository Layer
Instrume ntatio n and Mo nitoring.

Basis fo r Issue .

The presence of a host rock having suitable geo-

The c ore from the principal bore -

hol e will be described lithologica ll y and a s uite of geop hysi cal logs

c h e mi ca l p r ope rties is r ecognize d i n Section 3.4(2) of NWTS 33(2) which

( sec Tab l e 13- 2 ) will be rWl in the borehole.

st t e s that "phenomena such as • . . hydration and dehydration of mineral

inc lude x-ray , c h e mi ca l, the rma l, and isotope analysis.

Labora tory studie s will

compo nen t s , brine migration, o r othe r phys ical, chemical or r a diological
p n cJ .....mcna must be evaluated to show tha t they would not unaccC;!ptably affect

sys t em IJc r f " rmdnc c ."

1 0 CFR 60 . l 22 {d) a l so s t a tes that "the na tur e and

~f

feet on S ite Suitability.

This study will utilize borings drilled

t o Clddrcss o ther issues in the i n vc stiqation.

r a t.es of geochemica l p r oce sses that have occ urred since the sta rt of the
Qua t e r na r/ Pe rio d a re s uc h tha t, when projec t ed, they wo uld not affect o r
'..--o u l d f a vo r ably a. ff e c t t.he ab i Lit y o f t h e geo l og i c repos ito r y t o i so l a t !,;
t he ·..--a s t c . "
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13.5
13.5.1

ISSUES

~TED

TO SURFACE HYDROLOGY

SUMMARY OF RESOLVED ISSUES

No major streams, lakes, or reservoirs occur within the Gibson Dome
location (ONWI, 1980).

However, intermittent streams drain into the Colorado

RiVer.
There is concern that NWTS project activities will impact adversely
springs and seeps that are utilized by wildlife as a water source.

The

following discussion addresses this concern and explains why it is not
a Valid concern.
Most of the springs and seeps in the Gibson Dome location have significant
flows only in the spring to early summer and represent locally perched acquifers.

Some of the

sp ~ ings

are discharging the regional saturated part of the

upper hydrostratigraphic unit.

Springs along the outcrops of the Indian

Limestone and those in Cataract Canyon discharging from the Honaker Trail
limestone may be regionally discharging, perched, or a combination of the
two.

However, none of the springs in the Gibson Dome location are dis-

charging the regional saturated part of the upper hydrostratigraphic unit
that is going to be penetrated by the eBH or exploratory shaft.
Drilling of the CBH in the Gibson Dome location will not involve withd r wal from local ground-water sources.

No final decision has been made

concerning sources of water for drilling a shaft and operation of a repository.
EVen if local ground water is used as one source of water supply for these
activities. such usage has not been identified as an issue for reasons
whi ch include the following.
•

Som sp rings are emanating from perched aquifers in units
above the formations to be penetrated by the CBB in the
"ibson Dome l ocation . As a result, none of the planned
ac tivities will inf~uence these springs

•

Objec tives .

The spring s emanating from the forma tions tha t are to be
pene t ra t ed by the proposed CBH are also the result of
l ocal per ched aquifers with limited areal extent and are
not hydro l og ically connec ted with the regional g roundWater system in the Gibson Dome location

The objective is to site or design the repository to

a ssur e that f loods will not r e prese nt a potentially adverse impact.
Technica l Approach.

Prior to construction of an exploratory shaft,

the f l ooding hi s t o ry of s tre ams in the vicinity of the potential shaft site

13.5.2

UNRESOLVED I SSUES AND PLANS FOR RESOLUTION

wi ll be studied using data f rom published and unpublis he d lite rature sources,
interv i e ws with state officials and local residents, and aerial photographs.

13 .5. 2.1

Flooding

Field s urveys will detennine stream slopes, streatn cross sections, and

area topography and geomorphology to fix the extent of the floodplain.
Basis fo r Issue .

Thi s issue must be addressed prior to c onstruction

of an ex pl oratory s haf t.

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission, under 10

erR

Thi s information will be used to de termine the probable maximum flood, which
i s the grea t est fl ood that is expected to be possible in the drainage basin.

60 .123(a) (6) states that there is ..... pot ential for adverse impac ts on the

Based on these r e sults, Siting requirements or e ngineering factors necessary

geol ogi c r epos itory resulting from the occupancy or modific ation of flood-

t o mitigate potential impacts will be developed.

plains ."

Ba s is for the issue comes from Section 3.7(l} and 3.7(3) in

NWTS 33 (2) which states,

13.5.2.2

The site shall be located so that the surficial hydrological
system, both during anticipated climatic cycles and during

extreme natural phenomena, will not cause unacceptable
impacts on repository operations or system performance. The
site shall be located vhere meteorological phenoaena can be
accoamodated by engineering measures and can be shown to have

no unacceptable effect on repository operation.

Sec tion 3. 9 (3) in NWTS 33( 2), also states,

"The site shall be loca ted

with due consideration t o normal and extreme environmental conditions."
This issue is a l so cove red by the Floodplain Manageme nt Executive Order

11988 (1977) as amended in 1979.

DOE compliance vith this executive

order is specified in 10 CFR 1022.1-1022-21(1980).
Discussion of Issue.

To determine site suitability in relationship

to potential floods, it viII be necessary to investigate the extent of the
probable maximum floodplain.

Based on this inforaation, decisions can be

made regarding site suitability or the necessity for aitigation measures .

Zffec ts on Colorado River water Quality

Bas is for Issue.
fac ility.

This issue must be addressed prior to Siting a

In addition to state and local c oncerns, this issue is referenced

in Sec tions 3. 9 (1) and 3.9(3) in NWrS 33(2):
The site shall be located with due consideration to potential
environmental impacts.
The si te shall be located I<i th due consideration to noraal
and extreme environmental conditions.
Discussion of Issue.

The Colorado River lies about 16 kilometers

(10 mile s) northwest of the Gibson Dame location.

Salinity is the most

significant water quality problem in the Colorado River as it flows south
through Utah and Arizona.

Increases in salinity, or other detrimental

impacts on water quality due to the repository viII not be permitted.

R-u.no ff ft-om sal t spoi l piles and cons t ruc tion areas must be contained t o
avo i d contaminating surface wa ter s that fl ow into th e Colorado.

Surfa ce

wate r wit hdrawal if r eq uired f or the fa c ility must not affec t colo rado
Rive r wa ter quality .
Ob j e c tives .

The objective is t o r ecommend measures to prevent degra-

t ion, and facility runoff, and the effects of the surface water withdrawal.
Technical Approach.

This issue must be addressed prior to siting

Based on existing hydrologic data and, if nece s sary , newl y

generated data, the potential effect of runoff from spoil piles, construction areas, and the facility will be studied to determine the extent of
salt and particulates e nte ring the hydrologic system.

The potential effect

of surface water withdrawal on increases in salinity will be a ssessed.
If nece ssary , surface waters upstream and downstream from withdrawal
po ints will be studied to p r e dic t pot ent i a l sa lin ity increase s.
I f the Colo rado Rive r could be affe cted, suffic ient data should be
co ll ect e d t o make pr edic ti ve ca l c ul at i 0ns a nd t o construct sur fuce wa t e r
qUd lity a nd hydro l og i c model s .

This du t a may include i nfo rma tion on the

phy sical, chemical, and hydrological characte ristic s; the typica l seasonal
r anges and averages; and the hi s t o rica l extremes in the Colorado River .
Such data mal be necessary fo r a comrlete e val uatio n of the surf a ce water
qu~l ~ t y

ef f e c ts on the Colorado Ri ve r.

Water quality of the drainage from Davis and Lavender canyons will be
monitore d fo r field, gene r a l c hemical, nutrients, and organic a nd trace
metals parameters.

Also, t he water quality of Indian Creek will be monitored

upst r e am and down s tream of the con fluence of the Davis and Lavender drainage.

Water Availability

Basis f o r Issue.
o f a r epos ito r y .
th'...'

dation of colorado River water quality by evaluating spoil pile, construc-

a facilit y.

1 3. 5 . 2 . 3

Thi s issue must b e resolved prior to construc tion

Conside ring water availability as a utility requirement,

issue i s based on Sec tion 3 .1 0 ( 2 ) in NWTS 33(2):
The s~t~ s hall ~ e l oca t e d so that adequate access and utility
r eq u~red for the repository either exists or can be
pr ovided without unacceptable impac t on affec ted communities.
c apab 11~t y

It i s also based in Section 3.9(2), whi c h states:

"The site shall be

l ocated t o reduce the likelihood or consequence o f air, water, or land use
conflicts ."
Discuss ion of Issue.

Water will be required during construction and

ope r at i on f or a va rie ty o f purposes including community and plant process
water.

Raw water requirements for a fully operational repository range

fr om 400 to 1, 800 gpm and for the associated community 160 to 350 gpm
(se rvic ing a ppr oximate ly 5,000 people), depending on the quality of the
wa t er and the amount of wastewater, reuse (i.e., water conservation) at
the r epos itory.

potential water sources for the Gibson location include

the Co l o rado River, Mill Creek Reservoir, Moab City Water Supply, and deep
we lls (ONWI , 1981d).

The availability of water (i.e., water rights) from

t he se potentia l sources mus t be determined.

Also the engineering and eco-

nomic aspects o f viable water sources must be developed.
Ob j ectives.

The objec tive is to determine if an adequate water supply

i s obtainable for construct ing a nd operating a repos itory.
Technical Approach.

Prior t o selecting a repository the following

a c tivities will be unde rtake n:
•

Examine the e xistinq water rights associated with water
sources identified as potential sources for a repository

•

Develop enq inee ring designs for transporting water from
its sour ce t o the r epos itory site

•

Determine the cost of developing each water source

•

Develop additional engineering measures t o conserve wate r
consumption

•

Define steps needed to acquire l egal rights to an adequate

water supply

13.6
13.6.1

ISSUES kELATED TO CLIMATOLOGY AND METEOROLOGY

SUMMARY OF RESOLVED ISSUES

No climatologica l issues have been identified.

There is concern over the

meteorology/air quality of the Gibson Dome location and potential iJnpacts
to canyonlands National Park.

These issues have not been resolved.

The

issues r elated to climatology and meteorology that should be considered
prior t o siting are discussed below.

13.6.2

UNRESOLVED ISSUES AND PLANS FOR RESOLUTION

13. 6 .2.1

Effects on Dedicated Land Air Quality

Basis for Issue.

This issue .ust be addres.ed prior to facility

design and construction.

The air quality of dedicated lands is indirectly

address ed in Section 3. 9(1) and 3.9(2) in NW'l'S 33(2), which states:
The site shall be located with due consideration to potential environ.ental t.pacts.
The site shall be located to reduce the likelibood or consequence of air, water, and land use conflict••
The air quality t.pact. associated with drilling the CBH and other construction activities will be addressed in accordance with NEPA requir.-ents.
Discussion of Issue.

Repository operation must not degrade the

air quality of adjacent dedicated lands.

The proximity of the Gibson

Dome location next to the Canyonlands National Park will not preclude
siting, but may require strict limitations on emi •• ions.
Objective..

The objective is to reca..end measure. to aitigate poten-

tial effects on dedicated land air quality (i.e., Class I areas), based
on the nature and extent of ealiaaions that 1liiY be generated and released
into the at.osphere during exploratory .haft and facility construction
and operation.

! .cchnic._a l Approach .

Prior t o

'~ x p lor a t ory

shaft construction , the

fol l o wing wi ll be done t o gene rate base line da ta for r epository l icens ing.
Ambient conditions will be affec ted by ex plor a t ory s haf t c onstruc tion and
mon itoring must bt;! l,;ompl etcd pri or t o construction activ i t y .
•

Ava ilable da t a wi ll be c o llec ted from approprid t e
aqcnc i cs

•

Literature on .:li r q uality and me t eo ro l ogy for s ite and
v i c inity wi ll be reviewed

•

•

Prior t o sit ing the CBH and exploratory shaf t, a val l ey
air dispersion mode l ana l ys i s will be perfo nne d on the
cund ida t e s ite in the Gibson Dome location. Th is
ana l ys is will (Jredic t the ai r quali t y impacts nea r the
candidate site
A 52- week ambien t ai r quality mo nito ring prog ram will be
conducted , in c ludi ng :

24-hour mo nitoring for t otu l s uspended part i c ul ates

Monitoring of nonradioactive gases (sulfur dioxide ,
hydrogen sulfide, nitrogen dioxide, carbon monoxide,
and ozone)

•

A 52-week meteorological monitoring program will be carried

out to :

Determine atmospheric transport and diffusion characteristics of the site
Aid in assessing the consequences of continuous or
periodic releases of radiological and nonradiological
pollutants to the atmosphere
Provide meteorological data to e stimate possible doses
to man as a result of accidental atmospheric releases
of radionuc lides

A program to monitor emissions throughout shaft and
facility construction and operation will be developed

9

The 52-week baseline meteorological

reduction in a computer compatible form.

The meteorological monitoring

system will consist of a meteorological tower and an instru.ent building
on a cleared and secured site.

The meteorological tower will provide for data acquisition at three
e levations fran sensors mounted on retractable oo..s.

Wind speed and

direc t ion and ambient dry bulb temperature from the various tower elevations
will be obtained and recorded.

The total rainfall aDOunt will be determined

at ground election.
An

ambient air quality monitoring program will be conduc ted in

conj unc tion with the 52-week meteorological monitoring activity.

A high

vo lume sampling system will be located on top of the meteorology instru-

men t building t o obtain 24-hour samples for total suspended particulates.
Inst rumentation nece ssary for monitoring nonradioactive gases will also

be

Provide a climatology r ecord o f paramete r s (c.g ., temperature , pre cipitation, wind speed, and direc tion) needed to
dete~ine site-specific meteorological data

•

Instrumentation and Monitoring.

monitoring program will provide for hourly data retrieval, verifica tion, and

l oc~ t e d

at the me teorology building.

Disc ussion of Issue.

13 7 ISSUeS RELATeD TO D/VIROIiIMBNTS,
LAND ~se, AND SOCIoecONOMIC CHARACTeRISTICS

The method and route of transport of spent fuel

f r om Moab is the subject of the "Southeast Utah Rail Feasibility Study,"
c urrentl y be ing prepared by Bechtel Group, Inc.

New rail routes will be

reconunended based on topoqraphy, c 'pacity and condition of existing trans-

13.7.1

suMMARY OF REsOLveD Issues

port a tion sy s t e ms, cost, and minimizing disturbance to existing land uses.

been resolved in analyzing the potenSeveral environmental issues have
'tory
Deditia1 location for the CBH, exploratory shaft, and NWTS repos1
•
'd
d and the CBH site was not located in canyonlands
cated lands were conS1 ere
National Park or in proposed wilderness areas. Impacts on dedicated lands
' imized by locating the CBH so that natural topography will
have b een mln
.
i
screen it from vista points and heavily used park areas. Further mit1gat on
ction dust and noise will also be employed to
through control of constru
The Gibson Dome location is not located on
minimize land use conflicts.
state or federally designated
prime agricultural land or wetlands, nor near
or uses that would create a safety hazard. Also, no
wild and scenic rivers
the area, so this issue is not considered
wild horses or burros inhabit
(ONWI, 1981a and c).

Howe ve r, popul a tions adjacent to the planned transportation system were not
cl

primary consideration in this study and hence must be addressed in char-

ac terizing the area for the waste repository and associated activities.

The project a rea is sparsely populated.
(50-mil e ) radius of the area.

The 1980 population in the nearest towns

of Moab (5,333), IIlanding (3,118) and Monticello (1,929) reflect the rural
na ture of the region.

Additional population data are included in the

"Envir onmental Characterization Report for the Paradox Basin Study Areas,

Uta h St udy Areas, ONWI-144" (ONWI, 1981c).
Potential radiation doses to the surrounding population, transport
crews, and persons in other vehicles and at rest stops tram transport of

' on is a considerable distance from urban populaThe Gibson Dome 10cat1
tlon centers, therefore, the issue of proximity of residents to the ~tUdY
,
h
b
resolved. However, populat10n density
location and population denslty as een
t ' s adjacent to planned transporul
remains an issue as it relates to pop a 10n

spent fuel will be evaluated.

tation systems as discussed below.

resulting from the transport of nuclear vaste.

13.7.2

UNRf:SOLVED ISSm:s AND PLANS FOR Rf:SOLI11'ION

13.7.2.1

There are no urban popula-

tion s (c itie s with 10,000 or more population) within an 80-kilometer

Potential effects durinq accident and non-

accident conditions will be reviewed.
ODjectives.

The objective is to evaluate potential risks to populations

Technical Approach.

Data collection activities will be completed

prior to Siting the repository.

Demographic data will be obtained from

county and U.S. census reports and interviews where required.

Transportation Risks

adjacent
Analy sis of potential risks to populations
,
systems will provide information needed to deterto planned transportat10n
to repository development. Secmine potential ~pacts on an area due
lIasis for Issue.

tion 3.8(1) in NWTS 33(2), states:
The site shall be located such that risk to the population
troe transoortation ot radioactive vastes and troe repository operation can be reduced below acceptable levels to
the extent reasonably achievable •
71

and planned surface

transportati~n

Existing

systems and access routes will be

identified and located for an area within 80 kilometers (SO miles) of
the location.

The uses of these transportation systems will be discussed

in terms of proximity to nearby populations.

Existing and projected

(at the time of

r er~s itory

development) population density e s timates on

salt spo il piles a r e covered under Sec tion 3.9 in NWTS 33(2), particul arly

and adjacent t o the Gibson Dome l oca t ion will be calcul a ted tor each tra ns-

3. 9 ( 3):

port line using the most rece nt peopl e- per-house data ava il able from state ,

ex treme environme nta l condition s ," requiring evaluation of the e ffect of

regional, and loca l officials.

wind and rainfa ll on spoil pil es .

Popula tion pro jections will be a va ilable in

'''rhc site shal l be l ocated with due consideration to normal a nd
In addition, state and local concerns

"Soc i oeconomic Impacts of an NWTS Fac ility in the Paradox Basin , tt currently

re l a t e to pot en tial contamina tion of surface and ground waters and sur-

being prepa r e d by Bechte l Group, Inc.

rounding l and areas from spoi l pile erosion.

Population densit i es within 8 kilo-

me t ers ( 5 .0 mil es ) of both sides o f each transpo rt line will be ca l c ul ated .
e.!.~c u ~~!s>.~

Radiation doses during normal spent fue l tra nsporta t ion and during
~ r.c id e nt

conditions will be ca l c ula ted u sing p r ocedures developed by the

U. s. Nuc l ea r Regulatory Commission (197 6 and 1977).

of Issue.

MassiVe quantities of salt must be excavated

from the was t e iso lation s ite and stored at the facility to await ultimate

The se ca l c ulations

disposal.

A s uita ble disposal method, taking into account potential secon-

dary effect s , mus t be de veloped .

will inc lude:

•

•
•
•

Obj ectives .

dis posing of a large quantity of excess salt by developing and assessing

Doses to trave l e r s on the transpor t lines

a variety of alternative di sposal methods.

Doses to persons traveling in the oppos ite direction

!~chnica l ~pproach.

Doses t o popul a tion during shipme nt stops

explora t ory shaft .

This issue must be addressed prior to siting an

The following activities will be undertaken to e valuate

alterna tives to excess salt disposal :

These doses will be compared t o the standards established by u.s .
Nuc l ea r Regulatory Commission and Na tiona l Commission on Radio loqi ca l Pr ot ec tion, "nd potential risks to nearby populations will be evaluated.

The

dose evaluations will be based on a c omputer model received f rom Oak Ridge

•

The feasibility of ocean/water disposal and offsite land
fill s will be r esearched

•

The economic impacts associated with r e leasing l a r ge
q uan tities of sal t onto commercia l markets for human
consumption and /or use Cl L; road salt will be assessed

•

The capacity of abandone d mines in the region as potential
storage si t es, and potent ial geologic and hydrologiC
impa c t s that may occur will be e valuated

•

The feasibi lity of permanent onsite sto r age of exce ss
salt will be inves ti~ a t e d

National La boratory (ORNL) and on othe r facts and assumptions about spent
f uel assemblies , shipme nt, a nd r epositorie s (Bechte l, 1980).
13.7.2.2

The objec tive is to select the most feasible method of

Doses to t he s urroundi ng population when the ve hicle is
moving

Technique s for DiSposal of Excess Salt

Basis for Issue .

This issue must be addressed prior to construction

of an exploratory shatt since salt disposal will be an important issue throughout facility development and operation.

NO specific regulations address

the problem of salt disposal, although envirorunental impacts related to onsite

I n addition, e ngineering studies will be needed to examine the possibi li ty of increasing the density and compaction of salt replaced in the
unde r ground fa c ility to decrease total excess salt.

After the alternatives

have been eva luated , an accepta ble disposal method based on e nvironmental,

fac ility construc tion and operation .

economic , a nd e ngineering conside r at i o ns will be recommended.

vege tation analysis whic h will con s ist of:

Potentia l Effec ts on the Desert-Shrub Ecosystem

1 3.7. 2 .3

~~is

for_ Issue .

an exploratory shaft .

•

Mapping the pl a nt conmunities from aerial photographs
and f i e ld ve rifica tion

•

Dete rmining th e r e covery potentia l of the plant
conununitie s

•

Identifying mitiga tion options to prevent or reduce
potential impacts on the plant communities

Thi s i ssue mus t be addressed p rior to placement of
In addition t o state and local concerns, Section 3.9

in NWI'S ]](2) s tates:
The site shall be located with due cOJl side ration t o potential environmenta l impacts.
The s ite shall be loca t ed to reduce the like lihood or consequence of air , water, and land use conflicts.
Discussion of Issue.

There is concern that the desert-shrub ecosystem

During de tailed site characterization, a four-season field survey of
Lhe e l.:o:systcm will con sist of the following activities:

•

Identifying important terre strial species for detailed
study (as de fin ed by NRC Regulatory Guide 4.2)

•

Collec ting qualitative data for each season and qua ntit ati ve data for important species expected to be affected
by project development and operation

•

Detailing life histories, existing environmental
s tresses , and trophic interrelationships of important
species

•

Identifying critical habitats, sensitive areas, and
areas o f high or unique value to biology, forestry, or
agriculture

may be affected by human ac tivities associdted with the construction of a n
exploratory shaft and NWTS

f~cility. ·

The introduction of a l a rge number of

worker s and their families into the area may be a potential source of secondary impac ts on the desert-shrub ecosystem.

Initial activities will require

These include:

•

Impacts on flora and fauna from increased off-road
ve hicular traffic

•

Impacts on fauna from increased fishing, hunting,
poaching, and general human activity

•

•

Impacts on habitats from off-road travel and increased
population

Establishing vegetative s pec i es composition, density,
f r equenc y , and dominance

•

•

Impacts on soils resulting in greater off-road
vehicular traffic

Compiling site-specific :
distributions

•

Analyzing plant-soil int e relationships, status of ecological s uccession, interrelationships with animal
spec ies, and identi fica tion and quantification of
seasonal changes

Objec tives.

The objective is to identify potential impacts on the

\P~

s hOWing plant cOlTlRWlity

desert-shrub ecosystem and develop measures to mitigate those impacts.
A monitoring program will be deSigned to quantify changes during
Technical Approach.

Efforts towards issue resolution should begin

cons trUct i on of the NWTS facility.

prior to exploratory shaft placement and may require mitigation throughout

6

Instrumcnt<ltion ~nd

Mon i..!:<?}'.!.~ .

four-season surveys ove r a 52-week

mon itor ing program will r equire samp ling t echniques such as:

s nup- trap

tr.mscc ts , c an-trup tran sect s , spec i al tra p spot c hecks, a nd r eco rdin g

.Di.s(;ussion o f I!:isuc .

1'hc siting of an e xplorat o ry shaft c'lnd NWTS

facilit y in the Gibson Dome location could potentially cause adverse impacts
on f edera ll y r ecognized threatened or endangered plant and ani.lnal species,

trd(; k dnd sign da ta, t o establi s h a n inven tory of mammals Clnd provide

in addit ion to species considered unique by the State of Utah.

w me limited q Udnt ita tivc d ol t a .

species and habitats in the project area have been characterized, mit iga t ion

Once the

meas ures can be de veloped.
A road-transect sampling of resident and migratory birds, and an aerial
s urvey for nests of eagles, osprey or other r&ptors which may be in the area,
will be conduc t ed.

The survey data will be used to generate bird species

inventories and limited quantitative information on site utilizatj on .:lnd

Objectives.

The objective is to identify potential impacts on threatened

o r endangered species, or species of interest, and develop .easures to
mitigate those impacts.

population size.
Technical Approach.
Reptiles , amphibians, and insects shall be collected as encountered
in the field surveys.

Inventories of the organisms will be based upon such

coll ect ion s .

by

construction and operation.
•

The vege t ati ve communities will be sampled by employing a s tratified
r a ndom pattern.

Herbaceous species as well as shrubs will be qua ntified

the appropriate sampling t echnique .

•
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Potential Effects on Threatened Endangered Species

Basis for Issue.
explora t or y shaft.

This issue must be addressed prior to siting an

As stated in Section 3.9(1) and 3.9(2, in NWTS 33(2):

The si te shall be located with due consideration to potential environmental impacts.
The site shall be located to reduce the likelihood or consequence o f air, water, and land use conflicts.

The following activities will be undertaken:

Pe r form a literat ure s urvey r e l a ting t o threatened/
e ndangere d o r other unique spec ies o f partic ular int ei"est t o fede ral or state wildlif e a genc ies
Iden tify habitat utilized by species of intt:rest

•

Pe rf o rm f i e ld survey of prefe rred location and Vicinity
fo r suitable habitat and presence of any protec t ed
spec i es

•

Identify mitigation options to avoid impacts on specie s.
if present

Quantitative seasonal surveys will be conducted only for those species
in the s tudy area which are identified as. important (NRC Regulatory Guide 4.2' .

This issue relates, initially, to drilling the CBH

a nn s ha ft COl1 s tr:uc tion , a ltho ugh it will remain a concern throughout r e posi t ory

13.7. 2 . 5
~sis

Effec t s of Noise on Dedicated Land Use
for I s s~.

Pot e ntia l effects of noise on nea rby land uses must

be addre s sed prior t o Si ting an exploratory shaft.

Section 3 . 8(1) in

NWTS 33( 2 ), states:
The site shall be located with due consideration to potential
7nvironmental impacts. The evaluation of such impacts will
ln~lude assessme nt of air, water, land, aes the tic, ccologi c al,
nOIse , re sourc c , and hl.stor ica l facto rs appropri u t c t o r epos itory ccns truc tion , ope r u t ion, and i so l at ion.

Noise e ff ects associated with drilling the

PSH

Measurement s at each monitor ing l oca tion will consist of 5-minute

and o ther cons truction

activities will be add r essed in accordance with NEPA r eqai r ement s .

r eading s on the A-weighted decibe l scale, and an oc tave band analysis.
The A-weighted scale approx i mates the frequency r esponse of the human ear .

Discussion of Issue.

Operation of a repository and other repository-

related development involves the use of equipment and vehicles that generate
noise.

There are no data available on the existing .abient noise levels within
the Gibson Dame location.

Existing ambient noise levels as well as adja-

Th e octave ba.ld unalyses , perfo rmed inwnediately following each 5-minute
dB~

measureme n t ,

con~ists

of a 20- second r eading on each of the ten octave

bC:Ulds I.;onstituting the human audible spectrum.

The s tatistical noise data recorded will be the L ' L ' and L90 dB
IO
SO
levels, or the dB level exceeded 10, SO, and 90 percent of the ti.a respec-

The L90 is

cent land use s (e.g., users of nearby Canyonlands National Park) likely to

tively during each 5-minute sample.

be affe cted by increased noise levels during project construction and opera-

ambient or background noise level, the LSO represents the -.dian noise

tion will be c haracte rized.
Since increased noise levels may affect the aesthetics of the project

as.~

to represent the

level. and the L represents the intrusive noise level.
IO
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Effects on Archaeological Sites

area, this analys is will also be used in the discussion of potential

changes in the aesthetics of the Gibson Dome location (section 3.24).
Objectives.

The activities described below will be undertaken to obtain

sufficient baseline noise data on and around the Gibson Dome location to
meet NRC and NEPA guidelines for assessing potential noise impacts of the
proposed p rojec t on the surrounding environment.

Technical Approach.

A field noise monitoring prograa will be required

to determine potential noise effects.

Monitors will be set up at repre-

sentative sites within the Gibson Dome location and at neighboring sites
within the canyonlands National Park, along the park entrance, and at the
nearest

c~unity

to the study locations.

as during drilling.

Noise levels during caR drilling will help predict

noise effects fram exploratory shaft construction.

This issue must be addressed prior to all ground
The basis for the issue comes fran Sec-

tion 3 . 9(2) in NWTS 33(2):
The site shall be located to reduce the likelihood or consequence of air, water, and land use conflicts.
The considera tion of air, water, and land use must include
both s urfac e use, subsurface use, and resource denial as
c ur ren tly regulated by local, state, and federal legislation.
Current legislation and executive orders to be addressed
include: National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, National
Historlc Preservation Act of 1966, and Executive Order 11593.
Discussion of Issue.

To avoid affecting cultural resources (historic,

prehistoric, or archaeological) during CBH, exploratory ahaft, or facility

Existing noise levels will be monitored prior to drilling the caR, as
~ell

Bas is for Issue.

di s turbing field ac tivities .

Additionally, potential

noise effects on surrounding areas fram the prOVision of rail access will
be evaluated.

construction, it must be determined whether any

s~· face

r esou rces exist in the Gibson Dane location or vicinity.

or subsurface
Once the

pr esence of cultural resources has been determined, appropriate mitigation
mea sure s can be developed.

o ·

Ob iec tives .

•

The ob j ec t ive i s t o dete rmi ne the extent and s ignificanc e

o f the r esource , and sugge st measures to mi tiga t e (Jo t e nti a l impac ts.

Determine significance of any archaeological artifac ts/
sites discovered, including:

Relationship to culture and ch r onology of region
Technical Approach.

Prior to excavation for a CBH, exploratory shaft,

Eligibility to National Register of Historic Places

o r repository, the following activities will be done:
•

Outline mitigation measures, such as:

•

Contact approp riate state and federal agencies to look
at records on previous arc haeologica l lands and obtain
permission to survey sites. These a gencies may include

Avoidance through siting or design changes
Further data collection

the following:

MinimiZing access through the Gibson

S t ate Historic Preservation Office

Develop restrictions for project personnel to
prevent tampering with archaeological finds,
thereby reducing the potential for secondary
impac ts

Antiquities Section, Division of State History
Local Native Ame r ican groups
•

13.7.2.7

Pe rform in-dep th literature survey in the following
manner:
Summarize hi s tory, prehistory, and ethnography of area
Define previous

r ~sea r c h

unde rtaken in area

Basis for Issue.

Section

The site shall be selected giVing due consideration to
social and economic impacts on camaunities and regions
af fected by the repository .

rerform field survey using a pre-designed methodology

Survey the three potential CBH activity sites

Potential secondary effects frca incr.ased ran access

3.10 in NWTS 33(2) states :

and a maximum of lO-meter transec ts during archeological surveys
Eva luate differences in archaeological sensitivity
be tween Davis and Lavender c anyons

secondary Effects from Increaaed Rail Access

will be studied during site characterization for the repoSitory.

Identify an y previously recorded sites in are a

•

eo.e location

Bureau of Land Management, St a te and District

Of f ices

Discussion of Issue.

There are no railroads in San Juan County, and

the nearest rail access for the Gibson Daae location is at the town of
Moab.

The refore, rail access to the project area for transport of high-

level nuclear waste must be provided.

The exact routing of the railroad

is currently under study as part of the ·Southeast Utah Rail . 'easibility

Survey the geologic t esting area ac tivity s ite s
(i . e. , seismic lines , trenching, boreholes, access
rOads )

Study , " being prepared by Bechtel Group, Inc.

Perform Bureau of Land Management (BLM) Class III
Survey of potential repository site

Growth of these industries may lead to additional growth, which could poten-

Depending on the route

selected, other industries may benefit from additional rail access.
tially increase job opportunities in the region and thereby lead to population inc reases beyond that anticipated as a result of construction and
opera tion of the repoSitory.

The principal features to be addressed in this issue analys is will be
the evaluation of probable development

act~vities

prior to siting the CEH.

.

resulting from rail access

be addressed prior to construction of
This issue viII be addressed due to local
over the impacts to visual resources wi thin the Gl.bson
concerns
Dome location.
In addition, Section 3.9(1) in ~S 33(2)
"n,
states that:

and the probable impact of this development on nearby communities.
Objectives.

t h L·

The objective is to identify potential secondary development

effects from increased rail access and to suggest options to control or

tial environmental impacts.

Technical Approach.

"The Southeast Utah Rail Feasibility Study"

(in preparation by Bechtel Group, Inc.) viII be revieved to determine any
identified constraints to use of the planned rail system for other industrial uses.

In addition, the report, "Socioeconomic Impacts of an NWTS

Facility in Paradox Basin" (in preparation by Bechtel Group, Inc.) viII
be reviewed for data on the location of other industries in the area that
could potentially utilize additional rail access; and other information
will also be gathered on the capacity of existing infrastructure in towns
near the identified industries to acconnodate additional growth.

Data

collected in o ther location phase studies (Transportation Risks - Section
13.7.2.1 ar.d

~ocial

and Economic Effects - Section 13.7.2.10 viII also be

Discussion of Issue
C
·
.
--"==c...:::.!....~=.
ertaln scenic views near the Gibson
Dome locaticn may b
d
e a versely impacted by construction and operation of
a reposit o ry and utilization of utility and transportation
corridors. Of particul il l" concern are potential iJlpacts
to views fra. CanYonlands National Park,
a nd from other scenic overlooks.
.
Objectives. The objective is to identify potential t.pActs on the
VJsual setting from construction and operation of
the exploratory shaft
and r epository and the aSSOciated railroad line.

used .
to
Interviews will be conducted with state and regional planning department s to gather data on likely types of industrial growth anticipated as
a result of increased rail access.

Finally, potential users of increased

rail access will be inter',i-wed to determine:

1) plans for industrial

growth, 2) likelihood that rail access would stimulate industrial growth,
and 3)

constra~nts

13.7.2.8

to their use of additional rail access.

Visual Aesthetic Effects

Basis for Issue.

The potential visibility of the NWTS facility fro.

potential borehole sites in Davis and Lavender canyon. vill be assessed

3 '

poten-

The evaluation of such iapacts viII incl de
aIr, water, land, aesthetic
u , assess.ent of
and historical factors a r' e~logical, nOlse, resource,
operation, and isolation~ oprlate to repository construction,

This issue must be addressed prior to siting the

The objectives viII be addressed by reviev of available

reports and intervievs.

e xploratory shaft.

The s ite shall be located with due conSideration to

mitigate these effects.

NWTS repository.

h
T e potential Visual effects of construction

,.m d o pcrut1.()JJ of the fa cility will

Technical Approach. A vievshed analysis by
.
.
ca.puter v1l1 be perforlled
visibility of the facility at one site in Davis canyon and

determl~e

two Sltes 1n Lavender Canyon before CDH site selection. A viewshed analYSis
fram selected observation points vill also be perforlled f
railroad
.
or a proposed
corr1dor. The vievshed analYSis vill depict all
areas that would
be visible fr ... selected points and · ..
15 we~ on d1gitized elevation data.

_8....

.

The visual effects f
.
o proJect construction and operation vill be
assessed based on a .
.
n 1nventory of the aesthetic setting and visual
contrast
rat1ngs. The aesthetic setting viII be inventoried
using a variety of data,
including: topographic "ps, photographic
surveys, onaite analYSis, and
National Park Service and Bureau of Land
Managftlent (BUI) data.

Pru l ir.lirlary COll t rdst r.ltlng s t ') r
the r: be perf ormed.

th~

Data considered in

fac ility and r-a ilroad line will

e~ t ab l is hing
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Social and EconOMic Effects

a rating wi ll include:

po int s ol viewer contac t, di ffe r e nt viewer- s ite distance perspectives (fore ground, middleground , background), r e l a t ionship be tween identified aes thet ic
fea tures and s ites , and potenti.:ll seasona l var iation s .

Ba sis for Issue.

Analysis of potential social and economic effects

of projec t construction and operation will be addressed in siting the
exploratory shaft as we ll as the repository in the Gibson Dome location.
Sec ti on 3.10(1) in NWTS 33( 2). states:

Bas i s for Issue.

Analysis o f pot ential effects of Canyonlands National

Park fr om siting the e xplorator y shaft as we ll as the repository at the
Gibson Dome l ocation wi ll be addressed.

This issue will be addressed due t o

l ocal concerns ove r the pot e ntia l effect s t o the park .

In addition, Sec-

tion 3 . 9 (1) i n NWTS 33(2) states that:

The site shall be located so that adverse social and/or
economic impacts resulting trom repository construction and
operation can be accOMmOdated by mitigation or compensation
strategies.
Di scussion of Issue.

The labor force anticipated during projec t oper-

ation and construction and the associated population increases may affect
I OCd}, county , and r egional populations and infrastructure systems.

The s ite shall be located with due conside ration to potential
e nvironmental impacts .
The evaluation of such impac t s will include a ssessment of
air, water, land, aesthetic, ecological, noise, resource
and historical factors appropriate to repos itory construction,
operation, and isolation.

a repos ito ry has not been built before this
desc ribe specif i c impacts.

t~,

Because

it is not possible to

However, impacts of large-scale public and

privat e developments have been analyzed.
economic i mpacts have been identified:

Five potential types of sociodemographic, economic, service

facititjes, governme nt/fiscal, and social structure.

It is therefore impor-

t an t to cha r ac t e rize the existing and projected population and economic con!>!~S: U S:,;~o;:_O~ . I tiS U~

C.:luyon l unds Nolt ional Pa rk is adj olcent t o the

ditions ,

~he

cap.:lc i ty of existing infrastructure systems and qovernment/

Gibson Dome location and i s an important rec r eational and vi s ual r esource

f ist:Cll a rrangements, a nd the historicdl social structure of the connunities.

(ONWI, 198 1c ).

The affec t s of the r epoSitory project will be a function of the socio-

Construct i on a nd operation of t he exploratory shaf t. and

reposi t o ry ma y pot entiall y affect views from the park as well a s r ecreational

e conomic conditions existing in the study area and the characteristics of

use of the park.

the pl a nned project.

These e ffec ts mus t be e valuated and appropriate measures

to minimize potentially adve rse effects on the transient tourist population and the Park.

This ana lysi s will be particularly important for the Gibson Dome
l occltion beca use of the rural c ha racter of the towns and counties near

Technical Approach.

A separate r e port will be deve loped to specifically

address the potential e ffec ts on Canyonlands National Park.

The r eport will

the study a r ea .

The t owns of Moab, Monticello , and Blanding are closest

to t.he s tudy a r ea; the se cities in particular, and Sa n J uan and Grand

inc lude a summary o f tho se porti ons of the a r chaeological , nois e , visual

count i es in general, will be most affected by project construc tion, opera-

aes thetics , and air quality studies disc ussed earlier a s well as soc io-

tion , and closur e .

economiu studies di scussed below tha t pertain to Canyonlands National Park.

5

Ob jectives .
e ff ec ts like ly t o

This ta s k will ou tline potential soc ial and economic
r e sul~

from e x ploratory s haft and reposito ry construc -

t ion and o pe ra tion .

Technica~~ouch.

Thi s issue will be addressed prior t o si ting the

Data on social and economic charac t eristic s of t owns likel y

to be af fec t ed (partic ul arly Moab , Monticello , and Bl a nding ) by an influx
of project personne l will be obtained from a lite r a ture s e arc h and cont acts with appropriat e sta t e and local offic i a l s .

Thi s data will be used

t o c haracterize the e xisting and future conditions i n the study area without the proposed project and to projec t socioeconomi c impacts of a reposi -

tory using the ONWI SEARS (Soc i oeconomic Ana lYSis for Repos itory Siting)
model.

touris t popul at ion.

The SEARS model contains an economic input-output model a nd a

demographic Cohort-survival model .

A number of e nergy-rela t ed development projects are being and have

been pl anned for the State of Utah.

impacts in the Paradox Basin will inc lude the following:

be

jected populations in incc.rporated and unincorporate d areas of t.he project

area will be collected.

~ his

will inc lude the towns of Moab, Monticello,
The extent of denographic

characteriza tion for other communities will be determined on a case-by-case

basis.

info~tion

will

obt ained on project employment projections.
In f ormation will be obtained from u.s. Census data, state planning

agencies , the state health department with assistance fcOIII regional planning agenc ies and local qoverrunents.
Econo~.

is loca ted .

To characterize the p.conouoy of the Gibson Dane location.

The population statistics will include:

The following information will be obtained for the economic

region:

•
Population s t a tistics for past, current (1 980 ) and pro-

and Blanding and San Juan and Grand counties.

Projects which will affect the popu-

l ation in t he Gibson Dome location will be examined and

it will be necessary to establish the economic region in which the site

Spec if ic data t o be collected for the a nalysis of social and ecollomic

Demography.

Data on the numbers and residence of such temporary

popul ation, a nd times of peak activity durinq the year will be collected .

e xpLor atory shaft, but will continue thro ughou t the repos i tory site s election process .

1'he Gibson Dome l oca tion is located near the Canyonlands Nationa l
Ptlrk and Wilderness study areas which a ttract a significant, nonresident,

Employment by business sector and occuPation

•

Unemployment rates by occupation

•

Family and per capita incomes

•

Total sales by business sector and trade patterns

•

Local and regional economic projections

•

Specific development plans for the con.unities of Moab.
Monticello. and Blanding

•

Total resident population

•

Age, sex, race, i.e., ethnic ity of population

•

Birth, death, migration trends

have experienced boom-and-bust cycles that have adversely affected the

•

Characteristics of families a nd households

economy of the counties and the towns.

•

Population density

His torically, the mining industries in San Juan and Grand counties

The affects of these cycles will

be examined with county and town officials.

The Canyonlands area of Sout'.heastern Utah is
r ec r eation"l attraction.

il

well-known scen i c and

•

Protec tive Service . . police and F irc
Facilities: boundaries of each jurisdiction; number,
size clnd s t ation location s; nunbc r and type of vehicles
clnd equipment, personnel

This ared ha s generated jobs and public/private

investment in a traditional resource and agricultural based economy.
Informat i on will be collected on employment, income sal e s, and economic

Program: mutual aid ag reements; disaste r and civil
defense program; insurance ratings; population/jurisdi c tion/service area; numbe r and type of personnel;
fir e and crime statistics; tra ining programs and
requirements

pr ojec tions for the tourism industry in Southeastern Utah.
The economic data will be obtained from the Utah State Plannin<j

Agency, the Utah Department of Community and Economic Development, the
Bureau of Economic and Business Research, and county and local officials.

•

HCill th Services
Program:

Maps, tables, and graphs will be used to display statistical and location

Personnel

information.
Service Facilities.

Facil ities

The services provided to the residents of Moab,

Monticello and Blanding and the counties of San Juan and Grand will be
examined.

•

improvemen t plans for facilities and other services.

Facilities:

Housing data will

be coll ected as part of this category because of the influence of housing

needs on community service needs.

The following information will be

obtained for each service:

location, type, capacity

conservation. irrigation, joint services

Perso:lOel
•

So lid Was t e
Facilities:
Program :

Educa tion

type, l ocation, capacity

recycling, reuse

Per sonnel

Enrollment
Program:

Wate r Suppl y

Program:

age, number, and type of units

Program: rent subsidies; rehabilitation, housing
finance policies of lending institutions
•

•

Facilities:

Industry: type and number of units built; persons
employed in housing industry

location, type

Personnel

Housing
Stock :

Sewe rage
Wastewate r collection and treatment capabilities;
serV Lce areas

Data will be collected on the type and condition .of the service

facility; the level of services, the number of personnel and capital

•

type and characteristi c s

number, type, and capacity

Facilitie s:

ownership, location, area served, plans

Revenues and expenditures

0

•

Transportation (highway, rail, air)
Ra tes and facilities

£:ou r ces for thi s information will be town and county officials and
the Utilh Jcpartment of Conununity and Economic Development.

Maps, tables,

a nd qr<lphs will be used to display statistical and location information.

Related services
.~~c!~cnt[~~cal .

Government personnel

•

•

Maintenance and construction functions

•

Tax revenues:

Volume and capacity

•

Assessed valua tion

•

Fede ral and state r e venue distribution

Programs

•

Other revenue s

Facilities

•

Government expenditures:

Personnel

•

Bonding capacity and current status

Funding mechanisms

•

Programs and procedures for fiscal management

Soc ial Service (family, children, elderly)

Recreation
Facilities, equipment, capacity, land area
Location and access
Pe rsonnel
OWnership and maintenance

•

Facilities
Plans
Other

type, aIIOW'lt, trends

In fo rma tion o n administrative personnel and facilities viiI be obtained.
Re venue Department, and the Utah Departeent of Community and Econa.ic Development.

The past trends, and graphs will be used to display statistical and

l ocation information.

The past trends, current and projected fiscal con-

ditions in each jurisdiction will be ana lyzed in the text.
~?c ial

structur.=_

A qualita tive analysis of the social structure and

li fe style in the study area will be based on the following information :
•

<.. ivi c and social organizations

•

Local heritage and historical development

•

Social. we ll-bf!ing: c rime , delinquency, alcohol and
drug abuse, and me ntal illness statistics, where
available

•

Gener~l

J.ibraries
Unique services

t ype , r a te, aII'IOWlts, trends

Sources for this information will be local government offices, Utah State

Utilities (electric, gas, telephone)
Servi<:e areas

•

The fiscal stutus of each gove rnmental unit viiI include:

attitudes and perceptions concerninq development,
continuity growth and change

Information will be obtained from local orqanizations and disc ussio lls
with

l o~ ~ l
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•

projec ts requiring electrical power will be reviewed and
evaluated. These data will be collected from all utili·

re sijen t s.
~lectric

EXisting da ta on electrical power sources available in
the reg ion, plans for expansion, and other planned major
ties serving the Gibson Dome location, as veIl as from
"Socioeconomic Impacts of NWTS Facility on the Paradox

Power Availability

Basis for Issue.

Basin," curre ntly being prepared by Bechtel Group, Inc.

The issue of the electrical power availabl e for the

•

F'ilc ility power heatinq and steam requirements for the
project will be determined based on the Conceptual
Rc~ository Refe rence Desiqn Report (Bechte l, 1979)
re view of e l ec tri c al power requiremen t s o f similar
pro jec t s

•

Po t ential powe r tha t c an be generated through cogeneration activitie s and use of the "solar ponds" concept, and

Gibson Dome loc;a ti(Jn w':"11 be addressed in sit ing the exploratory shaft as

well as the repository.

Section 3.10 in NWTS 33(2), states that :

The site shall be located so that adequate access and utility
capability required for the repository either exists or can
be provided without unacceptable impact on affected communities.
Discussion of Issue.

Adequate electrical power will be required for

exploratory shaft and repository developMent activities.
utility lines

wi~hin

the Gibson Dome location.

There are no major

The nearest utilities are

the engineering and cost feasibility of these approaches
will be evaluated
•

Costs of alternative electrical power ~thods will be
compared and evaluated in rec~nding the .ast appro·
priate electrical power source

l oc a ted wi t hin or near to Lisbon Valley, east of U.S. 163.
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!ransportation Upgrading

The principle features to be addressed in the characterization plan
will be the availability of new electrical power sources.
of relocating or r e routing existing

tran~ission

The feasibility

corridors and/or upgrading

~~~__~~~s uc .

The potential need to upqrade existinq transportation

systems t o accommodate r e pository-related

develo~nt

existing sources outside the Gibson Dame location to provide sufficient

with these

electrical power for all repository· related activities will be studied.

tion activities required in sitinq the repository.

Obj ec tives .

The objectives are t o (1) evaluate the capacity and avail-

ability o f eXisting e l ec trica l powe r sources to meet repository-related
e l ectrica l demand and (2) recommend a power source, distribution system,
and onsite generation equipment .

Technical Approach.

To determine the availability of electric power

and recommend other electrical power sources, the following activities will
be undertaken prior to selection of an exploratory ahaft site:

~rovements

and the cost associated

are issues that will be addressed in the characteriza-

Section 3.10(2) in NWTS 33(2), states that:
The site shall be located so that adequate access and utility
capability required for the repository either exists or can
be provided without unacceptable Uopact of affected

connunities.

The moveJnent of construction equipment and supplies, and
of waste to the repository during operation, can create

burdens on highway and rail systems. Both syste.s need to
be upgraded i f current capability is not adequate.

Discussion of Issue.

Adequate transportation systeas will be required

to transport spent fuel to the waste repository, to

ac~ate

the labor

force required during project construction and operation and to transport
materials to the site.

Since the Gibson

oa.e

location is relatively

ope ration pe rsonne l.

exp loratory s haft.

trans portation required for repository-related development.
A paved public thoroughfare (the extension of Utah State Highway 211
to Canyonlands National Park) passes through the Gibson Dome location.

It

is a two-lane, low grade bituminous-surfaced road that may be unsuitable
for the heavy traffic that may be required for construction and operation
Another two-lane road cuts through the northeast corner

of the area. this road is paved for 24 kilometers (15 miles), it then pro-

This i ssue will be a ddressed prior to siting the

dete~ine

transportation syst. . upgrading requir...nts,

ceeds to Hatch Point Campground with an improved gravel surface.

the "Socioeconomic Impacts of an NWTS Facility on the Paradox . . sin"
( i n pr epara t ion by Bechtel Gr oup, Inc.).

pla nning and transportation aqencies (e.g.,

St a t e Highway Depa rtment, etc.).

•

Air - location of public, private, and .ilitary airports,
location and pattern of air routes, restricted air
space, nUlllber of passengers and type of cu90 associated with air travel patterns in close proxi.tty to
the dome; revenues and expenditures

e

Transportation levels anticipated by project (for personnel equipment and materials)

•

capac ity of existing systems to absorb project transportation, in particular U-211. If upgrading is required,
determine the options for improving capacity of existing
road and the impacts to its environs (i.e., Newspaper
Rock State Park and its campground).

the study location is found in the "Environ.ntBl Chuacterbat10n
Report for the Puadox aasin Study Region, Utah Study Areas, ann-l •• "

The feasibility and costs of upgrading existing roads to transport
spent fuel to the repository have been discussed in the "Southeast Utah
Rail Feasibility Study" (in preparation by Bechtel Group, Inc.).

The site

characterization plan includes a revision and update of this report, where
Also the plan will address the need to upgrade existing roads

and provide access roads required to transport construction and operation
personnel as well as construction matedals to the study location.

of Transportation,

Roads - existing capacity, level of service,
c lassification and function; orientation with
residences . primary access routes (current operating
and average speed, nlilber of lanes, and _ight
li~itations). existing traffic counts along routes
(average annual daily traffic); vehicle . .ission,
inspection, and licensing progr... ; planned highway
and road beautification, expansion and signalization
programs; existing aaintenance costs and financing
programs and procedures

There is no railroad in San Juan County and the nearest .unicipsl

(ONWI, 1981c).

Depar~nt

Data to be collected will include:

•

jeep trails.

Additional

Additional detailed, current data

will be coll ected fram interviews with staff in state, regional, and county

The only

information on the roads, airports, and private landing strips within

so.. prelt.inuy

data on capac ity of roads within the study uea will be available frca

other roads near the Gibson Dome location are unimproved dirt roads and

necessary.

To

data will be collected free existing and available sources.

constructed and maintained by the National Park Service to provide access

airport is the San Juan airport near Monticello on U.S. 163.

The objective i s to ensure that existing transportation

Technical Approach.

remote, existing transportation systeas may be adequate to accaa.odate

of a repository.

Ob j e c tives.

syst ems are s uffi c ient to accaa.cdate spent fuel and construction and

13.7 .2 .1 3 Other Investigations
Background Radiation.

the NWTS repository.

13.8 SIHWIY OF UNMSOLVED ISSUES

This issue must be addressed prior to siting

Chapter 6.1.5 of NRC Regulatory Guide 4.2 requires

that a preoperational radiological JIIOnitoring progr_ be developed.

A

A summary of all unresolved i •• ues di.cussed in the Site Characterization Report ia presented in Table 13-3. The table inClude. a s~
of the regulatory basis for consideration of each i.sue, activities pro-

52 -week baseline backqround r adiation study will identi fy and quantify

posed in the SCR to resol va each isslle, a. well sa inforMtion to be

ambient radiation levels and radiation leve ls present in :

obtained as a result of performing the activities outlined. Finally, a
timetable for obtaining pertinent data on each i •• ue is presented.

ai r, and living o rganisms o r food productsa

land, water,

The se media r epresent the

most important routes for the tran sport of radionuc lide s to man and other

living systems.

The JIIOnitoring progr ... will detect, lIN!asure, and docUlllent

radioactivity levels and
Aquatic Ecology.

~ . oir

fluctuations in the various lIN!dia.

Potential effects on aquatic ecology must be

addressed prior to siting the NWTS repository.

Section 3.9 in NWTS 33(2)

s tates;

The site shall be located with due consideration to potential environmental conflicts
The site shall be located to reduce the likelihood or consequence of air, water, and land use conflicts.
A 52-week quantitative baseline survey will be conducted to c harac t e rize the aquat ic e cology of surface waters (e.g., Indian Creek) which
a r c e xpec t ed to be s ub ject t o direc t or indirect impacts of project
deve l opme nt o r oper a ti on.
seaso n ~ l

Impo rtant species will be identifie d a nd thei r

distributi on and relative abundance determined .

The inte rrela -

ti onshi ps of important species will be discussed and analyzed.

The

analysis of the environnental tolerances and ecological roles of various
organisms will be the basis for selection of indicator species for use in
water quality monitoring if required.

Any evidence of pre-existing environ-

mental stresses, such as pollution, disease, para.iti.- or starvation,
will be described.

8
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Four comments are directed toward ON WI-36.

APPENDIX

Ten comments are directed to ONWI-92.
Three draft reports were transmitted to the Utah Nuclear lVaste Repository Task Force
and the National Park Service by the Deportment of Energy several months ago.

Eight comments are general in nature, either referring to reports in

The

generol (collectively) or to the philosophy of some aspect of the

reports and the dates of transmittal are as follows :

program bUt not to any of the reports.
ONIVI-290, Geologic Characterization Report for the Paradox Basin
One comment is directed toward a specific criterion that has been

Study Region , Utah Study A reus, October, 1981

adopted for use within the National Waste Terminal Storage Program,

ON 1..'/-291 , Paradox Area Characterization Summary and Location

and thus can be soid to be directed toward document NWTS-33(2),
which was released to the public in draft form in January of 1980 and

Recommendation Report, November 1981

finalized in February of 1981 . This comment is also pertinent to both
011:11'1-301, Paradox Basin Site Characterization Report Preparation

ONW/-36 and ON WI-291 , since thi~ criterion was utilized In reaching

Papers, December 1981

the conclusions in both of these documents .

On March II, 1982, comments on these documents were received from the state.

The

comments were contained in six letters, one letter from Govemor Matheson to J. O.

,~ ll

of the comments have been addressed in the order of their receipt. This appendix,

which contains both the comment(s) as received, and a response, will be attached to all

Neff of the DOE, three letters from the 1V0rking Group chairpersons to the Coordinator

three o/" the documents referenced.

of the Task Force, and two letters from Working Group Members to the IVorking Group

sections o( the Letters separated by responses to the comments, which are italicized.

Cha irperson .

On April I and April 15, 1982, additional letters were received from the National ,Dark
Service .

A total of 109 comments were contained in these letters. Some of the comments are
specificall y directed toward items in the referenced reports, while others are of a
The 109 comments can be
general nature or are directed toward earlier reports.
categori zed as follows :
Fi f tv-one comments are directed toward ONIVI-301. and one additional
com'ment is assumed to be, although there is some room for doubt .

Twenty-eight comments are directed at ONW/-291.

Comment letters are reproduced as received, with

BEST DOCUMENT AVlm.JlEL'
/II

TO:
STATE OF GTAII
O~""ICE: OF' T ....

e:

OO V ~~NOR

SALT LAKE CITY

Governor Matheson

fROM:

James Mason, Chairman, Nuclear

SlSJECT:

Conrnents of the Governor's Nuclear 'l4aste Repository Task Force

~ste

Repository Task Force

ONltil-301: Paradox Basin Site Characterization Report
PreparatIon Papers and Associated Documents
GibSon Dome LOcatIon

84114

February 17, 1982
Mr. Jeff Neff
Program Manager
NWTS Office
50S King Avenue
Columbus, Ohio 43201

February 16, 1982

E /II 0 RAN 0 U M

General Conrnents

Dear Mr. Neff:
Enclosed are the comments prepared by the Nuclear Waste
Repository Task Force on the ONWI-30l Preliminary Draft
(December 1981) and associated documents. Task Force members
and their Working Groups have identified a number of serious
concerns which will require attention prior to finalization of
the document.
I wish to stress the need for sufficient time for state
review of documents. In order to provide the DOE with the
professional review necessary to protect the interest of the
State of Utah, it is imperative that adequate time periods for
review be established. Considering the significance of this
issue and the complexity of the studies underway, I request a
ninety day period for review.
Our's is a difficult task, and one depending largely upon
the availability of information from the DOE. I trust that
every effort will be made to keep us fully informed of all
relevant data. The State of Utah will in turn provide you with
a thorough and objective review.

DNWI-301 does not reflect the State's position, reiterated forcefully at the
November 12, 1981 meeting, that a single Environnental Impact Statement
(EIS), covering exploration for, construction, IW1d operation of the
Exploratory Shaft, the railroad, and the repository, be completed prior to
the selection of a site for an Exploratory Shaft; that the main features of
these activities can be defined now; that supplements to the single EIS can
be prepared as detailed information becomes available.
The question of an ElS is a programmatic decision, nol part of a technical work plan.
and should not be addressed in this particular document .

DOll's records indicate that

t he "s tate position" on ElS's was sent to DOE on March 8, 1982. from Govemor MatheSOll

to Secretary Edwards addressing a programmatic ElS. not an ElS focused on the
exploration shaft.

DOE responded to the programmatiC ElS position on April 12. 1982.

DOE would be interested in corresponding on a state position conceming the scope of
the N EPA documentation for detailed site characterization studies if the State would
formally submit their position to DOE

c .

port of the review process.

{or judging whether an ElS is requir ed and that the State would be afforded an

opportunity to review any EA and any findings.
0,'\ WI-301 , Site Characteri zation Report , Preparation Papers.

detailed field studies and efforts

GOV~~
SMM: jc
Attachments

DOE has also

pointed out to the State that an EA on the exploratory shaft would provide the basis

includes a description of

to collect data to resolve key geologic and

..

environmental issues in the Gibson Dame location within the Paradox Basin region of
lit ah.

As such. the contents of t his document are in essence a technical work plan for

Paradox activities.

Applicable information from this Site Characteri=ation Report.

Preparation Papers. will be incorporated into the Site Characterization Report (SCR)
required by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC!. if the Paradox Basin is selected

{or an exploratory Shaft .

10\

An E/S is required for any major federal action.
required for a waste repository.

Clearly such a docoument will be

Whether such a document is necessary in ad~"Qnce of

an exploratory shaft . is open to question.
ONWI-301, Section 13.7.2, unresolved Issues and Plans for Resolution, fails
to respond to the seriOUS concern about the proximity of the Gibson Dome
site to canyonlands National Park. This concern was solidly established at
the public meetings, reaffirmed in subsequent letters to the State, ~,d made
clear by the Task Force to DOE staff at the meeting on November 12, 1981.
The impacts of the shaft, railroad, and repository on the Park warrant
separate, unified consideration in Section 13.7 in place of the present
handful of scattered, cursory references.
It is clear that the proximity af the Gibson Dome location to Can)"OIllands National Park
is an issue that must be addressed.

In all studies and screening done to date. all

National Parks have been excluded fram consideration. and there is no reason to believe
that this attitucie would be modified in the future .

Description of potential impocts of

a repository near t he Park appear to be scattered in ONWI-301 because this report was
arranged by technical issue. In discussions with the Utah Task Force. it has been agreed

to consolidate the several studies that relate to the Park in a seporate report specific
to all potential project impacts on Canyonlands National Park.

This consolidation will

be done on completion of the studies. outlined in ONW'-301 . that relate to the park.
Section 13.7.2.9 of ONW'-301 now describes these plans.
While the National Park has been considered e;rcluded from Siting consideration. is not
clear that land adjacent to or in the vicinity of the Park should be considered similarly.
There are many National Parks that have intense commercial and/ or industrial de-

velopment immediately outside the Park boundaries; indeed. in many instances the
presence of the Park precipitates this development. In the case of a repasitory. the use
of adjacent land would be a temparary arrangement. for a period of 30-50 years. after
which the land would be returned to its previous state and on which further development
would be severely restricted.

The case car, be made that for the very long-term.

Timely distribution of docum t
11
been re~ularly made by DOE. ~f s6N:I :~~t:d~~t~9iime for review, has not
"
and 301, SCheduled to
be rev~ewed at th" December 15 1981
received beforehand -and ONWI-301 w~s rec~iv:etiC' i ONWI-20~ had not been
Task Force recognizes constraints of t on y n prelim~nary draft. The
inadequate advance distribution seriously lim~ ~~.
Nevertheless,
full, equal participation in consultation nd s e tate s opportU"lity for
has several times requested adequate advance adist~~~::ce. The TaSk Force
The December 15. 1981. workshop was purposely scheduled at Che beginning of a

ONWI-301 is inadequately referenced t
i
'
work performed for DNovI by contractor~ pr~v GUs ON~I Reports and to related
and the bases for resolution should b~ pra~~a~ ~isplay of resolved issues
the table of unresolved issu~s
To
ov~ e
n a manner comparable to
the State requests a compr~sive a=t~:cissary duplication of effo.t,
contracted in the past to ~odward ~C1Yde and 8ati!il~: projects and studies
ON IH-301 has been revised to include a summary of
previous reports .

Refer to Tables I and 2 In the

'~formalion. If Ihese tables coupled w/th the May 24.
1Isl of conlractors and ongoing projects does nol
your requesl in ",ricing in more dl'lail.

development that has occurred in some areas around a number of other National Parks.

A fairly sizeable segment of the local population believes that there is no incom-

-

patibility between the Canyonlands National Park and a repository at the Gibson Dome
location.

This includes the San Juan County Commissioners (letters to Govemor

.\latheson and the Department of Energy dated March 9. 1982).

/0'1

Detailed cooments
Section 13.1, Issues Related to Geolo
Items requiring consideration'
gy
-Jointing patterns, and conce~tration of jOints.

...
ItO

Parado;r Basin field studies and
Preface of ONWI-301 for this

1982. lette,. to J. Mason with the

fulfill your request. please reSUbmit

temporary development . restoration. and permanent restrictions on further development
is much more compatible with the concept of a National Park than the unplanned

45~a

revIew . perIod to faCilitate Che initiation of the review.
The December 10. 198/
transmIt tal letter of ONw/-291 and ONWI-301 C J \
•
o ., lason from J. Neff cl"arly states
that Che workshop was to deal only with 0 ,'1/11'1-301
Th De
be
.
.
e
cem r 11 /981
memorandum from J. ,I/ason to Members of the Govemor'. High-Level Nuclea; wast~
Reporltory Task Force and W rk G
.
".~
. .0
roups hawever. mc"rrectly relates that both reports
re to be the SUbJect of dIscussion at the December IS 1981
ksh
.
.
•
• wor
op. ThIs Is an
wXlImple oJ the State of Utah miSUnderstanding the purpose of the meeting not a case
of madequate ad~"Qnce distribution. Neither of th
.
.
e reports were fmaltzed before the end
of Che requested comment period of February I 1982 In
.
•
.
stead the state 's comments
receIved on March 11. 1982. were Incorporated Into the final report.
.

time
udy )0
' ints in any detail during the location phase. the
to st
I
There are no pans
(site
,
--' b ONI\'1-30 I
Should ",or" continue into the nert phase
perIod cove,,,,, Y
,
,
"
I
I'll be developed to address joints in some detaIl.
charactenzatlonl a pan '"
The interest in joints is primarily geohydrological in scope inclUding., for erample.

evidence of mineralization and leaching along or near joints and contmUlty of (or ~ack
the flo'" regime
The geochemIcal.
0(1 joint sets across formations and e ffeets on
'
,
mineralogical. geohydrological and geophysical data base developed during the locatIon
'th the data base in ONIVI-290 and the five regional hydrologIcal
phase. toget he r "'I
,
h t
--' b th USGS ",ill be used to make decisions concemmg t e ypes
,
reports bemg preporeu Y e
.
,
'
pha
"
sh Id be conducted during the detailed site mvestlgation
se ,
af investigations that au

-uJacUng factors related to the filling of ~ke Powell.
Earthquake obserwtions in the Glen Canyon/Lake Po",ell area commenced in 1960. t~e
, and ontinued through 1968, SeIsmIcIty
c
.
years before the first loading by the reservoIr.
was not attributed to reservoir loading (W, V, MIckey. AGU
observed in the genera I a rea
.
II
,
ph N 17 pp 472-479 1973). There are no project plans to Insta
GeophYSIcal ,\fonogra
0,
.
•
and operate a microearthquake net at Lake Po",ell.

*The need for more geophysicS to define stratigraphy and structure.
Additional geophysical work is planned during the location phase studies. ~Cludin9
additional seismiC lines as ",ell as gravity and magnetic data to be obtamed and
interpreted, A geophysical studies report is scheduled for completion in early 1983. A
number of other types of geophysical investigations are currently under consideration.
including:

The above subject is discussed in detail in ONIVl-290. Volume I. Chapter 6.6.2. under
,'Iortheast Trending Features and the Colorado Lineament.

*A discussion of super floods.
A flood potential study is planned as port o( the location phase studies. "'hich Is
discussed on pages 13-63 and 13-64 af ONWI-301 . As part of this study. a determination
",ill be made of the probable marimum flood (PM F). This is not erp. ·ted to be a very
large problem because of the relatively small catchment basins that .. ," 0 .- ssociated ",ith
drainage channels in the Gibson Dome location.
*~ind

erosion as a geomorphic agent.

"Wind is an effective geologic agent locally because it is capable of lifting and
transporting loose sand and dust. but its ability to erode solid rock is very limIted. The
main action of ",ind as a geologIc agent Is in transportation and deposition in arid
regions" (W , Kenneth Hamblin. The Eartll's Dynamic S}'Stems. p. 299). Geomorphic
effects of ",ind erosion have been included in Quaternary studies conducted to date in

the Parador Basin.

Erosion and cliff-retreat rates given in ONIVI-92 and ONIVI-290

On the basis of information in those
reports. aeolian processes "'ere not identified as siting issues. Ho",ever. investigations
essentially of the same type as those conducted in the past ",III be continued as a normal
part o( the location characterization phase. Should these studies serve to identify ",ind
include the combined effects of ",ind and water.

erosion as a siting issue. any future site phase activities ",ill be planned accordingly.

*52 weeks is not sufficiently long for climatologic conclusions.

Vertical seismiC profiling

This chapter heading according to the NRC outline for site characterization reports DOE

DC resistivity

is (ollo"'ing "'hat was originally entitled "Climatology" and pertained to both the

Audio-frequency magnetotellurics

climatology and meteorology at a site,

Since this original outline. after ",hich ONWI
structured ONIVI-301. the NRC has revised their outline. The ne'" title for this topic

Telluric profiles

Additional magnetic and gravity studies
Heat flo", measurements

...

ve ",ork that is carried out during the location phase ",ill be
Any and all o( the aba
h
incorporated into the Site Characterization Report that ",ould be submitted to t e
'1uclear Regulatory Commission in advance of an erploratory shaft.
,

*The history of the Colorado lineament.

III

is entitled "Climatoiogy and Meteorology". Our tert is no'" consistent ",ith the ne'"
chapter heading. and precludes the interpretation that a 52-",eek meteorological survey
is adequate to define the climatology of a site, Re(er to Section /:1 f< fnr 'I I ~ re\"ision.

II').

The legend of Figure 5-12 of ONWI-92. which is an isopaCh map of the saline faCies of

*The weather records at Hite should be examined.
Hite.

Ut.ah maintains an U.S. Weather Bureau Station which reports temperature.

precipitation. and evaporation data.

However. the station is approximately 40 miles

from the Gibson Dome location and is about 1.500 feet lower in elevation.

Therefore.

these data would be questionable as representative of the Gibson Dome location .

Valid

meteorological characterization data for a site requires on-site monitoring which is an

ONl\ll planned activity (see Section 13.6.2.1).

However. the HUe datu may be used to

establish regional variation when integrated with meteorology data from

u.s.

Weather

stations at Moab and Blanding. plus any private sources in the area .

Geologic hazards should be considered when locating the railroad.
G'?ologic hazards (e.g .• faults. landslides. mudflows. falling rocks) do not preclude the
construction of a railroad. Rather. they represent engineering considerations which must
be incorporated into the railroad's layout and design.
crossed by any of the potential railroad routes.

No kno"," active faults are

!Vhen a final route is determined. this

subject lIIill be addressed in the engineering design .

lhder the section on geoseismicity it should be noted that the nunerical
modeling should take place before the tilt meters are put down the hole.
Tiltmeters are mentioned on page 13-56 under Section 13.3.2.3 Salt Dissolution. rather
than in Sections 13.1.2.4. Maximum Credible Earthquake or 13.1.2.5. Subsurface Ground
Motions which are related to geoseismicity.

Tiltmeters. if utilized. would be directed

the Paradox formation. states that the zero thickness line sho"," is the "ApPI'Oximate
locatIon of zero thIckness of saline faCies" (emphasl's added) Th "
.
.
IS map IS a composite
from 14 referenced published sources plus new interpretations of well logs from a lal'!1
e
number of wells. the locations of which are shown on Figure 5-12. The zero thickness
line always represents an interpolation of a position between two wells. in this case. one
of whIch has salt and one of which does not. It is not surpriSing that no two maps shaw
the lme m precisely the same position. We do not believe the difference between the
map in ONWI-9? and other
/II ' h d
'
. ..
pu IS e sources IS SIgnIfIcant enough to invaliJate the
conclusions drawn.

OTHER POTE''!TIAL AREAS SUITABLE F'OR DISPOSAL IF RADIOACTIVE IlASTE IN SALT'
Two areas Isee attached maps) may be as or more suitable than the Gl~' n--as repositories for nuclear waste:
. son ......"'"

~m~=/~t?i::~~ ;?:Lta~!~t6~d~1~~~~f ~;a~~~~d~~~rr:t\C!OPW~d t~
Happy Valley, in the "F'remont Embayment" area, west of the Gibson
Dome site:
TriaSSic rocks outcrop at the surface and it would a
thicknesses of salt exist within suitable distances o( ~asr t(hat sufficient
repository.
ura ace (or a salt
The State reouests explanations for the limi
these two areas.
e
nation from consideration o(
This comment refers to ONIYI-36. "Summary Characterization and Recommendation of
Study Areas for the Paradox Basin Study Region ". which was provided to the State for
comment on April 2. 1981.

toward a resolution on the question of possible hydrological dissolution of salt in the
l.ockhart Basin.

Hydrological modeling is a continuing process. and is updated

continually as new data becomes available.

The . Delores

Antlclm~

~'alley

area in San Miguel County. Colorado. is taken to be the Delores

area located northeast of Dove Creek. Colorado.

non-alaprrrc fold Similar. to the Lisbon Valley Anticline.

IESTERN BOUNDARY OF' THE SALT: CUring the Geologic Ilork Group discussions un
December 15, 1981, it was noted that the western boundary of the Paradox salt
in the DNilI reports is farther east than in some other published works. Two
well logs from areas near the DNWI "zero thickness line" indicate significant
thicknesses of salt (see attached copies of the logs). The LGtS publicatIon
"Mineral Resources, San Juan County, utah, and Adjacent Areas" delineates the
western boundary of the salt further west than DNWI-92, etc.
During the research that preceeded the preparation of ONWI-92. it was found that many
different interpretations of the exact position of the "zero salt thickness line" exist.

th. s area were utlh=ed

In

The Delores Anticline is a

Data from 24 existing wells in

determining the depth and thickness of the salt units.

thIckness does not appear to be a problem in this area.

Salt

Only two wells in the area

ho ....ever. penetrate the salt at depths of less than 4.000 feet.

These two wells

a~

located near the crest of the antiC/ine and are along the Delores River at the bottom
of the deep river can)'On The
I
. .
.
on y areas where the top of sal! is less than 4.000 feet
deep .s In the deep narrow .
rIver canyon. where any engineered project would face flood
.
problems. Depths to sal! on the mesa surfaces on either side of the canyon are
substantially greater than 4.000 feet .

-

nle area of the antl' cll'ne

4.000 f eet is too small to be suitable for a study area.

\\'\

that is shallower than

The "Fremont Embayment" was interpreted to be the area of the Orange Cliffs located
west of Canyonlands National Park between Hanksville and the Gibson Dome area. Data
from three existing wells in this area were utilized in determining depth and thickness
of the salt bed(s) in this area.

Depths to sal! were interpreted as significantly greater

than 4.000 feet and individual salt beds approach marginal thicknesses .

The National

Park and the Glen Canyon National Recreation Area also eliminate a significant part of
the area .

shaft and operation of a repository.
reasons which include the (allowing:
l.

Dome study area. As a result . none of the planned activities will

of local topography would be wry small. would haw a greater "effective" depth because
of the influence of adjacent mesas. and would be located in the bottom of canyons which

influence these springs.
2.

perched aquifers with limited areal extent and are not hydrologically connected with the regional ground-water system in the

statements in ONWI-JOl are stronger than others because of their
gr_tical construction For example, on page 13-35: "The studies that have
been completed indicate the construction of a repository in the Gibson Come
location is feasible from a geotechnical engineering standpoint." The strength
of this statement, whether intentional or inadvertent, was questioned. Most
other "Sunmaries of Resolved Issues" use the expression "appear feasible"
rather than "is feasible."

Gibson Dome area.

Some

The document has been modified to be consistent.

The springs emanating from the formations that are to be
penetrated by the proposed boreholes are also the result of local

Section 13.1.1

In all cases. "appear feasible " has

The phraseology is intended to
conwy the message that as a result of work done to date. there is no reason to beliew
that construction of a repository is not feasible .
been used.

Some springs are emanating from perched aquifers in units above
the formations to be penetrated by the boreholes in the Gibson

Areas that might haw sal! beds at suitable depths because of the influence

are less than optimum places to locate any facilitie s because of the potential for
{looding.

Even if local groundwater is utilized as one source

of water supply for these activities such usage has not been identified as an issue for

Feasibility has not been demonstrated.

Section 13.5 Surface Hydrology
The effect of Subsurface activities in repository construction and operation,
as well as possible drawdown on the water table, on surface water such as
springs should be considered. This could adversely affect grazing, wildlife,
and hUTIan use.
The springs and seeps in the Gibson Dome study area. many of which flow only in the
spring to early summer. represent local perched aquifers.

None of the springs are

diSCharging from the regional saturated part of the upper hydrostratigraphic unit that is

Section 13.7, Issues Related to Environnents, Land Use, and SOCioeconomic
Olaracteristics:
The nature, extent, and impacts of security measures for the repository, rail
line, and utility corridors during construction and operation and after
decommissioning should be addressed in this section.
Securi ty restrictions may affect land access in the vicinity of a repository.
r equires protection of bath the surface and subsurface facilities .

The NRC

The exact boundaries

o( these control zones can only be delineated after the final repository design is
prepared. However. general areal requirements and the associated control boundaries
can be determined from the present conceptual repository design. How these boundaries
affect access to existing Jeep trails through Davis and Lavender Canyons will be
addressed in the report conceming the effects on Canyonlands National Park (Section
13. 7.2.91.

Transportation and utility corridors will not require any special security

measures.

Section 13.7.1 Surmary of Resolved Issues

going to be penetrated by the boreholes or a shaft.

"Potential conflicts with significant land uses have been minimized." This
conclusion is insupportable given the proximity of Canyonlands National Park
and the Salt Creek Archeological district.

Drilling of the exploration holes will not inwlve withdrawal from local ground-water

The original statement was correctly based on the screening criteria employed to

sources .

No final decision has been made conceming sources of water for drilling a

-

identify the Gib60n Dome location. Howewr. the text

intent (see Section 13. 7.1I.

/IOS

been modified to clarify the

Section 13.7.2.5 f'bise
The impacts of noise from the projected railroad should be considered as well
as the impacts of noise from the repository site.

January 7. 1982

Railroad noise will be included in the discussion of noise impacts (Section 13.7.2.5).

Section 13.7.2.6 Archeological Sites
Omission of mention in this section of the Salt Creek Archeological District,
abutting the prospective site of the repository, is disturbing. The district
was listed on the National Register of Historic Places in 1975 and contains
170 known sites. Lavender and Davis Canyons are the two main canyons in the
district. Termination of the district on the boundary of Canyonlands National
Monunent, abutting the prospective site, reflects aOnlnistrative convention,
not the distribution of archeological sites. The secondary impacts as well as
PrImary impacts of exploration, construction, and operation on archeological
sites should be considered in this section.
The exclusion of the Salt Creek Archeological District from any discussion of direct

impacts is valid because surface disturbing activities are not planned for that area. All
170 known sites within the District are outside of the Gibson Dome location. In fact.
all these sites occur within Canyonlands National Park. The heads of both Davis and
Lavender Canyons are situated within the Park. and are not part of the Gibson Dome
location. Only one recorded archaeological or historic site occurs outside the boWldary
of the Park in Lavender Canyon. and this cliff dwelling was excluded from the Gibson
Dome location. Archaeological surveys are required for all propased surface disturbing
activities. This activity was already planned (Section 13. 7.2.6) and the Utah State
Historic PreservrJtion Office will be kept informed. Secondary impacts are a concern
and will be included in the report addressing potential impacts on Canyonlands National
Par!~

(Section 13. 7. 2. 9).

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Juline Christofferson

FROM:

Genevieve Atwood

SUBJECT:

Additional Comments on ONWI 290. 291. and 301.

A couple more specific points were brought up during
the meeting of Oecember 15th and 16th which were left off
our previous report.
1. Some stratigraphic nomenclature concerning thE Jurassic
appears to be in error.
This comment presumably refers to the Glen Can)'Oft group and whether it is JuraSSic
or Triassic in age. In ONWI-92. the unit was assigned to the Triassic on the bosis of
work. for example, by Pipirlngos and O'Sullivan (1975). Later studies, however, aSSigned
the unit to the Jurassic on the bosis of regional correlation studies (Imlay, 1980).
Imla:; 's nomenclature wa! adopted for ONWI-290.

2 . The petentiometric surface in the charts of 291 appears
in error.
This comment apparently refers to report ONWI 291 ; yet there are no potentiometric
charts in this report.

3, There is no discussion of the relationship of salt dissolution and migration of water toward a heat source.

//1

It is not /mown which document this comment is directed towal'd.

Migration of water

towal'd a heat source (emplaced waste) is a near-field phenomenon (tens of feet from
the heat source).
location .

There is no /(nown dissolution within several miles of the proposed

.8.&
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4. The reports are not clear on the kind of hydrologic
modeling that will be applied to the area.
MEMORANDUM
The hydrologic modeling that will be applied is the finite difference numerical model.

TO:

Juline Christofferson

delleloped by the U.S. Geological SW'lIey for simulating ground-water flow.

FROM:

Sandy Eldredjle

This model .

which hos been more commonly called the Trescott-Larson three dimensional (low
model. is widely used and hos been well documented (Trescott. 1975; Trescott and
Lal'<On. 1976).

SUBJECT: GeologiC Work Group Review of ONioiI 290, OWl 291, 011'111 301

The model is capable of handling three;1imensional multi-layer (low

problems with a large number of irregularly spaced grid cells.

5. Some o! the early errors spotted in ONWI 92 have been
carried on in later reports.

No respanse to this comment is passible. since the suppased "errors" in ONWI-92 are not
identified.

6. The Paradox Basin which lies in Colorado should not have
been summa rily eliminated from further study.

The work group met on January 25 to review OWl 290, 291, and 301. The
following cOttllllents are in .ddi tion to prev ious co.... ants cOtMlunicated to TOlD
Frazier, December 30.
MetDbers in attendance were: Genevieve Atwood, Hani< Goode, Lee Stokes,
HOllard Ross, Thure Cerlinl, David Tillson, and Donald Gillespie.

:a

GENERAL COMMENTS: Virtually every member of" the cOtlll1littee expressed
that
dissatisfaction with the speCificity offtfhie lrer'~:;~ ....~~o~O:i:~~h a~~ebase
the present doclllents do not contain su
c en
decisions. It was generally agreed that this was due to OOIissiOll of
significant pieces of information that had been gathered and that such
info .... ation could probably be provided by Woodward-Clyde.

All technical documents are to some degree summary documents. It is StJf~ to say thot.

This comment refers to ON 11'/-36. which was provided to the State of Utah for review

without exception. ellery piece of supporting data or information is never Included

in draft form on April 2. 1981. In the work thot led to that repart . political boundaries

technical

were totally ignored. No areas were summarily eliminated.

summarization.

Rather. the four areas thot

reporl.

Time.

space. · and

fiscal

In

a

considerations 01\110)13 demand some

were considered to have the highest potential for eventuall y locating a suitable
repository site within the Paradox Basin were recommended for further investigation
Utah and none in Colorado.

with the Geologic Working Croup of the Utah Nuclear \Vaste Repository Task Force and

This certainly would also have been the case had a smaller

the Utah Geological and Mineral Survey personnaUy. and discussed in detail exactly what

number of areas been selected and might well have been the case hod a larger number
been selected.

Subsequent to the release of the draft reparts referred to. the inllestigators hove met

It happened that all four areas were in

bosed upon pre-established technical criteria.

-

There are budgetary constraints

on the number of areas that can be

in vestigated during any phose of the program. and it is not possible to inllestigate every
area thot might ultimatel y be proven to be suitable.

I I'

..

studies were done and how. and what information

\IIOS

utilized in preparing these reports .

It is the intent to share with the State 0/1 backup documents that are produced

i~

the

course of the Paradox Basin inllestigations. In the case of geological studies. copIes of

\)~

BEST DOCUMENT AVAIlABLE

The in ves t igators ha ve met personally with the \l'orking Groups of the Utah Task Force
and the l 'toh Geological and Mineral Survey, and haw shared with them the informalian

backup informat ion " .. ill be deposited with the Utah Geological and Mineral Survey.

and da t a that ",as utilized in the referenced report s.

which is the cognizant geological agency for the state .

f easi ble to include every piece of information or data that was utilized in the character-

As pointed out earlier. it is not

i:ation report s. and it is no t standard practice to do so in scientific and technical
The " .... bers are concerned with the difficulty in collect i ng needed
information. Also of concern are the hydrological issues. One member stated
that mar. holes .ould be drilled in areas other than Gibson DO!1Ie to better
understand the hydrogeolon at Gibson DOCIle.
This comment is made with reference to ON WI-301 . It is certa inly true that hydrologic
information from a much bigger area than the Gibson Dome locat ion itself is necessary.
in order to fully understand the hydrogeology. Of the 10 hydrogeologicGI holes proposed

in this report . 7 of them are outside the Gibson Dome location.

It is the general opinion of Work Group !lembers that "depth to salt" maps
which were initially used to screen areas were too general. Local topograpny
should be t aken into consideration earlier.
This comment refers to ONWI-36. which wes provided to the State for review on April
2. 1981 .

The objective of the screening done to select the four areas was to identify

broad areas within which multiple sites might be present and which were thought to ha ve
the highest probabilit y of ultimatel y containing a site which could be shown to be
suitable.

reports. Much of the information referred to as omitled will be included in other backup
document s (f or example, the GD-i lI'ell Completion Reportl which will be shared with
the stat e.

These backup documents , which contain a large number (,f well'logs. are in

some cases more voluminous than the characterization reports themselves, and ",ill have
a much more limited dis tribution.
In 0~ ;;r-301:
o The base map. 3re hard to read and also they do not necessarily
ret i e e t t he i nf or.'!la:1o:'1 in th'! t est.
S?~CI?"IC COM I1 g ~T5:

in fo rmalion sho "'ing the location of proposed activities were superimposed on copies of
USGS topographical maps.

The baseline information (topographyl is, in some cases,

diff icult to read due to the poor quality of reproduction of this draft report and to the
f act that contour lines are sometimes very close together. Even so. we believe the maps
are much more usefu l than they would be if the topography "'ere not sho1Olrl at all.

Since no examples ",ere given on where the maps do not reflect the information in the
text . we are unable to respond to this comment .

Topography " 'as taken into consideration. but only large topographic (eatures

since the screening objectives were large.
considered.

Small

topographic feature s were not

Actually. one of the concerns at that time was that small topographic

(eatures might invalidate the conclusions drawn with regard to the larger areas and
reduce the possibility of finding a suitable site .

In some regards this tumed out to be

true . since further investigation showed that only a very small portion of the Lisbon

o

::ig ur e ::'3- 1 uses ... he

gen eral i s "isleadi ng.

G!. ,:)SO:'1

~ o ~e loca~ion

The ,up

wr on~
s ~o " ,o

t. h at 1s ac t ua !!1

:'i1l P SC31e .

It. was fe lt that. this map i n

:nclude the limited ar ea withi n the

t,.;:'l. ~er-

cons i derat i ':ln.

I t Cli,ght be Clore

useful i f thi s ilia? was of the s a:ne scale as Figure 5-7 1n 0 N'.H-291. In
addit i on. i t "ight be " ore use ful if figu re 5-7 i n 0:HH-2 91 was i ncluded in
0 ~r· ! - 30 1.

Valley and Elk Ridge areas, for example, were suitable .
The scale on Figure 1.1 -1 is. in fact . in er ror.

The committee needs more hard da t a than are availabla in ONWI 290. 291 . and
30~. including a table of wells drilled and a list of the dr il! ste~ test data,
!IIore detailed depth temperature infor .• ation, geoch .... i~al dat., hy~rologi c al
data, and s e ismiC data interpretat i on. Copies of logs of the geophysic.l and
;,ydrolo&1cal tests that were run should be i ncluded i n OilWI 290. Ollil! 290
i ncludes a general description of the eore and it was felt that it would not
i ncrease costs to i nclude a detailed description of the core . One member
questione1 the broad gen4:!ra!. i ~ 1 !:s c on e e r n 1!"1 ~ the char acterist i cs of'
transmi.iv i ty. per:lleab1lity, and transport t i mes without .peci ~ic data back up.

-

,,( Ihis

d O~ll1" en l.

This error i, correc ted in t he (inal version

li e will also attempt to supe r i mpose on this map the ac t ual Gibson

...

Dome loco lion. which is shown in a .;epara te Figure (F igu re 1). The scale of Figure 13J i:s approxlrlln t f.- ly ., miles to the inch . wllil e Fi gure' .5- ; in 0 .\; \\1-291 is 1. 6 7 m iles to

the iIH:h .

fh e scol e ot' Fig ur e

1:~ -1 ill

Q ,\ l\/-.1 0 1 was

pho,..:e ac.:tinlle s f)n a ::inglf' rn (Jp 0 ( r eo sfJ nobl e s i: e_
OUIP,. mops

ctlO$ e f1

in orde r l O sho w ~ location

0.\ \H-3 01. ot' course, contain s ma n y

of indiYlduol oe(n-iries . many of wh ich a r e f)( a sim ilar -"ca l e to t hat of

fiGu re .) -, in (;\ U I-:!9 1.

Ji')-

B£Sl DOCUM£Nl 1\\J1\\U\BlE
contains many other maps of individual activities. many of which are of a similar scale

BE ....~('i
Shay Groben were identified and mapped (see Volume 11. ONWI-290).

Data acquired

to that of Figure 5-7 in ONWI-291 .

during these investigat ions are documented. including photographs. as required by the

The two reports. ONWI-291 and ONWI-301 . address different topics.

application ,.,ould be prepored during the site characterization phose.

project 's QA program.
Figures were

Any large scale maps that would be required for a license

selected for each document that are appropriate to the topics the documents address.
It is not surprising. therefore.

that the figures are different .

To odd the figure

o

suggested would also require the addition of much uplanatory tutual material which is

not pertinent to the subject of ONWI-301.

This comment refers to ONWI-301 .

a F1aur. 13-3 would be ~or. helpful 1f Shay Graben and 1ts boundary
faults vere drawn on the map. The text refers to the trenches cross1ns the
rault but the trenehes should be dug across both the north and south faults.
110r. se1S1111e line 1nfo".. tlon 1s n.ed~ on Sha,. Graben than is 1ndieated. Th..
are. as far as Kelly Ranch should be ma;>ped in detail (lars. scale).
Shay Graben faults are shown on maps and are described in some detail in ONWI-290.

Also. the graben is shown on other readily awilable geologic maps. for uample. the
Geologic Map of Utah (UGMS. 19BO) and the USGS Moab and Cortez Quadrangles.

ON WI-290. -291. and -301 are a sequential series of complementary reports. the first
being the data bose supporting the other two.

Fi sures 13-1 and 13-12 contain incorrect scales.

That being the case and because the

Th e scale on Figure 13-1 is correct.
that in 13-1.

The scale on Figure 13-12 should be the .me as

The error has been corrected In the final report.

o Figure 13-4. Needles Fault Zone !:xplorat10n A:tiv1ties does not
include areas to be :npped !)y Quaternary and structural mappi ni t .... s.

Initially. aerial photographs of the fault zone will be mapped.

Based on this effort.

areas that appear to be most promising in terms of determining whether Quotemory

mowment has occurred will also be field mopped. As a result. the uoct definition of
areas to be mopped In the field COMot be identified at this time .

purpose of ON WI-301 is to identify siting issues and describe plaMed activities that
address those issues. the ONWl-290 data bose is not duplicated in ONWI-301 .

o p. 13-27. it is not assured that full chem1cal
will be done on waters obta1ned from the holes.

an~lyses

of water

As indicated in ONIVI- 301 . a trench is plaMed across one fault of the Shay Graben as
a port of the location phase. The north fault was selected because of grawl pediments
Ihat cross that fault. Depending upon trenching results and other data to be acquired
during the location phase. a trench across the south fault mayor may not be e.rcavated
in the site phase.
Decisions conceming the need for more seismic lines across Shay Graben other than
thase shown in ON WI-30 1 will be mode after data from those as well as e.risting lines
and data from other plaMed activities are Interpreted.
During the area phase. numerous locatiON were e.ramlned along the strike and general
trend of Shay Graben. including the Kelly Ranch area. using a sewn and one-half minute
quadrangle bose.

Three previously unmapped faults that may be associated with the

This comment refers to ONWI-301 .
The fluids recovered during drill-stem tests and pumping tests will be analyzed in the

laboratory for: TDS. density. AI. As. 8. 80. Co. Fe . K. Li. Mg. Aln. No. NH3 P. Si. Sr.
U. Rb. Cs. CI . 8r. 1. 1". Zn. N02. 504. CH3.CooH. C2HSCooH. C3H7CooH. total
organic carbon. pH. Eh. 0IB/ 016. deuterium. CI3/ CI4. 5 32/ 5 34 • U234/ U23B. and As

speciation.

.-

o p. 13-30. some members felt that the search for
is not needed.

\).'\

fOSSil

spr1ns site.

BEST DOCUMENT AVAILABLE
This comment refers to ONWI-30/.

The error was corrected.

The repart should haw

referred to Figure /3-8 .

This comment refers to ONIH-301.

future natural changes in the hydrogeologic regime (60, 122(b); 60, 122(c); 60, 122(d); 60

p. 13-37, the last paragraph refers to Fiiur. 13-1 instead oC 13-2.

o

In order to fully address those sections in 10CFR 60 that are dealing with past and

This comment re/"ers to 0,111\'1-301.

123(a); 60 123(b), it is necessary to search for fossil spring sites that are excellent
The comment is correct; the text refers to the wrang figure.

indicators of past ground-water levels.

This witt be corrected in

the re'llispd version of the report .

o p. 13-42 states "~POSSible, samples of th~ fl~i~s pro~uced
will be geoch""'ica~ly analyzed ... " The weakness of this statement is
criticized.
This comment refers to ONWI-301.
The statement that is commented on refers to the fact that many of the stratigrahic

This was

true in test hole GD-1. and is anticipated to be also true in future drill holes. Anytime

a sample is recovered in adequate \'Illume, a thorough chemical analysis of that sample
Many units, however, simply do not yield a sample.
water-bearing

At the suggestion of reviewers of ON WI-301 , a seismic line has been added to the

characteristics of the units are critical

o

S~e

additional comments.

"CTlON ITE:o!S:

to the

1.
The ilor~ Grouo wouH U~e to
301. and ON'. r-92 -..ill be published.

o p. 13-43. !n regards to Federal criteria 10 CFa 60.122 which refers
to low ground-water content of th~ host rock, the Work Group questions how
iloodward-Clyde interprets "low ground-..,ater content". The CorClation strata
should be dry.

Crustal rocks contain woter in amounts

We interpret the term "low ground-water content" as representing the

lo..-er enel of this range .

In the case of typical sedimentary rocks, this would probably

b€ less than 5 percent.

In case of salt, which is at least among the most dry rocks,

...

if not the most dry, "low" would imply a water content

Figure 13-10

sites on Verdue Graben.

do~s

considerably lower than that .

not show Verdue Graaen

1)5

a~d

the stream gaging

when the revised O:IlH-291, ON:/!-

The current schedule for publishing the re'llised (final) version of these reports is as

ONIYI-92

8/ 82

ONWI-291

8/ 82

ON 11'1-30 I

8/ 82

ranging f/'Om significantly less than 1 percent to approximately 40 percent in the case
of some snales.

k~ow

follows:

This comment refers to ONWI-301 .
The terms "low" and "dry" are relative terms .

No test pits

are currently planned in Lavender Canyon.

It is as important

investigations.

o

gohg to be any test ;>its and seiSllIic llnes

exploration program subsequent to the release of the draft of ONWI-301.

to (hydrologically) test the dry as well as the water-bearing units, howe\'!!r, because the
permeability and

Ar~ ther~

This comment refers to ONIVI-301.

units have such a low water content that fluid samples cannot be obtained.

will be done.

o F1~ur~ 13-2.
in Lavender Canyon?

Volume V.

2.

Th~

Group would like to know when the USGS will publish DrI'" r-290,

Subsequent to the release of the draft of ON 1V1-290, it has been determined that the
USGS does not have adequate resources to complete the Salt Valley \'Illume of that
report.

-

Instead, the USGS will complete topical reports on all of the work that they

have done on Salt Valley,

Information from these topical reports, pre'llious USGS

reports on Salt Valley, and all other available information on this area will be

combined into a single Salt Valley report by 1V0odward-Cl~de Consultants in early
1983,

..

~

..;."',a.

• •• J.id

3.
The ~uole~r Wa, .. e Task Foroe will be meeting !".br~ary 13. T:'e
Geologio Work Group would 11k. DOE t~ invite several Wood ..ard-:lyde soieotists
to the :neeting includi~g a ~eoh 1drolog i st, 3 .urfici3 1/ Q ~ater Mry geologist. ,
s~1smologist,

someone ra"l1il:'ar t"'i th

Woodward-Clyde feels could be of

~'!ophys1cal

us~

at the

testing, and inyon2

~ls~ l",hor.l

meetin~.

Canyon.

The .ork Group would 11l<e to ",eet wi th \/oodward-Clyde on February 17
and February 18.

The WoodlllOrd-Clyde staff did meet with the Geologic Work Group and the Utah
Geological and Minervl Survey on February 17 and 18.

p/aMed during the location phase. A seismic line was completed down Davis Canyon
Additional seismic
lines will probably be done acrvss Davis Canyon at Its widest part and down Lavender

several months ago. This data has been obtained and Interpreted.

The WoodlllOrd-Clyde staff

included task leaders for aU of the studies previously done and currently anticipated.
ONWI and DOE geological staff also attended that meeting.

This latter line

Il108

added to the location plans after conferring with the

Geologic Working Group of the Utah Task Force and with the ONWl Geologic Review

Group, an independent group of consultants that are well laIown and widely respected
in the geologic community. who were retained to independently review ... '1(/ advise on
the program conten!.

A three-dimensional

survey will no doubt be done if and when an actual site is

selected. A t this phase of the prgram. hawever. it is still the objective to determine
the broad characteristics of the location so that this location can be compared to
other locations in the country that are also being considered and to determine whether

q.
The oo"""ittee reoo,1Iilends a reassessmant of the criteria duli~g
with faults. The deSignation of ca?ab1e faults, nonactive faults and active
filults may be .nisleadi!!g in deter",ining the s.fety of areas,

or not it would be prudent to sink an up/oro tory shaft in this. or any other. location.

The following definitions were taken frvm the Glossary of Geology. 2nd edition.
American Geological lnstitute. 1980:
Capable Fault : A fauJt is defined by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission as one that

is "capable" of ''near future" movement: in genervl, a rault on which there has been
movement within the last 35.000 years.
Active Fault:

A fault along which there is recurrent movement. which is usually

ind icated by small, periodic displacements or seismic activity.

It is in this context that these terms are used in the repasitory siting in\'W!stigations.
A nonactive fauJt is one which is not active.

5.
The Work Grou? again recommends 3-D seismic studias be performed
extensively i n Gibson Dome. As one member stated, "A $100,000 spent now c~uld
save mill i o:05 later."

-

Seismic reflection surveys are presently anticipated to cost 14,000 a line mile : high
resolution seismic surveys will cost 110,000 a line mil,.

1),7

Some seismic surveys are

..
1).\

UNIVERSITY Of t,: TAH RESEARCH INSTITUTE

UURI
EARTH SCIENCE LABORATORY
410 CHI,nA WAY. sum 110
SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH 141011
TELEPHONE BOI -5BHII)

January 26, 1982

Ms. Genevi eve Atwood
The Utah Geo 1ogi ca 1 and Mi nera 1 Survey
606 Black Hawk Way
Sa 1t Lake City, Utah 84108

I recommend that the UGHS and our Geologic Work Group encourage
BlM cooperation in approving this seismic work. It is relatively inexpensive and non-destructive compared to drilling and shaft sinking
activities. ONWI-301, Figure 3-2 should be revised to include provision
for thi s addi ti ana I sei smi c work.

Dear Genevieve:
listed below are a few minor errors in text noted during my review
of ONWI-290, and 291.
ONWI-290

Vol. 1 Regional Overview.

Py.9-18 lockhart Basin is

~of

Gibson Oome, not northeast.

This comment is correct; a correction "'as mode in the final version of this report.

ONWI-290

A more important consideration which did not receive enough discussion
in our meeting of January 25 should result in some revision to ONI1I-301.
The occurrence of even minor amounts of oil and gas from 1818-1829 m in
GO-1 and the fact that the Leadville limestone is a producing horizon
elsewhere increases the potential for human intrusion and conflict with
resource potential. The Geologic flork Group should recommend sufficient
COP reflection seismic coverage to indicate that no majol' structural or
lithologic traps are present within the Gibson Oome target area. A
minimum amount of seismic data (in addition to the Davis Canyon line
(ONWI-301, pg. 13-9, Fig . 3-2) would be a line of approximately 8 miles
length in Lavender Canyon. If structural complexities are observed on
either the Davis or Lavender Canyon lines, then 3-0 seismic coverage may
be required to prove the area acceptable for an exploratory shaft.

Vol. 2 Gi bson Oome

pg. 2-1

Inaccurate conversion of meters to feet; should be Qd
and 1.6 ft. not!!& and 1&.

pg. 6-3

Inaccurate conversion of meters to feet; 110 m e 361 ft.

pg. 6-9

Inaccllrate conversion of meters to feet; 1 m " 3 ft.

These comments are correct; corrections "'ere inadvertantly not included in the final

A seismic line do",n l.avender Canyon 1OIOS added to the program as a result of this
comment. We concur ",ith the opinion that "if structural complexities are observed on
either the Davis or l.avender Canyon lines. then 3-D seismic coverage may be required
to prove the area acceptable for an exploratory shaft." After the Davis Canyon and
fit into the structural
picture obtained from the overall net",ork of seismic work that has been done in the
area. we ",ill determine whether or not 3-D coverage is called for. !Ve would expect
to confer with the State in making that determination.
l.avender Canyon lines have been interpreted. and these lines

With the exception of the oil and gas show and insufficient subsurface geophysical data, I see no major negative factors in the geologic
data base presented to us to date. The hydrology is still a large
unknown factor which must be resolved. The environmental issues, such
as proximity to Canyonlands National Park and the effects of railroad
construction are major negative aspects of the site that should be
evaluated before a decision is made to sink a shaft.

report except as acknowledged here .

pg. 6-2

Mentions axial trace of Gibson Dome on Figure 6-5, tut
it is not shown on figure.

-

This comment is correct.

be more

thoroug.~ly

The oil and gas shows referred to are quite minor. but ",ill

investigated.

Much of the future geologic program is directed

adequately defining the hydrological characteristics of the area.
Environmental issues are also in the activity plans. and these will be combined in a

toward

more

This comment is correct . The axial trace of Gibson Dome is sho",n on Figure 6-27.

Single report that addresses the possible impacts on Canyonlands National Pork. as

Figure 6-3 "'as incorrectly referenced on Page 6-2.

mentioned in several previous comments.

We concur that "'e have found no negative

United States Department of the Interior
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

ROCKY MOUNTAIS R.:CIONAL O.·.·ICE

factors in the geologic data base accumulated to date . and are pleased to see that
there is some concurrence on this point.

653 Pur(et Strpet

1'.0 . 80, 252117

IS REPLY RErER TO:

D .e nv~r.

Colorado Mn:.!:!5

L24 (RMR-D)
N;rrS - Gibson Dome

Sincerely,

~./

Howard p. Ross
Sen; or Geophys i ci st/Project /·1anager

lED APR 1 1982

Mr. J. O. lIeff
Program lIanager, U. S. Department of Energy
WWTS Program Office
50:' King Avenue
Columbus, Ohio 43201
Dear lIr. lIeff :

We apprec1.ate the opportunity to review the preliminary draft of OWl 291, Paradox
Area Characterization SUllllllary and Location RacOIIIIDendation Report, December 1981,
and offer these cOlllllents:

b.51.5. HUMAN INTRUSIOli - RESOURCE POTENTIAL/EXPLORATION p.2-l5
The proximity of the Overthrust Belt to Gibson Dome and Elk Ridge should be thoroughly considered. Much bas been learned since the 1979 survey you cite . Intensive
seismic surveys by a major oil company are currently being conducted in the area
from Moab south through Lockhart Basin. Deep hole 011 and s.. s exploration is underway in southeast Utah with intended depths of 18,000 to 25,000 feet.
The tectonic history of the Colorado Plateau Province. in which the Paradox Basin

is centrally located. and the relationship to surrounding provinces is discussed in
so me de tail in ONWI-290. Geologic Characterization Report for the Paradox Basin

Study Region. Utah Study Areas.

The Plateau "is one of the largest consistently

stable provinces in the North American Cordillera" (ON WI-290. Volume I. Page 7.21.
This is in contrast to the overthrust belt. which is tectonically more related to the

basin and range and Middle Rocky Mountain Provinces. The overthrust belt. because
of its history of low angle reverse faulting (overthrust). provides structural traps for
hydrocarbans.

This type of structural activity has not taken place in the GIbson

Dome or Elk Ridge locations where the stratigraphic units are essentially nat lying
and such traps or potential hydrocarban reservoirs are not present.

Therefore . the

hydrocarban resource potential of the study areas is not enhanced by its proximity

to the overthrust belt and studies to date have confinned the low hydrocarban
resource potcn tial of the study areas.

Any possible traps due to folding will be

identified by seismic reflection and would be evaluated by drilling before licensing
of a reposi tory. Although some seismic surveys are being conducted in the Gibson
Dome and Elk Ridge areas. we would not classify them as "intensive". Additionally.

it must be remembered that at least some of this seismic exploration is being carried
out with the objective of selling the data to the contractors carrying out the
National Waste Terminal Storage Program. 'The deep hole exploration mentioned is

/3/

not being conducted in the vicinity of either the Gibson Dome or Elk Ridge areas.

~~

2.52.3. LUlU USE STt'DIES 0.1-18

Paragraph 1 - Page 3- 2Q.

The ~ ation31 Regi s ter of Histo ric Places is upda t ed annually and appears in the
Federal Regis ter . Reference should be made t o the c urren t list rather than the 1969
listing . the Salt Creek Archeolog ic31 District, t-lh ich comprises the entire southeast
corner of the national park, was added to the ~ at io n al Register in 1975.

In addit i on to the t wo proposed wil<!erness study areas, that area of Can~~~, . ~P
immediately a d jacent to the preferred site for the repository has been
studi ed and recommended to Congress for wilderness status. You may also wish
to reassess the "low to medium" archeological sensitivity since the preferred
site is wi t hi n 1-1/2 miles of the previously mentioned Salt Creek Archeological
Dis trict.

Title 36, Code of Federal Regulations, Parts 60 and 800 contains a listing of historic
places. This list is updated annually in the Federal Registe r.

Additions to the Original

list lI/ere obtained by contacting the Utah State Historic Preservation Officer as noted

in the remainder of the sentence referred to on Page 2-18.

ONIVI-1 44 (Environmental Characterization Report for the Paradox Basin Study Region ,
Utah Study Areas) reference s the archaeological study by Richard A.

Thompson.

Thompson's evaluation is appropriate for the reasons dewloped in ONWl-144.
Moreover, extensive site specific archaeological surveys are planned in subsequent
phases of the exploration program tv ('e termine any direc t and indirect impacts on the

3.3.3. GI!lSm; DOHE STUDY AREA p.3-18, Da r". 3

Please re fe r t o

ou ~

cul tural resources.

c omment on 2.5.1.5. above.

Refer to response in Sect ion 2.5.1.5, above.

5.2.1.4.1.

SI GlI I FIC~l CE

0.5-11

The preferred Gibson
Paragraoh 4 -

Pa ~ e

3- 19

"Land use i n the Gibson Oome Study Area is lirli ted to s~uct' al uranium and vanadium
mines (not currently operat ed) and isolated r3nch~s . " is a tota lly i naccurate s tatement. Figure 3- 5 clearly delineates t he s tudy a rea as ~onsis t i n g of about one-t hi rd
national ~ark lands. Even excluding the park lands, t he predominant use of t!-te area
is recreational. The recreational use is mostly non-local with JS pe rcent c Or.ling
fron the :·tountain States. Visitation to the Needles District of Canyonland s alone
was over 42 ,000 in 1981, accounting for 788,000 visitor hours. Aver age :;r o~, t h in
numbers of visitors has be~n approximately 10 percent increase per y ear .

D~e Site, ~s we understand, lies 1n section 6, imrnedinte ly
south"est of South Sixshooter peak. Mcording to your figure 5-7, there dO M
n ~ t av p~~ r to be 3.1 square miles available to a~commodate the dimens1on~ cf
the reposi t ory. The only area that would appear to meet this crit eria are
sect1.ons 10, 11, 14, and 15, 1n the northwest corner of the area shown 1n
fi gure 5-7.

FIgure 5-6 indicates that there also would not be 3.1 square
at the Elk Ridge site.

lIIile~

avall a Ll,'

About 3./ square miles is needed for underground lI/orkings, but less than one section
(one square mile) of land is needed for abow ground ("surface") facilities .

Also. the

As stated in ONIV/-36, (Summary Characterization and Recomm endation or Study areas

surface area need not be totally uninterrupted open space. but can be spaced to

fo r the Paradox Basin Study Region), Canyonlands National Park was r emoved from

accommodate topgraphic features .

Both the Gibson Dome and Elk Ridge locations

further consideration as a potential repos itory site.

meet both of these requirements.

The area meeting the requirements at Elk Ridge

Th e presence or a wilderness area

within the Park boundary does not increase environmental constraint s (c .v .. ai,' quality

is substantiall y less than t hat at Gibson Dome, hall/ever,

provisions ,f the Federal Clean Air Act) on adjacent activities (i .e., sitinv a N I\'TS

square miles).

f acilitv).

5. 2 . 6 .1.

The land use description on P. .1-/ 9 for the Gibson Dome study ar eas /1as been ,.evised

in th e rinal repor t .

-

I~

Refer to Table 5-1, Criterion

:H ~lERAL

(6 square miles versus 57

5.2.1 .4.

RES OURCES 0.5-40

Please refer to our comments on s ection 2.5.1.5 and 3 . 3.3.

Here r to response on Sec tioll 25. 1.5 . abo ve .

5.2.6.3. 1.1\::0 Olr.iERSHIP/ACCESS p .5-43, par. 3

See our connent on 3.3.3. p.3-19, par. 4.

The

stat~ment

"The Gibson Dome

location is utilized primarily for agricultural ?urposes II is in error.

5.2.8.2.

Tll\:;SPORTATIml RISK 2.5-53, par. 2

It is our understanding that one of the railroad alternatives is down the
Colorado River approxi:1ately 20 miles . This canyon in t he POlst has been subject
to minor landslides. The ColorOldo River sup plies potable :later for a large part
of Southwestern t.:nited States. In 1980. over 7 t 000 bOOlters ('.o1hite<..Iater. canoe,
and motorboat) traveled the Color3do River belo'.o1 ~loab.

Refer to response on Section 3.3.3. Page 3-19. Paragraph 4. above.

5.2.7.5. NEARBY HAZARDS p.5-49, last paragraoh
Highway U-211 does not cross the Gibson Dome location. The State highway ends
southeas: of the Dugout Ranch. The road mentioned was constructed and 1s maintdned by the National Park Service to provide access to Canyonlands NP.

A report on this subject has not been completed at this time . Several altematives have

beet. proposed and are being evaluated.

5.2.9.

The tezt has been revised to incorporate this comment .

The information on minor landslides is

appreciated ond will be considered.
ElIVIRO:I!!ElITAI. PRarECTION p.5-54

The impact of locat ing a repositorf next to a national park should be addressed
as ,]. separate issue.

Page 5-50

The airstrip nearest the Gibson Dome site has, in the past, se rved as a base f~r
scenic flights over the pa"k and in the future will probably continua. Due to
a fire that destroyed the facility, the strip is currently inactive.
the present lessee's plan is to rebuild.

However,

The cri teria used to scr een the Gibson Dome s tudy area for suitable locations avoided
, iUIIO in

0

National Park.

Being adjacent to a National Park or any other federally

declicated land is on impact issue .

Consequently, it is outside the scope of ONWl-291.

1'1011.< for studying this issue are described in Section 13.7.2.9 of ONIVI-301.

Due to the current status of the referenced landing strip in Lavender Canyon. the
statement on Page 5-50 is correct.

5.2.9.1.5.

~ATURAI.

RESOURCES D.5-58

See our comment on 2.5.1.5

5.2.8.1.

HUl<.A.'1 PROXDnTY p.5-51, par . 3

The methods and sources referred to fail to take into account transient populations
such as visitors to national parks . Attached to these comments are visitor use
figures for Canyonlands Na tional Park and Natural Bridges National Monument. It
may be relevant to note that in the latest 3O-year period (1951-1981) visits to
nearby Arches National Park grew from 18,000 to 326,000, or an increase of over
1800 percent. A 30-year record is not available for Canyonlands NP as i t was
established by Congress in 1964, but visitation has increased from 19,468 in 1964
to 90,920 in 1981.
Humon prozimity as defined in the siting criteria document (NIVTS 33(2)) refers to

Refer to response on Section 2.5.1.5, above

5 .2.9.2. L

PARKS AND RECREATIO!l p. 5-61

See our comment on 3.3.3. p.3-l9

Refer to response on Section 3.3.3. Page 3-19. above.

developed areas. Transient tourist populations are more appropriately addressed in

Section 5.2. 9.2. Land Use Conflicts. Impocts of a repository on recreational land

-

use was considered in the selection of Gibson Dome over Elk Ridge (cf.• Section
5.2.9.2. 1).

Futhermore. the issue of potential impocts on the Park (which includes

study of transit populations) has been added as a seporate section of ONIV1-301. the
technical work plan. (Section 13.7.2.9).

Data Acouisition )Ie thods 0.5-62, par. 2
It is interesting to note that information on recreational land use was obtained
u.s. Fvrest Se rvice. The ~ational Park

from the Bureau of Land ~~nagement and the
Service was not l~sted as a data source.

/3~

The info rm ation u.sed pro vided a sufficient cumporati ve basis be tween the El k Ridge
and Gibs()n Do me locations.

Speci f ic data will be r equi red to assess the i mpocts of

f uture .\ 1\ TS a ctivities on rec reation.

The ,\iational Park Se r vice has been contact ed

(or data fo r this more specific purpose.

S .~. 9 . : . 3 .

ThC! loc ol t io n o f t be r epo:;i t o r y in Lavender o r Davis C.lnyon would seem to viol.. ce
t he c r iter i a " The locati on o f 3 ret-o.lt o ry in or adj3cent to lancb .at alde for
t hi" &:ilder "es{] purpose would therefore be disallow. d 3. an unacc~e3ble ~ use
c c nflic t. That 3rea o f Ca nyonlands \1' 1mI:Iediate1y adjacene to lAveader 3ad Davia
has be e n s t ad t eu a nd rec O!:lmt! nd cd to Cangress for wlld.rr.esa.

n ...

Res ults o f Comoa r is ons of Location 0 . 5- 6: . pa r. 4

We concur ~.J ith t he statement "Repos i to ry location in t he Gibs on Dome area ·..,auld have
a nega ":ive e ff ect on recreat i onal land us e b y interrup ting the vistas and di s couraging vis! tors . II

The conclusion drawn that aest hetic confli cts would be less at the Gi bson Dome
s i te vs . the Elk Ridge site is surprising, to say the least. This is apparently
based on the poss ibility that the actual r epository might not be visib le . All
other ae s thet i c confllcts are apparently discounted.

!': !LJER~:f.S S i, . S - ~ 1

t eIt hCls

be""

revised to delf!te 11K.> phrase

"or adjacenl 10" 10 reneCr rhe

inlent ,,/' the /liI\'TS-33(ZI crilerioo cUed.
ne s ult s/Co~ p 3r i sons

of

L~at1ona

p.5-64

The Gibs on Dome location also borders upon the Canyonlands
Refer 10 N'sponse

011

Recoma.r~ed

Wilderaees.

Section 5.2.9.2,3. olio,,!!.

A number uf comments have been received on this section and the teIt has been
revised.

A t ypographic error occurred in the draft and has been corrected.

Any

statement that positively states a repository will discourage tourism is conjecture. The
potential impoct of

a repository on tourism will require additional analysis,

', ,,e ct. l tur31 resource stucly referred to was a 1 percene surny tbae 414 noe in.'w.ie
na t ioM l park 13nds .

There are

many Not ional Parks that have intense commercial and/ or industrial development
immediately outside the Park boundary. An analysis of haw tourism has or has not been
affected by these developments will help assess the issue.

However. this impo c t

anal ysis is germane to NEPA documents and not this screening report.
The natural relief of the Gibson Dome location facilitates the concealment of a
repository better than the Elk Ridge location. thus different iating between the two.
The some dis tinction halds true for railrood access into the two locations. Impacts of

5. 2.9 . : . 7.

~n:LD

A:m SCE)!I C ?'I\'ERS 1>.3-66

\/e reques t that )!ational ParI< Servic.> ad!:ti nisterecl areas receive ehe . _ ."ecial

consiu or 3 t i"n as is given these riv £rs . Although not designated Wild and Sc:eII1c.
t he C"lc r3do River within the nat ion.,l park ::IcHS all the criteria for UU4 a1I4
Sc en:'c ar.d . excepting Grand C3ft:·c n . :~~ t:.he b&lst known white vater sacclcm of the
e nt ~ !" e Col o r ad o River.

a ra ilrood on the visual resources of a location can only be mode after an alternative
route has been identified and ewluated.

Thl., issue is outside the scope of ONWI-29J.

..Is stat ed in " " earlier re, POI1s(!
/)"/11(' lo.'aUrm does

5 .2 .9 . 2. 2.

I ~Dt:Sn'{

AIlD Ar,R I CULTURE 0 . 5- 63. oar . 4

(011

Sf!t' !ion 3.3. 3. Page :1-19. Pa"'f1raph 4J. the CIIIIon

no t inL'/"d .. an y parlirJII of

Can~'onlands

in (JUr st udies.

Aga in , see our c or.ne nt on 3 . 3.3. p. 3-19 , par . 4

Refer to r esponse on Section 3.3.3. Page 3-19. Paragraph 4. above.

/.37

,\ ational Pork. Nelher «INs

ir indllde nny portion of /1 .(' ColflrodfJ Hiwr and tlltL; is receh'ing , /Wcial considerallon

-

/ ji

~EST
5.2.9.2.9.

)lATIO~.u.

DOCUMENT AVAILABLE

PARKS p.5-67

The opening sentence of t his section seems to conflic t with the statement en
p. 5-62 and p.S-iS concerning the i mpacts on recreat ional lands. As stated on
p. 5-62 , reposi tory construction would have.]. negative effect on recreationa!
land use.

Visitor Use Figures for

Can yon13nds Na tional P3rk and Na tural Br idges Na tional

~bnument

1960 - 1981
Sect ion 5.2.9.2. 1 has been re vised, and the apparent cnntradiclion removed.
Na tural Bridges
~;e are curious as to why BU f and Forest Service publications were used as

reference instead of, or 1n supplement to, National Park Service publications.

Refer to response on Section 5.2. 9.2. 1. Page 5-62. Paragraph 2. above.

Since the Na~ional Park Service admini5teres both Natural Bridges National Monument
and Cany onlands National Park, we are truly amazed by the stat ....ent "Because of
the more limited 5i,e and larger tourist interest of the Natural Bridges National.
Monument, the Gibson Dome location is preferred."

The text has been re vised to incorporate this comment.

Sincerely,

L. Lorraine Hintzmyer
Regional Director
Rocky Mountain Region
Enclos ure

....

/31

1960
1961
196 2
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
196M
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
19 75
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981

6, 499
7,689
10,146
11 , 576
10,531
19,278
29,779
36,621
37,759
37,780
39 , 921
49,115
58 , 500
42,724
40,300
48,431
71,865
75,193
69,941
80,31 4
63,988
60,681

Can von lands

19,426
20,234
23,155
26,318
26,035
33 , 360
55,444
60,757
62,574
58,988
71,774
80,006
75,621
86,307
75,133
56,965
90,920

(Park established 1964)

BEST DOCUMENT AVAILABLE
U niled Slales Departmenl of Ihe Inlerior
NATIONAL PARK St:RV1Cr.

HIK"K" MOI:ST,\IS 11t:(;ION.\I, (In'ln:
..:\5 I'Mr(,·\ Slr..,"'
1'.0.
tl\:lM7

Rt,.

IN 1lP"_Y RUn TO:

L24 (RMR-DO)
IIIlTS-Gibson Dam.

U"nwcr. (,:ulnradtt MOU:\

Kr. J. O. Neff, Program Kanaaer
U.S. Depart. .nt of Eneray
IIIlTS Program Offica
50S rani Aven.. e
Columb .. s, Obio 43201

The followina are o.. r comments on tbe December 1981 Preliminary Draft of
O!IWI-301, Paradox Basin Site CharacterizAtion Report.

Vis.. re 13-4

Figure 13-5

The national park bo..ndary is improperly located. The boundary vas
revised in 1971, and approximately 2~ mil •• of the vestern .nd of tb.
proposed seismic line vould be vitbin tbe park.
p. 13-22:

Water availability

In addition to "DeUnina locally available veter," the D.part. .nt of
Energy needs to determina, by s ..bmittina permit application. nov,
vhether or not ... ffici.nt vat.r vo.. ld actually be availabl.. We note an
apparent conflict betv..n the rec_ndations' on pale 5.0-1 of ONWI-265,
Jan.. ary 1981 and this .ection. ONIII-265 reca.end. that application.
for vater lources be initiated as loon a. the repodtory location !!!!.
been d.te .... in.d. Accordin, to ONWI-265, apparently the availability .f
vater vill not be a factor in tbe .ite .election proc ....
The quest ion of \'later awilabilit)' ",ill be addressed further during the location phose.
and a discussion of this topic ",ill be included in the NEPA document that accomponies
regarding an exploratory shaft and/ or a

repository.

The

availability of water will be evaluated in the site selection process.

p. 13-70

""cb of tbe .eismic line vitbin Canyonland. National Park, .. sbown,
doe. not follow e.t.blisbed toad. and vould be in violation of tbe
vildernes. reco_ndation tbat has be.n transmitted to Cona r ••••
p. 13-19:

13.5.2.3

any recommendation

Dear Mr. Neff:

p. 13-17:

pp. 13-64 and 65

'ia.. re 13-7

Approximately the last 3 mila. of the proposed .eiHic line i. alooa a
fo .. r-wbeel drive road that could block access for larae truck ••
Any seismic vork vithin the park vould require p.ndts and vo.. ld b.
s ..bject to all applicable National Park Service rules and regulations.

13.7.1

SUKKARY OF IISOLVED ISSUES

We do not beli.ve land ... e conflicts have been resolved. AItho..,h it 1.
true that tb. location is not near State or f.derally d.sianated wild
and sc.nic rivers, the dte is adjacent to an area rec_nded to
Congress for wilderness and is also adjac.nt to tb. Salt Creek
Archeoloaical District which i. listed on tbe National Re,ister of
Historic Place.. In ONIII/SUB/8l/E 512-01600-61(2) (to b. d.si,nated
ONWI-29l), i t is .tated tbat, "The location of a repository in or
adlacent to lands set aside for this p.. rpo •• (wild.rn... ) wo.. ld be
therefore disallov.d as an ..na.ceptable land .... conflict." Why 1. tbis
.tatem.nt belnl overlooked?
Conflicting land .. se and n.,ativa impact on Canyonlands National Park
cannot be avoided or satisfactorily miti,at.d, .hauld tbe r.pository ba
located in the Gibson Dome ar.a. The conflict i. vith tbe humani.tic
values for vhicb the park vas astabli.h.d. Any d.v.lopm.nt of tb. scope
of a repository vill n.gate in ,reat . .a sure th•• e humanistic park

values.

All seisr. lic lines ",ithin Canyonlands Notional Park have been deleted from the program

plan, including those portions . ho",n on Figures 31 -4, 13-5. and 13-1.

...
I'll

..

The conflicting statement in the draft of ON1I'1-291 was a misstatement ",ith respect

to the use of the work "adjacent " and has been corrected in the /'ina I report to refer
only to the true meaning of the exclusionary siting criteria .

Section 13. 7. 1 (Page 13-

70 ) states that "Potential conflicts with significant land uses have been minimized and

there are few alternative uses of the site" (emphasis added, Canyonlands Nat ional park
was excluded f rom consideration as a repository sit e. and the potential impact s of a

Jl./~

repository near the Park will be addressed in the studies planned for the immediate
future . The presence of a wilderness area within tile Park boundaries will not increase
the environmental cons troints f rom those caused by the presence of the Park itself.

While the Park has been considered inviolate. the land adjacent to the Park has not
been considered similarily. and there is no obvious reason to do so.

The case can be

made that a repository. which will be temporary facilit y and which will be

011

land that

Hazard to the Colorado River .nd its vidtor. shoulcl be resolv.eI.
Transportation crossing and drainage into the river aust be addr•••• eI.
In 1980. 7.344 users (whitewater, cano., and IDOtorboat) trav.U.eI tb.
Colorado River.
We concur that the potential for impact to the Colorodo River and its visitors needs

to be addressed. and are appreCiative of your bringing this issue to our attentian.

The

loco lion phase studies will be an opportunity to s tudy these issues.

will Ila ve severely limited use restrictions permantently. is quite compotible with the
humanistic values for which the Park was supposedl y established.

p. 13-79

Urban population c.nter. have been tak.n into account but not the
transient recreationist population in Canyonlanels National 'ark anel
vicinity. 'roj.cteel incr.a.es of this recr •• tionist population can b.
condelerabl.. Visitation at Canyonlanel. NaUonal 'ark, establi.h.eI in
1964, incr....eI froa 19,468 in 1965 to 90,920 in 1981. This viaitaUon
viII undoubt.dly increase to hundr.d. of thou.anels per y.ar, if not
.are, in one I.n.ration. To !.ply that recreaUonal us. is
indpificant in the area, indicat •• a •• riou. lack of kDovl.ell. about
the area. Accidents at a repo81tory or in transport in the vidnity of
th. park IUlht aspos. relatively f.w p.opl. to radiation halarel but
could prav.nt visitor. fro. .nt.rinl the park for .xt.nel.d p.riod.,
denyinl tbe. acc... to a national tr...ur. ..t a.id. for tb.ir
enjoyment. Aa atat.d in 0t.1JI-291, p.i. 5-62, the aere pre.enc. of a
repOsitory .....ould have a ne,aUve eff.ct on recreational land u •• by
interruptinll the vistas and discouralinll vi iton."

The potential impact of a repasitory will require additional analysis.

There are many

13.7.2.6

Effects on Arch.ololical Sit..

An issue to b. addre ...eI is tbe proxiaity of the Salt Cr •• k
Archeololical District (lilted in the National R.gi.ter of Historic
Places) in Canyonlanell National Park, i • •diat.ly adjac.nt 0 tb.
repository study area •

A coapleu archeological lurvey of Lavender or Davis Canyon (depend.nt
on shaft location) shoule1 b. . . d. prior to the d.cilion on the Ihaft to
3iel in dec1sionaaking and to identify protection n.eels of dtel nov
unknown.

A complete archaeological survey of any lands having potential for use during detailed
si te exploration activities. (including an explorotory shaft) would be undertaken during
the loca tion phase.

national porks that have intense commerical and/ or industrial development immediately

outside their boundaries. An analysis of how this development has or has not affected
tourism will help to address this issue. The final report of ONWI-291 now acknowledges
the impact of a tronsient recreational population and has corrected the t ypa of "would "

p. 13-81 , paragraph 3 (S.condary Effects froa Increased Rdl Ace... )
In addition to gathering data on likely types of industrial growtb,
research should be perfomed on future recreational growtb.

to ·'could". AnalYSis of this issue will be appropriatel y more detailed during location
phase studies.

Future potential for recreational growth will be oddressed and considered.

UNRESOLVED ISSUES
13 . 7. 2.1

Transportation Risks

p. 13-82

Refer to coaments above (13.7.1) on transi.nt recr.. tionist population
in vicinity of transportation route.

I\e believe that the patential of expasure to radiation by Park visitors would be

-

virtually non-existent. and that patential impact to access to the Park could be easily
avoided by means of an overpass or re-routing of the Park entronce road.

will be addressed during the location phase studies.

This issue

13.7.2.8

Visual Aesthetic Effects

The issue has .scala ted from one of "local concern" to one of resional
concern and i. likely, due to its proximity to Canyonlands National
Park. to becoa. an issue of intere.t nationwid.. Becau.e of this
likelihood, and the fact that .any of the issu .. listed ..y have direct
iapacts on the national park, ve request that those iapact. be tr •• teel
as a separate and distinct issue. Canyonlands National Park is a
_ndatory Class I air quality area under the Clean Air Act, a.endeel 1977
(Public Lav 95-95).

7KH SRWHQWLDO LPSDFWV RI D UHSRVLWRU\ WR WKH 3DUNDSSHDU WR EH VFDWWHUHG LQ 21,9,
EHFDXVH WKLV UHSRUW LV DUUDQJHG E\ WHFKQLFDO LVVXH  7KH VHYHUDO VWXGLHV WKDW UHODWH WR
WLOH 3DUN ZLOO EH FRQVROLGDWHG LQWR D VHSDUDWH UHSDUW VSHFLILF WR WKH SRWHQWLDO LPSDFWV

RQ &DQ\RQODQGV 1DWLRQDO 3DUN DV GHVFULEHG LQ 6HFWLRQ    RI WKH ILQDO UHSRUW RI
21,9-

S 

S O-

7KH 'LVFXVVLRQ RI ,VVXH LLQRU WKH IDFW WKDW WKH H[LVWLQD KLKZD\
FRQVWUXFWHG E\ WKH 1DWLRQDO 3DUN 6HUYLFH LV WEH RQO\ WZRYEHDO GULYH
DFFHVV WR WKH PRDW SRSXODU HFWLRQ RI WEH QDWLRQDO SDUN 7KH H[LWLDV
URDG ZRXOG QRW EH DGHTXDHH WR DFFROOOOO2GDWD UHSRRWRU\ d~velop Q W
7KH WH[W KDV EHHQ UHYLVHG WR PRUH FOHDUO\ VKRZ WKH SRWHQWLDO FRQIOLFWLQJ XVH RI 8O

 6RFLDO DQG (FRQRPLF (IIHFWV

ZLWK DQ DFFHVV URDG WR &DQ\RQODQGV 1DWLRQDO 3DUN

$ PDMRU SRUWLRQ RI WKH FRQROO< RI VRWKHDVW 8WDK V GHSHQGHQW XSRQ WKH
WRXULVP LQGXVWU\ ,I WKH PHUH SUHVHQFH RI D UHSRVLWRU\ ZRXOG KDYH D
QHJDWLYH HIIHFW RQ UHFUHDWLRQDO ODQG XVH E\ LQWHUUXSWLQJ YLVWDV DQG
GLVFRXUDJLQJ YLVLWRUV DV VWDWHG LQ 21:,  KHQ L W ZRXOG DSSHDU WKDW
WKLV LPSDFW RQ QHDUE\ WRZQV PXVW E WKRURXJKO\ DVVHVVHG

7KH VWDWHPHQW LQ 21,9 KDV EHHQ FRUUHFWHG WR UHDG FRXOG UDWKHU WKDQ ZRXOG
VLQFH QR VWXG\ RI WKH LVVXH KDV EHHQ GRQH WR GDWH PDNLQJ DQ\ GHILQLWLYH VWDWHPHQW
XQTXDOLILHG FRQMHFWXUH 3RWHQWLDO LPSDFWV RQ QHDUE\ RZQV DV ZHOO DV RQ WKH 1DWLRQDO
3DUN RIERWK D UHSRVLWRU\ ZRUN IRUFH DQG SRVVLEOH HIIHFWV RQ WKH WRXULVP LQGXVWU\ ZLOO
EH DGGUHVVHG LQ DSSURSULDWH 1(3$ GRFXPHQWV WKDW UHODWH WR HLWKHU DQ H[SORUDWRU\ VKDIW

RU D UHSRVLWRU\ 6HFWLRQ  RI 21,9 DOVR GHVFULEHV D IXWXUH UHSRUW WKDW ZLOO

6LQFQHO\

~
5HJLRQDO 'LUHFWRU
5RFN\ 0RXQWDLQ 5HJLRQ

DGGUHVV WKLV LVVXH

S 
 (OHFWULF 3RZHU $YDLODELOLW\
7KH LPSDFWV RI DQ\ QHZ XWLOLW\ WUDQVPLVVLRQ FRUULGRUV PXVW EH DVVHVVHG

3RWHQW LDO LPSDFWV RI DQ\ QHZ XWLOLW\ WUDQVPLVVLRQ FRUULGRUV ZLOO EH DGGUHVVHG LQ
DSSURSULDWH 1(3$ GRFXPHQWV

S 

 7UDQVSRUWDWLRQ 8SJUDGLQJ
,Q DGGLWLRQ WR WKH LPSDFW RQ DIIHFWHG F2O,,,1QLWLHV WKH LPSDFW RQ
YLVLWRUV WR WKH QDWLRQDO SDUN VKRXOG EH FRQVLGHUHG
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p. 144, Gere and others - Utah Geological and Mineralogical Survey, not
U. S. Geological Survey.

Vr"iu,,,· HtJ:tJ ,JI

23 October 1981

p. 158, Seager - evolution, not evoluation.
p . 159, S.. itr., R.B., 1972, not Smith, R.E.

1'.5. Gen.."i.."e Atwood

Director, UGMS
Salt Lake City, Utah

(This error is in original

pub lica tion.)
p. 161, Add new reference - SUII\sion, C.l'., 1971, Geology and water resources

Dear CeDeYiwe,

of the Spanish Valley area, Grand and San Juan Counti •• , Utah: Utah

Dept. Natu=al

Bere's a listing of "OOle of the errors I picked up in 0l\'11I 92, Overview

Reso~rees,

Tech ?ub No 32, 40 p.

of the regional ,eoIolY of the Paradox Basin study re,ion.
1.- Fi,. 4-1 - Explanat10n is upside
bottOll.

do~~:

oldest unit should be on

The abo w errors are correctl y identified.

All were correct ed in the {inal version of

ON IV/-92,

This comment is correct; the explanation does not conform to standard geologic
practice, However. we believe the figure is easily understood,

The expense that would

be required to r edraft a colored plate is not justified,

2.- Fig. 7-2 - Population data stops at 1960:
1980 censuses.

Sincerely yours,

At-~

Barry D. Goode

add info frOll 1970 and

Population data is incidental to this report. the subject of which is the geology of the
Paradox Basin,

Better and more recent population data can be found in ONWI-68.

"Regional Environmental Characterization Report for the Paradox Bedded Salt Region
and Surrounding Territory. and ONWI-144. Environmental Characterization Report for
the Paradox -Basin Study Region. Utah Study Basin Study Region. Utah Study Areas".

3.- F1,. 10-12 - refers to UGMSociety instead of Survey.
4.- Table 41, opp. p. 44 - Sacagavea Ridge glaciation is Illinoian,
not Yarmouth; Durango gl.cial deposits are Illinoian, not Yarmouth.
In bibliography:
p. 137, Birkeland and others - conter=inous, not coterminous.
p. 141, Cooley and others - Barshbarger, no:
not Akens, T.P.

P~~shburger;

Akers, J.P.,
1)U5GPO : 1982 -
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